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Abstract

Regarding the huge quantities of valuable materials and hazardous sub-
stances contained in waste Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs), an appropri-
ate recycling of them is highly recommended. However, due to the high
complexity and variability in their material composition, state-of-the-art
industrial recycling systems commonly suffer from an unstable recycling
performance resulting in a suboptimal eco-efficiency. The best solution
for addressing this issue is a selective and dynamic recycling, where frac-
tions containing different materials are sent to correspondingly configured
processing routes. In order to facilitate such a dedicated recycling, an
image-based analysis of PCBs for an automated determination of the ma-
terial composition is gaining increasing attention. Nevertheless, due the
technical challenges imposed by the high complexity and variability of
PCBs, a practical solution for realizing the intended information retrieval
is not yet available.

In this thesis, a comprehensive, yet feasible PCB analysis is presented
for the first time, where the overall complexity and diversity are substan-
tially reduced by performing the analysis at the level of single components
instead of entire PCBs. As confirmed by a quantitative evaluation, this es-
tablishes the necessary technical support for realizing indirect retrieval of
the sought material composition. Moreover, a systematic investigation of
all relevant aspects for achieving the desired analysis is performed, which
covers the characterization of the employed imaging system, the localiza-
tion and categorization of single components, as well as the extraction of
text information. By this means, achievements, limitations and poten-
tials are identified for each aspect, which provide a deep insight into the
presented PCB analysis and open perspectives for further developments.
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Due to the highly dynamic production of PCB components, new recycling
targets steadily emerge in recycling processes. To address this issue, adap-
tions of the information retrieval system for the newly emerging targets
become necessary throughout the service life of recycling systems. Ben-
efiting from the well-designed implementation of the overall analysis and
the resulting good extensibility, only a few data-driven models need to be
retrained during adaptions, which is straightforward for given adequate
training data. Explicit parameter tuning is in general unnecessary as the
remaining parts of the overall analysis are either not affected or featured
with automated parameter adaption as required.

In consideration of the associated high complexity and variability in size,
shape, color and texture, PCBs and the mounted components generally
give rise to a very challenging application scenario in computer vision. To
deal with this problem, generic and adaptive analysis has been considered
throughout the entire development process. As a result, most of the ob-
tained methods, algorithms and approaches are not limited to the specific
application on PCBs, but are also applicable in more generic tasks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

There is an increasing global concern about waste electrical and electronic
products due to the rapid growth of annual production and their common
short life spans. Despite the widely introduced legislation on e-waste,
only a small fraction of the overall mass is currently officially collected
and appropriately treated, whereas the remainder undergoes an insuf-
ficient recycling of valuable materials and an inadequate management of
hazardous substances. Combined with the huge quantity of e-waste, these
issues give rise to an inefficient utilization of resources on a large scale and
result in great negative impacts on the environment and human health.
As the central components for realizing the desired functionality, Printed
Circuit Boards (PCBs) are integral constituents of electrical and elec-
tronic products. Due to the general presence of highly valuable metals
and hazardous substances, PCBs are of great interest in recycling e-waste.
Nevertheless, they are commonly associated with a high complexity aris-
ing from sophisticated circuits and densely mounted devices. Depending
on their functionality and the applied technologies in manufacturing pro-
cesses, a high variability in their material composition is also observed.
As a result of a missing online material analysis in commercial recycling
systems, an optimal processing of PCBs is not possible using state-of-the-
art recycling approaches. This leads to an unstable recycling performance
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and makes the high investment of industrial infrastructure less affordable
owing to the varying eco-efficiency. Motivated by the manual recovery of
valuable metals while discarding the cost-intensive recycling equipment,
waste PCBs are often transported with other e-waste from developed to
developing countries with lower labor costs. Through a crude recycling us-
ing simple methods, a fraction of target metals (e.g. gold, copper, etc.) is
extracted and the remaining parts including toxic gases, liquids and solid
scraps are released into nature without undergoing further appropriate
processing. These facts cause not only a significant loss of raw materials,
but also irreversible pollution of the air, the land and water bodies, which
imposes potential threats to life and health.

In order to enlarge the profit margin of industrial PCB recycling and to
reduce the environmental footprint of recycling processes, a selective and
dynamic recycling for maximizing the eco-efficiency is required, where
single PCBs or their fractions are sent to processing routes optimally
configured for the contained materials. Such recycling is achievable only
if the material information about the currently processed PCB can be
acquired. In comparison to the cost-intensive and inflexible spectral anal-
ysis, image-based information retrieval combined with a comprehensive
data bank covering the material composition of mainstream PCB compo-
nents is able to provide an economic and flexible solution for retrieving
the required material information. By matching recognized components
to the reference samples in the data bank, the sought material composition
can be read from the saved information. By this means, reliable recycling
performance can be realized and the overall eco-efficiency can be stabi-
lized for encouraging large-scale industrial application while suppressing
substandard treatment with low efficiency and environmental issues.

1.2 Objectives

Although the demand for a machine vision-based analysis of PCBs was
already identified more than one decade ago, no realistic and systematic
solution had been provided before this thesis to the best of the author’s
knowledge. Previous research resulted in rudimentary analysis approaches
only, which merely underwent feasibility studies on some selected samples.
A comprehensive and quantitative performance evaluation regarding the
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high complexity and variability of PCBs was not presented so far. More-
over, a reliable analysis at the level of components is missing. The only
technically mature method was the recognition of single PCBs by match-
ing them to the samples saved in a data bank [1, 2]. Its performance has
been verified through a matching test between the images of the sample
PCBs with different orientations. However, the reliability of such recog-
nition remains questionable for practical applications as PCBs found in
recycling are unlikely identical with the reference samples in the data
bank. A further concern is the applicability of this analysis method con-
sidering the hardly manageable diversity in the appearance of PCBs from
different manufacturers and for different purposes.

To address the challenges arising from the high complexity and variability
of PCBs as well as the missing prior knowledge of target objects, a first
practical solution based on the analysis of single components is proposed
and presented in this thesis. In contrast to the highly variable appearance
of PCBs, the appearance of mainstream devices (e.g. capacitors, resistors,
slots, connectors, integrated circuits, etc.) exhibit much lower variability.
Using appropriate detection approaches, relevant components on PCBs
are first localized and then assigned to the corresponding groups. After
reading the related label information of the detected components, they can
be matched to reference samples in the data bank with the help of their
appearance, category assignment and label information. For the purpose
of investigating the performance of developed methods, algorithms and
approaches, a quantitative and comprehensive evaluation of the results
obtained on datasets comprising diverse PCBs and devices is provided.
The focus of this thesis is on image processing approaches for waste PCB
analysis. A data bank covering mainstream devices and their material
composition is thus out of scope. Consequently, its implementation and
the related matching between test and reference samples in the data bank
need to be considered in future work.

1.3 Contributions

The most important contribution of this thesis is the first realistic solution
for achieving an image-based analysis of waste PCBs. Since the produc-
tion of PCB components is highly dynamic, the adaption of the overall
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analysis for new recycling targets becomes essential for facilitating the de-
sired information retrieval throughout the service life of recycling systems.
In consideration of this fact, methods, algorithms and approaches are pri-
marily developed for generic purposes. By this means, the requirement on
target and application-specific parameter tuning is eliminated. The nec-
essary adaption is realized through the modification of a few data-driven
models, where the required retraining of these models is straightforward
for given adequate training data. As a result of this well-designed im-
plementation, the image-based analysis of PCBs can be extended with
minimal effort to deal with newly emerging targets.

In comparison to previous publications [3] – [9], this thesis provides a
systematic solution and a more comprehensive evaluation. As essential
extensions, more advanced approaches leading to an improved analysis
performance are presented. For a better overview of the most signifi-
cant technical novelties, they are listed below according to the resulting
workflow of the intended PCB analysis.

• To improve the performance of the epipolar constraint-based correc-
tion of lens distortion, a reformulation of state-of-the-art correction
models is proposed, which reveals the underestimated power for a
simultaneous parameter estimation of both lens and camera models.
Through a detailed investigation, general guidance for selecting their
appropriate parameter configurations is also provided (Chapter 3).

• State-of-the-art camera self-calibration approaches are extended for
the case of non-stationary scenes, where rigid objects undergo inde-
pendent motions. Regarding the degenerate motions and structures
observed in PCB recycling, an alternative approach using geometric
constraints is developed, which combines the conventional constraint
with the specific constraint available on PCBs (Chapter 3).

• A widely applicable method for globally correcting transverse chro-
matic aberration is realized through a generic formulation of lens
distortion (Chapter 3). It can be integrated into standard camera
calibration workflows without great effort.

• To recover the desired horizontal or vertical orientation of PCBs,
an effective and reliable approach for estimating their orientation in
images is designed (Chapter 4).
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• For PCBs arising from mass production, a carefully designed seg-
mentation algorithm uses assembly print as guidance for localizing
surface-mounted small devices (Chapter 4).

• A generic proposal generation algorithm is proposed for localiz-
ing general PCB components and thus discards additional param-
eter tuning (Chapter 5). It relies on a novel local variance-based
method for exploiting image content and on a non-parametric adap-
tive thresholding.

• A novel architecture is designed for improving the localization per-
formance of convolutional neural networks (Chapter 5). With the
help of the recycled deep features, more accurate results are obtained
in both tasks of localizing components and reading text.

• To address the challenges imposed by varying color, font, size, ori-
entation and layout in text recognition, novel methods for realizing
adaptive binarization of text objects and reliable skew correction as
well as text line segmentation are developed (Chapter 6). They are
indispensible for achieving the desired retrieval of label information.

1.4 Structure of thesis

This thesis comprises five parts according to the different steps in the
execution of the related research work. The first two chapters state the
background, motivation and objectives studied in the initialization step.
This introductory part is then followed by three consecutive parts pre-
sented in Chapter 3 to 6, which are focused on the implementation of the
proposed PCB analysis, including the imaging system characterization,
the localization and categorization of single components as well as the
text recognition. Comprehensive evaluation and in-depth discussion are
always conducted in the corresponding chapters for confirming the de-
sired performance and gaining a deep insight into the involved methods,
algorithms and approaches. In the last and conclusive part, the overall
performance is summarized and directions of future work are proposed. In
more detail, the remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides introductory details on PCB recycling as well as on
the unsolved problems in state-of-the-art recycling systems. The image-
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based information retrieval is then introduced as the proposed solution
for stabilizing the recycling performance and maximizing the overall eco-
efficiency. Through a brief literature review, technical challenges in the
desired analysis of waste PCBs are also identified.
Chapter 3 exclusively deals with the characterization of the employed
imaging system. Due to their better flexibility, approaches facilitating
simultaneous image acquisition and lens/camera calibration are preferred.
By decoupling the entire imaging process into several successive steps, the
spatial and color information in images is recovered through the correction
of lens distortion, the determination of the camera’s intrinsic parameters
and the correction of chromatic aberration.
Chapter 4 aims at the segmentation of surface-mounted devices, which are
widely used on mass-produced PCBs. Assembly print is utilized as the
guidance for localizing small devices, whereas Integrated Circuits (ICs)
exhibiting homogeneous surface are segmented using color information.
To improve the reliability of the proposed segmentation, all PCB images
are automatically rotated back to a horizontal or vertical orientation using
an effective and reliable approach developed in this thesis.
Chapter 5 presents, in contrast to Chapter 4, an unconstrained analysis of
general components, where objects of interest are first localized and then
categorized into the corresponding component groups. Alternative to a
combinatory localization approach employing the diversification strategy,
a more compact approach relying on novel local-variance analysis and
on bounding-box regression provides more accurate localization results.
After an in-depth review of convolutional neural networks, a novel archi-
tecture is designed to further boost the overall localization performance.
Chapter 6 investigates the text recognition on PCBs, especially on mounted
components. Besides state-of-the-art text spotting approaches for whole
images, novel pre-processing methods are developed to support reading
label information on components. Text in the pre-processed images is ex-
tracted through a convolutional neural network implemented in the pro-
posed architecture, which is significantly superior to conventional imple-
mentations of optical character recognition engines.
Chapter 7 summarizes the performance of individual steps and draws a
conclusion regarding the overall performance and the intended objectives.
With respect to the open questions and further developments, perspectives
for future work are also presented.
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Chapter 2

PCB recycling

Benefiting from the rapid technological developments, a steady expan-
sion of electrical and electronic products emerges. However, as a result
of the continuously lowering prices and their fast replacement with more
advanced functionality, the life spans of such products also decrease dra-
matically. This leads consequently to a huge annual quantity of Waste
Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE), which needs to be appro-
priately recycled, for both economic and environmental reasons. In a
representative study [10] of WEEE performed by the United Nations Uni-
versity, the global quantity of e-waste has been estimated by applying a
harmonized measurement method on empirical data collected from all
countries, which resulted in a more accurate and more detailed analysis
of WEEE in comparison to those studies based on region-specific data
using varying definitions and methodologies. In the graphical represen-
tation of the estimated quantity of WEEE depicted in Figure 2.1, the
huge absolute amount and a steady growth in weight can be recognized.
Although the overall value of WEEE is expected to be up to 48 billion
Euros, only around 15.5% of globally generated e-waste were formally
documented and fully recycled in 2014. The inadequate collection and
treatment lead not only to a great economic loss, but also to an undesired
environmental impact as most of the contained hazardous substances are
inappropriately processed and released into nature (e.g. the air, the land
and water bodies).
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Figure 2.1: Worldwide annual quantity of WEEE [10]. The value was
predicted for the year 2015.

As the essential constituents for realizing the desired functionality of most
electrical and electronic products, PCBs are intimately related to WEEE
and contribute to a significant fraction of the overall mass. According
to a wide range of publications [11, 12, 13, 14, 15], PCBs are assumed to
give rise to around 3% of overall WEEE by weight. Besides the dom-
inance (around 70% by weight) of non-metallic materials contained in
PCBs, many valuable metal elements are also involved in their produc-
tion and can thus be recycled through appropriately defined processing
routes. Regarding the value and the toxicity of these metals, they are
categorized into three major groups: base, precious and toxic. In the
first group, copper (Cu) is the most significant metal, which is commonly
used as the conducting material in circuits. Further typical base metals
are the housing materials iron (Fe) and aluminium (Al), as well as the
soldering material tin (Sn). Precious metals, on contrary to base metals,
occur only in small amounts in PCBs. Nevertheless, they contribute to
the most value in recycling [16,17,18]. Usually, waste PCBs are classified
with respect to their gold (Au) content and are sold to collection agencies.
In the analysis of the overall value distribution, palladium (Pd) and silver
(Ag) are further important sources for achieving an economic recycling,
whose values are comparable to the value associated with copper. Besides
base and precious metals, there are also toxic metal elements contained in
8
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Figure 2.2: Material and value compositions of PCBs retrieved from [14,
16,18,19,20,21,22]. These compositions are highly variable and the listed
values are representative for computer and mobile phone PCBs.

PCBs, for instance mercury (Hg) and lead (Pb), which are often referred
to as metals of concern. Moreover, many of these elements, for instance
cadmium (Cd) and indium (In), are categorized as strategic metals due
to their highly technical relevance and limited/uneven availability in most
countries. For a better overview, representative material composition and
value distribution of PCBs are presented in Figure 2.2.

2.1 Material flow in recycling

As stated above, there are large quantities of valuable elements available
in waste PCBs and they are considered as one of the important sources
for obtaining secondary materials from urban mining. In contrast to nat-
ural ores, urban waste exhibits in general higher concentrations of target
elements and the contained materials can be extracted with less effort
due to their higher purity in comparison to the raw materials available
as mixtures in nature. These facts can be verified in the case of PCBs
by considering the elements gold and copper. Natural ores contain on
average 1.4–8.3g gold per metric ton, whereas the concentrations of gold
in electrical and electronic PCBs are assessed to be 17–81g and 100–1300g
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per metric ton, respectively [18]. Copper as the common material for re-
alizing electrical connections in circuits is extensively used in PCBs and
contributes to 16–35% of the total mass [15]. Especially, a direct recovery
of highly pure copper is achievable if conducting layers are for exam-
ple extracted from the multilayer structure of PCBs through appropriate
thermal and mechanical processing.

Considering the substantially reduced energy consumption and cost asso-
ciated with the materials recovered from waste PCBs, they are of great
interest for the recycling industry. In a further consideration of the con-
trolled environmental footprint in urban mining and the appropriate treat-
ment of hazardous materials, the recycling of PCBs together with other
WEEE components is also gaining public attention. Currently, national
and regional e-waste legislation has been widely introduced. In the Eu-
ropean Community Directive 2012/19/EU [23] on WEEE, targets are set
for collection, recycling and recovery with respect to electrical and elec-
tronic products. In China and India as the countries with the largest
population, official WEEE management systems have been established.
According to [10], in total four billion people are covered by national
treatment legislation.

Although attempts have been made to achieve economic and environmen-
tal treatment of waste PCBs, the current collection and recycling remain
far from sufficient [10]. Only a small fraction of the overall quantity is
officially documented and recycled using the highest standards. Often,
WEEE is transported from developed to developing countries as second-
hand products and for raw materials. In the case of waste PCBs, they
usually undergo a rude “backyard” recycling based on manual processing.
Using simple acid leaching and smelting, a fraction of base and precious
metals (copper, gold, silver, etc.) is recovered. Since health and envi-
ronmental protections are rarely considered, toxic gases are commonly
released into the air during the combustion of non-metallic fractions and
the waste disposal into nature is usually preferred, which in turn leads to
pollution of the land and water bodies.

In commercial recycling systems, to increase the efficiency of recycling
and also to reduce the irreversible damage to nature and human health,
automated processing based on mechanical as well as metallurgical pro-
cesses has been implemented, where pyrometallurgical solutions are well-
developed for large-scale industrial recycling, whereas chemical and bi-
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ological approaches are generally still subject to ongoing research [15].
In a typical recycling system, waste PCBs are first manually dismantled
from WEEE and then mechanically pre-processed for separating diverse
materials. After shredding or crushing processes, PCBs are broken into
fractions of tiny sizes. By this means, metals and non-metallic materi-
als are liberated and fed into the successive processing units. Ferrous
components are typically extracted through a magnetic separation, while
aluminium is concentrated through an eddy-current separation. With the
help of an additional gravity separation in specific fluid or through con-
trolled airflow, copper combined with precious metals is separated from
plastic and other light materials. This especially valuable metallic mix-
ture subsequently undergoes metallurgical processing, where copper, gold
and silver are smelted, refined and recovered using metal smelters. As
clarified in [16], the material liberation based on mechanical methods
bears the risk of losing a significant fraction of precious metals before
smelting and leads to a less beneficial recycling. A better solution is to
utilize integrated metal smelters with more advance equipment, which
does not require additional pre-processing and can deal with highly toxic
gases arising from the combustion of halogenated/brominated flame re-
tardants. However, this processing route is also associated with some
considerable drawbacks. Even when the extremely high investment of ad-
vanced smelters is omitted, which in the case of [16] was over one billion
U.S. dollars, appropriately mixed feed materials regarding their chemical
and physical properties are explicitly required to achieve an eco-efficient
recycling. For iron and aluminium contained in PCBs, since there is no
pre-separation conducted, they cannot be directly recovered. Due to the
selective smelting, they are collected in the slag and need to be recovered
through further metallurgical processing. Furthermore, most non-metallic
fractions with economic values [14] are irreversibly converted into other
forms and cannot be recovered any more.

In state-of-the-art PCB recycling described above, strategic metals, for
instance indium (In) and tantalum (Ta), remain unconsidered. Such el-
ements are only produced in a few countries, but are in general highly
technical relevant for realizing desired circuits. Although there exist tech-
nical and political motivations for recovering strategic metals from waste
PCBs, an economic recycling of them is currently hardly feasible due to
their extremely low concentrations and the pre-defined processing routes
optimized for the generally available materials with the highest values.
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2.2 Image-based information retrieval

Apparently, despite the comprehensive recovery of valuable elements and
the good control of hazardous substances realized through automated
PCB recycling, it suffers from a suboptimal recycling performance aris-
ing from the highly complex and variable material composition of PCBs.
Since state-of-the-art recycling systems uniformly process components and
PCBs comprising very different materials without dynamic adaption, a
competition is unavoidable in recovering diverse materials. Moreover,
considering the variation in prices of materials and the rapid development
of technologies for manufacturing PCBs, a significant value loss combined
with undesired environmental impact is possible. This prevents in general
a wide application of automated recycling systems as the high investment
of the processing equipment becomes less affordable in the absence of
optimized eco-efficiency.

Through the analysis conducted above, the two essential problems of cur-
rent PCB recycling are identified: the uniform treatment of diverse ma-
terial carriers (PCB components) despite their highly variable material
composition and the non-adaptive processing routes without considering
the dynamic of material values for the overall optimal eco-efficiency. In
principle, these two problems can be addressed without great effort if
the material composition and the price information are provided. Using
state-of-the-art technologies for automated separation of material carri-
ers, e.g. thermal disassembly, laser-based desoldering and precise water
jet cutting combined with industrial robots, PCB fractions carrying pre-
cious metals are selectively separated and fed into smelters, whereas the
remaining parts undergo mechanical separation. In such a recycling, pos-
sible loss of valuable materials in the pre-processing is avoided and stan-
dard metal smelters requiring much lower investment are applicable in
recovering copper, gold and silver, where toxic gases are substantially
suppressed as non-metallic fractions are primarily collected through the
mechanical processing route. Also with the help of the selective separa-
tion, components containing significant fractions of strategic metals are
correspondingly collected to enrich their concentrations and an economic
recovery of these metals becomes thus feasible. For materials resulting in
a competitive recovery or associated with high-cost processing, the over-
all recycling route is dynamically configured regarding the maximal added
value achievable in the current material flow. This is important for low-
12
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cost recycling systems with limited ability in separating diverse materials
since the desired profit margin is only realizable with the optimally con-
figured processing routes and the maximized benefit for the waste PCBs
currently undergoing recycling.

In order to provide the necessary information for facilitating selective sep-
aration and dynamic configuration, methods for automatically retrieving
the material composition of PCBs and the mounted components are re-
quired, while the price information of diverse materials can be acquired
from markets. The most straightforward method for determining the ma-
terial composition is using active spectral or thermal analysis. As reviewed
in [11], atomic absorption spectroscopy, energy-dispersive X-ray fluores-
cence spectrometer and thermogravimetry analysis can be employed in
analyzing materials contained in PCBs. However, such analysis gener-
ally relies on cost-intensive equipment and requires well-controlled test
conditions. Consequently, they are suited for studying sampled materials
and cannot be applied for continuously assessing the composition of the
material flow in commercial recycling. In state-of-the-art PCB recycling,
manual inspection of components and PCBs is performed by trained per-
sonnel and qualitatively assesses the concentration of gold. Considering
the low efficiency and the limited reliability of manual assessment based
on visual information, an image-based automated retrieval of the material
composition is preferable, which leads not only to increased efficiency and
reliability, but also to a more comprehensive material analysis in addi-
tion to the gold content. To better clarify the process of the proposed
image-based analysis, its schematic depiction is presented in Figure 2.3.

After acquiring images of the currently to be recycled PCBs, all relevant
components are localized and assigned to the corresponding categories.
Combining the obtained categorization results with the recognized label
information and further properties (e.g. appearance), materials contained
in these components are qualitatively or quantitatively determined with
the help of a comprehensive data bank covering a great number of devices
from diverse manufacturers. The retrieved material composition with the
spatial information of these components is forwarded to the control unit of
the recycling system, which realizes selective separation of PCB fractions
and dynamically configures the overall processing route for achieving the
optimal eco-efficiency. To establish the necessary technical support for
the intended information retrieval and the desired dynamic recycling, this
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retrieved material 
composition

region (x1, y1, w1, h1):
material I : xx mg
material II : yy mg

region (x2, y2, w2, h2):
material III : zz mg
material VI : zx mg

...

image analysis results

device 1: category, label,
appearance

device 2: category, label,
appearance

...

category 1 + label 1 + appearance 1:
material I : xx mg
material II : yy mg

category 2 + label 2 + appearance 2:
…

data bank

Figure 2.3: Proposed image-based retrieval of the material composition.

thesis is focused on solutions for image-based analysis of components and
text/label information. A comprehensive material study of components
and the generation of the data bank in Figure 2.3 are beyond the scope
of this thesis and are thus excluded.

2.3 Challenges

Despite the widely recognized demand for an automated analysis of PCBs
and the mounted components [11, 24, 25], a realistic solution, especially
using image-based analysis, for retrieving relevant information on PCBs is
unavailable so far. Although the disassembly systems introduced in [24,25]
have considered the application of visual recognition and Automated Op-
tical Inspection (AOI), the corresponding subsystems for performing ap-
propriate image analysis were regarded as black-box/off-the-shelf compo-
nents, where no further implementation and performance information was
provided. The absence of image-based information retrieval was a natu-
ral consequence of the high complexity and variability of PCBs, which
is partially illustrated in Figure 2.4. For realizing highly integrated and
sophisticated circuits, a great number of diverse components are usually
involved and densely mounted on the surface, where the applied compo-
nents depend on the intended functionality of the circuits and the cost-
performance consideration, which exhibit in general a great variety be-
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Figure 2.4: High complexity and diversity of PCBs in their assembly
and mounted components.

tween different products and manufacturers. These facts lead to great
challenges to state-of-the-art methods, algorithms and approaches in im-
age analysis and computer vision.

In the field of AOI, numerous visual analysis systems have been developed
for assessing the quality of produced PCBs [26,27,28,29,30]. Nevertheless,
these AOI functions are only suited for applications in manufacturing
processes as they require well-controlled conditions and prior knowledge of
the target products. For instance, the quality control systems introduced
in [29] and [30] are both for the purpose of inspecting surface-mounted
devices. To reduce the complexity of localizing sought objects, carefully
designed illumination is employed to give rise to predefined appearance
of components. Besides the specific illumination, clean surface of solder
joints and components is also required, which is, however, not necessarily
the case on waste PCBs due to erosion and soiling. Moreover, horizontal
or vertical placement of devices as well as the computer-added design
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files with the reference circuits are prerequisites. Since these conditions
are commonly not satisfied in the application scenarios associated with
recycling, a direct adoption of the image analysis designed for AOI is
thus improper. There also exist image-based auto-teaching systems for
assisting in automated production [31, 32]. Similar to AOI systems, such
visual assistant programs usually rely on specific assumptions which are
violated in PCB recycling.

In the context of this thesis, the proposed practical information retrieval
is introduced and quantitatively evaluated on datasets comprising a wide
spectrum of PCBs collected from diverse sources. This essentially dis-
tinguishes this thesis from previous publications [1, 2, 33, 34, 35] in this
field. The early research work had often been focused on targets with less
complexity and variability (for example multispectral analysis of simple
surface materials [33,34]) or on solutions with limited applicability in recy-
cling (for example recognizing PCBs instead of components [1,35,35]). A
further common issue of these publications is their inadequate evaluation
with respect to the high variability of PCBs. To address the challenges
imposed by waste PCBs, the proposed information retrieval is conducted
on the level of components, where relevant label information is also ex-
tracted for improving the reliability of the overall analysis. By this means,
the great diversity in the production of PCBs can be better compensated,
as the mainstream devices for constructing circuits have much lower vari-
ability. Even for an unknown PCB, the desired material analysis is still
achievable as long as the involved components are recognized and matched
to the corresponding samples in the data bank. It should be emphasized
that the proposed methods, algorithms and approaches result in a com-
prehensive analysis of all components, which provides a general solution
for the case of PCB recycling.
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Chapter 3

Imaging system
characterization

As the desired information retrieval is merely based on the acquired PCB
images, an accurate imaging system is hence an essential prerequisite for
achieving the intended analysis. Furthermore, to maintain and to retrieve
the correct spatial information of sought objects, it is also necessary to
describe the imaging system using appropriate lens and camera models
with known parameters. For the purposes of correcting chromatic aber-
ration [36, 37] (CA) and lens distortion [38, 39, 40, 41, 42] (LD), as well as
modeling the lens and the camera [43, 44, 45], different methods for char-
acterizing the employed imaging system are investigated in this chapter.
The corresponding evaluation results are also provided for conducting a
comprehensive comparison.

3.1 Modeling

3.1.1 Camera

A pinhole camera is the most basic model for describing the projection of
3D world points onto the 2D image plane. Usually, to avoid the result-
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Figure 3.1: Image formation of a pinhole camera.

ing inverted image in the original pinhole camera model, the image plane
is virtually placed between the pinhole and the world points for a more
convenient model description. In Figure 3.1, the pinhole is located at the
origin oC of the camera frame xC-yC-zC. The image plane is perpendic-
ular to the optical axis, which is in this case the zC-axis, and oI denotes
the origin of the image plane xI -yI . The optical axis intersects the im-
age plane at the principal point pI with the image coordinates [pxI, pyI]T
and with the camera coordinates [0, 0, fp]T. For an arbitrary world point
xW with the world coordinates [xW, yW, zW]T, coordinates of its image in
the camera and in the image frame are xC and xI, respectively. Math-
ematically, 2D and 3D Euclidean spaces E2 and E3 can be extended to
projective spaces P2 and P3, respectively, by appending an additional en-
try of the value one to the coordinate vector x [46]. The resulting new
coordinates are designated as homogeneous coordinates denoted by x̃.
Given the world coordinates xW = [xW, yW, zW]T, the corresponding ho-
mogeneous world coordinates are x̃W = [xW, yW, zW, 1]T. Moreover, c·x̃W

represents the same point as x̃W, where c is a non-zero scale factor. If not
stated otherwise, homogeneous coordinate vectors are scaled to have the
last entry equal to one in this thesis. If the rotation matrix R and the
translation vector t between the world and the camera frames are known,
the 2D projection xC of the 3D point xW is written as

xC = (fp/ρ)·[ R︸︷︷︸
R3×3

|(−R·t︸ ︷︷ ︸
R3×1

)]·x̃W = (fp/ρ)·[R|t′]·x̃W, (3.1)

where t′ = −R·t. The variable ρ denotes the point depth of xW along
the optical axis and takes the value ([0, 0, 1]·[R|t′]·x̃W). As R and t′ are
18



3.1. Modeling

external to the camera and vary correspondingly to the selected world and
camera frames, they are referred to as the camera’s extrinsic parameters.
In reality, physical devices, typically Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs) and
Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) sensors consisting
of matrix-arranged photon-sensitive cells, are used for converting the in-
coming photons of each cell into the corresponding image pixel value. Due
to the inaccuracy in manufacturing and in assembly, the axes xI and yI
are in general differently scaled and the angle α between these two axes
differs from the ideal value π/2. To also incorporate this 2D mapping of
the projection on the image plane: xC = [xC, yC, fp]T 7→ x̃I = [xI, yI, 1]T,
Equation 3.1 is extended with the camera calibration matrix K for local-
izing the image point in homogeneous image coordinates:

x̃I = K·xN = K·(1/fp)·xC = K·(1/ρ)·[R|t′]·x̃W, (3.2)

where xN = [xN, yN, 1]T are the normalized camera coordinates of the
image point with xN = (1/fp)·xC and

K =

f f ·s pxI
0 f ·a pyI
0 0 1

 =

f f ·(− cotα) pxI
0 f ′·(1/ sinα) pyI
0 0 1

 . (3.3)

In Eq. 3.3, the variables s and a denote the skew factor and the aspect
ratio, respectively. Furthermore, the depth fp of the image plane in the
camera frame is converted into values f and f ′ in terms of pixels along
the two axes xI and yI. Apparently, f , s, a, pxI and pyI are intrinsically
related to the camera and independent of the selection of the world and
camera coordinate systems. In contrast to R and t′, they are referred to
as the camera’s intrinsic parameters.

3.1.2 Thin lens

To reduce the long exposure time associated with pinhole cameras, thin
lenses are usually employed and placed in front of the imaging devices
(CCDs or CMOS sensors). On the one hand, by enlarging the aperture,
the number of incoming photons is dramatically increased, while the re-
quired exposure time substantially decreases. On the other hand, with a
negligible thickness in comparison to the radii of the spherical lens sur-
faces, optical effects caused by the thickness of lenses are insignificant and
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Figure 3.2: Imaging model of a thin lens. The image plane is virtually
moved from −fp to fp with respect to the lens center.

the ray tracing calculation is thus simplified. According to the lensmaker’s
equation with the paraxial approximation [47, 48], the focal length F of
the thin lens in Figure 3.2 is approximated by

1/F ≈ (n− 1)·(1/r1 − 1/r2), (3.4)

where n is the refractive index of the lens material and the focal length F
is defined in air or vacuum. The radius r1 is with a positive value as the
spherical surface is convex. In contrast, the radius r2 is with a negative
value due to the concave surface. By virtually moving the image plane to
the same side of the lens as the object, Eq. 3.1 and 3.2 remain valid for
the obtained virtual image at the distance fp from the lens center.
A fundamental difference between a pinhole camera and a camera with
a thin lens is that the focused image of an object is only obtained at a
certain distance from the lens, while the pinhole camera does not suffer
from any defocusing issue. The relationship among the point depth ρ, the
image plane distance fp and the focal length F is written as [48]

1/ρ+ 1/fp − 1/F = 0. (3.5)

Given a world point xW and a thin lens with the focal length F , the image
plane distance fp can be determined. For a lens system consisting of mul-
tiple lenses, an equivalent focal length F exists, which is adjustable and
20



3.1. Modeling

also obeys Eq. 3.5. In practice, to simultaneously obtain nearly focused
images of objects with different ρ values, the focal length F of the applied
lens or lens system is selected to fulfill F � ρmax so that fp ≈ F .

3.1.2.1 Distortion

In Eq. 3.4, the approximate focal length F is only valid for paraxial rays
close to the optical axis. As a result, for object points far off the optical
axis, monochromatic aberrations, e.g. spherical aberration, coma, astig-
matism, curvature of field and distortion, become significant and need to
be considered. Among them, the first four aberrations lead to blurred
images, whereas the latter gives rise to geometric deformation [49, 50].
Unfortunately, it is impossible to avoid all these aberrations at the same
time, even through an appropriate lens design. Thus, all lenses or lens
systems suffer from certain aberrations. Commonly, to reduce spherical
aberration or astigmatism, an aperture stop (a non-transparent plate with
a circular orifice at the center) for limiting the amount of light reaching
the lens surface or reaching the imaging device is employed, which gives
rise to additional distortion. Depending on the position of the aperture
stop, different types of distortion can be observed. If the stop is placed
behind the thin lens and in front of the real image in Figure 3.2, only the
light from the object and refracted at the upper part of the lens reaches
the image plane. For non-paraxial rays, the focal length decreases along
with increasing distance from the lens center. Therefore, the refracted
rays cross the optical axis at a nearer location to the lens center than
the original focal point and are consequently focused at a more peripheral
position than the original image. As a result, pincushion distortion is
observed due to the increased distance between the image and the optical
axis. Contrarily, barrel distortion with reduced magnification of the im-
age is observed for the stop placed between the object and the thin lens.
Since these two types of lens distortion arise from non-paraxial rays, the
induced geometric distortion is radial. Moreover, for a perfectly centered
aperture stop, the change of the image magnification is isotropic with
respect to the optical axis.
As stated in [38], further types of lens distortion comprising radial and
tangential components arise from imperfections in manufacturing and in
assembly, which are typically inaccurately manufactured lens surfaces, de-
viations from strictly collinear lens centers and slight tilt of lens elements
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Chapter 3. Imaging system characterization

or the imaging device. For a better understanding, a visual comparison
between different forms of distortion is presented in Figure 3.3. Regarding
the conducted analysis of total lens distortion above, the resulting geo-
metric deformation is actually defined for normalized camera coordinates
through the general distortion function LN(·): xND = LN(xN,oND), where
xND = [xND, yND, 1]T is the position of the image point with distortion and
oND = [oxND, oyND, 1]T denotes the distortion center. Moreover, xND and
oND are both defined in normalized camera coordinates. Therefore, the
standard polynomial distortion model from [38,51] is transformed into the
following expression:[

xND
yND

]
=
[
xN
yN

]
+ (k1·r2 + k2·r4 + k3·r6 + · · ·)·

[
x̃N
ỹN

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

isotropic radial

+ (1 + p3·r2 + p4·r4 + · · ·)·
[
p1·(r2 + 2x̃2N) + 2p2·x̃N·ỹN
p2·(r2 + 2ỹ2N) + 2p1·x̃N·ỹN

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

decentering

+ (1 + s3·r2 + s4·r4 + · · ·)·
[
s1·r2
s2·r2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

thin prism

, (3.6)

where x̃N = xN − oxND and ỹN = yN − oyND. r = √x̃2N + ỹ2N denotes
the radial distance between the distortion center oND and the distortion-
free image position xN. In Eq. 3.6, the distorted image position consists
of different fractions: the original coordinates xN and yN, the isotropic
radial distortion defined by {k1, k2, k3, · · ·}, the decentering distortion de-
fined by {p1, p2, p3, p4, · · ·}, as well as the thin prism distortion defined by
{s1, s2, s3, s4, · · ·}. It should be noted that occasionally the decentering
distortion is also referred to as “tangential distortion” in the literature.
This is erroneous since the decentering distortion contains both radial
and tangential components. By also integrating distortion into the image
formation in Eq. 3.2, a more comprehensive model is obtained as follows:

x̃ID = K·xND = K·LN(xN,oND) = K·LN((1/ρ)·[R|t′]·x̃W,oND), (3.7)

where x̃ID denotes the distorted homogeneous image coordinates of the
image point. Further lens distortion models and a comprehensive evalua-
tion of their performance can be found in the literature [42].
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(a) pincushion (b) barrel

(c) anisotropic radial (d) tangential

Figure 3.3: Different types of lens distortion. Green solid lines denote
the original geometric primitives, while red dashed lines are used for visu-
alizing their distorted shapes. Moreover, the distortion center is marked
by the black dot in each image. As illustrated in (a) and (b), the pin-
cushion and barrel distortion components are both radial and isotropic.
On the contrary, the radial and tangential components in (c) and (d) are
anisotropic and arising from the decentering and thin prism fractions in
Eq. 3.6.

3.1.2.2 Chromatic aberration (CA)

Besides monochromatic aberrations, there is also another common arti-
fact in images: chromatic aberration (CA), which arises from the varying
refractive index of transparent material for polychromatic light containing
radiation of multiple wavelengths. This aberration can be easily derived
from Eq. 3.4. The focal length F is not only related to the shape of the
lens, but also related to the refractive indices of air/vacuum and the lens
material. In case of an object reflecting or emitting polychromatic light,
a varying focal length is obtained for the multiple color fractions in light.
Consequently, multiple images of the same object are observed, which cor-
respond to the different color fractions. These non-coincident projections
lead to two undesirable effects in image formation: axial chromatic aberra-
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polychromatic light sensor

ACA

TCA

(a) chromatic aberration (CA)

(b) ACA

(c) TCA

Figure 3.4: Chromatic aberration and its impact on image formation.
In (a), the green image is located on the sensor and thus focused. For the
red image, its axial displacement with respect to the green image gives
rise to ACA, while the lateral displacement parallel to the image plane
results in TCA. Due to CA, color fringes are observed in (b) and (c) along
the boundaries between bright and dark regions.

tion (ACA) as longitudinal displacement between images along the optical
axis and transverse chromatic aberration (TCA) as lateral displacement
between images on the image plane. For a better understanding, the ACA
and TCA between green and red fractions are visualized in Figure 3.4 (a).
Moreover, their impact on image formation is also demonstrated in Fig-
ure 3.4 (b) and (c). Although both ACA and TCA give rise to color
fringes along the boundaries between bright and dark regions, there are
essential differences between them. On the one hand, color fringes related
to ACA are with the same colors at different positions on the boundaries.
On the other hand, color fringes related to TCA are with different colors
(commonly red and blue since images are usually focused for the green
fraction of polychromatic light) on the opposite sides of the boundaries.

To limit CA, sophisticated lens designs utilizing multiple lens elements
and special filling media between them have been invented. Achromats
with achromatic doublets [49, 50] are the most commonly used solution
and CA can be corrected for two wavelengths (usually red and blue).
Further improved CA correction can be achieved if apochromats and su-
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3.2. Geometric calibration

perchromats are applied, which account for three and four wavelengths,
respectively. However, due to the costly manufacturing and the residual
aberration for other wavelengths, as well as the highly limited tolerance
to deviations from the optimal design and even from the intended work-
ing temperature, CA is still observed for many lenses, especially for those
low-cost variants. Since Eq. 3.7 varies for inconstant focal length, there
are in general different imaging models for individual color fractions in
polychromatic light.

3.2 Geometric calibration

As stated above, a color image acquired using a camera can be consid-
ered as the superposition of images corresponding to single wavelengths.
Thus, a cascaded characterization of imaging systems is adopted in this
thesis, which decomposes the entire procedure into two consecutive steps:
calibration of monochromatic camera/lens models and correction of CA.
This decoupling reduces the complexity of the modeling required in each
step and also gives a better overview of the system characterization.

In the step of geometric calibration, the intrinsic parameters of the in-
volved camera and lens models are determined. Given the pinhole camera
model-based image formation in Eq. 3.7, all sought parameters are those
defining the camera calibration matrix K and the distortion function
LN(·). For the purpose of solving unknown parameters, well-designed cal-
ibration objects combined with elaborate offline calibration approaches
are usually employed. Benefiting from the specifically constructed pat-
terns, accurate and reliable results can be obtained, while regular working
processes are inevitably interrupted and calibration operations should be
scheduled in advance. In addition to offline calibration approaches and
for a more flexible solution, it is also feasible to simultaneously conduct
an online calibration during regular image acquisition, where the rigidity
of the scene or some special geometric entities, e.g. circles and orthogonal
line segments, are explicitly considered. In this section, offline calibration
is first reviewed and defines the standard approach. It is then followed by
the introduction of online calibration with novel extensions to the state
of the art, which have been partially published in [8] and presented in the
student theses [52,53,54].
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(a) checkerboard (b) circle grid

Figure 3.5: Typical planar patterns for offline camera calibration.

3.2.1 Offline calibration

The most commonly used offline calibration has its origin in Zhang’s fa-
mous paper [45] and relies on the practical constraints imposed by planar
patterns, where the requirement of known plane motion is eliminated in
comparison the Tsai’s technique [43]. This approach is usually extended
with the model from [44] and has found wide applications in computer
vision [55, 56, 57]. Two typically used planar patterns are illustrated in
Figure 3.5, where square corners and circle centers are employed as control
points for retrieving the sought geometric structure in images.

3.2.1.1 Planar homography H

For an imaging system with an ideal lens without distortion, Eq. 3.7 is
simplified into Eq. 3.2. Since the obtained image is defined in homoge-
neous coordinates, x̃I is equivalent to ρ·x̃I despite the non-zero scale factor
ρ. Let ∼= denote this equivalence, Eq. 3.2 can thus be rewritten as

x̃I
∼= ρ·x̃I = K·[R|t′]·x̃W. (3.8)

If the planar pattern is located on the x-y plane of the world frame,
the z-coordinates of all control points are zero and x̃W = [xW, yW, 0, 1]T.
To omit the irrelevant z-coordinates of the planar control points, a new
homogeneous vector x̃W2D = [xW, yW, 1]T is used to denote the coordinates
of any point located on the x-y plane. Setting zW = 0 and considering the
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single columns r1, r2, r3 of the rotation matrix R = [r1|r2|r3], Eq. 3.8 is
further transformed into

x̃I
∼= ρ·x̃I = K·[r1|r2|t′]·x̃W2D = H·x̃W2D, (3.9)

where a 3×3 planar homography H with
H = [h̄1|h̄2|h̄3]T = [h1|h2|h3] = K·[r1|r2|t′] (3.10)

is obtained and defines the bijection mapping the planar control points to
their images in projective space P2. Given the known coordinates x̃W2D of
each control point and the located projection x̃I on the image plane, it is
straightforward to solve the corresponding homography H. Regarding the
equality in Eq. 3.9 up to the non-zero scale factor ρ, Eq. 3.9 is rewritten
as (h̄T

3 ·x̃W2D)·x̃I = H·x̃W2D with h̄T
3 ·x̃W2D = ρ. Apparently, two linear

equations in the parameters of H can be obtained:[
h̄T
1 − xI·h̄T

3

h̄T
2 − yI·h̄T

3

]
·x̃W2D = 0 (3.11)

with x̃I = [xI, yI, 1]T. Equation 3.11 is notably also valid for any homog-
raphy H′ with H′ = [h′1|h′2|h′3] = η·H, where η is an arbitrary non-zero
scale factor. If no less than four non-collinear control points are located
in the image, a system of linear equations η·A·[h̄T

1 , h̄
T
2 , h̄

T
3 ]T = 0 and the

additional Frobenius norm constraint ‖η·[h̄T
1 , h̄

T
2 , h̄

T
3 ]T‖F = 1 are sufficient

for solving η·H, where A is the coefficient matrix determined according
to Eq. 3.11. For simplicity, the scale factor η is not explicitly considered
and H still denotes the resulting homography satisfying Eq. 3.11 and the
Frobenius norm constraint. In a later analysis, it will be shown that this
simplification does not affect the intended calibration.
In practice, the magnitude of coefficients in A varies over a wide range
and A is therefore poorly conditioned. This could lead to a significant
decrease in accuracy or even to numeric instability in parameter estima-
tion. To achieve reliable performance while solving H, the coefficients in
matrix A are computed for the normalized planar and image coordinates,
which can be obtained using the invertible transformation matrices T I and
TW2D following the data normalization algorithm in [58]. The resulting
homography HN on the normalized data can be derived from Eq. 3.9:

T Ix̃I
∼= T I·H·T -1

W2D·TW2D·x̃W2D = HN·TW2D·x̃W2D, (3.12)
where HN = T I·H·T -1

W2D. If HN is solved, the sought homography H is
also obtained as H = T -1

I ·HN·TW2D.
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3.2.1.2 The optimal estimate of H

Since the image coordinates xI of any projected control point are measured
using some image processing techniques, they are in general disturbed by
measurement errors. As a result, only an approximation Ĥ of the true
H can be obtained. Apparently, the least-square estimate obtained so
far with respect to the coefficient matrix A does not give the optimal
solution for H and it is conceivable that a more accurate estimate of H
is presented if the inaccuracy of the measurements is appropriately con-
sidered. However, an exact determination of the inaccuracy is unrealistic
due to the unknown true positions of the projected control points. To deal
with this problem, the optimization of Ĥ is conducted statistically, where
the likelihood regarding the observed measurements is maximized by the
optimal Ĥ [46]. Formally, the likelihood L(H|X I) with the variable H
and the observation X I equals the probability density f(X I|H) of the
observation X I given the parameter H of the probability density func-
tion f(·) [59], where the observation X I is the projected control points
{xI,1,xI,2, · · ·,xI,N}. By assuming an independent error term for each
measurement and a zero-mean Gaussian error model with the variance
σ2, the joint probability density f(X I|H) of the observed measurements
is rewritten as f(xI,1|H)·f(xI,2|H)· · ·f(xI,N |H). Thus, the optimal solu-
tion with the Maximum Likelihood (ML) is

Ĥ = arg max
H

L(H|X I) = arg max
H

N∏
j=1

e−‖
ˆ̃xI,j−x̃I,j‖22/(2σ2)

2π·σ2
, (3.13)

where ˆ̃xI,j
∼= H·x̃W2D,j with ˆ̃xI,j of the form [ˆ̃xI,j , ˆ̃yI,j , 1]T. x̃W2D,j and x̃I,j

denote the homogeneous planar coordinates of the j-th control point and
its corresponding image, respectively. Considering the monotonic increase
of the logarithm for increasing input value, the ML estimation in Eq. 3.13
is equivalent to the estimation maximizing the logarithm of the likelihood
L(H|X I):

Ĥ = arg max
H

ln(L(H|X I)) = arg min
H

N∑
j=1
‖ˆ̃xI,j − x̃I,j‖22. (3.14)

In Eq. 3.14, the cost term ‖ˆ̃xI,j − x̃I,j‖22 associated with the j-th mea-
surement also has its geometric interpretation: it is the squared distance
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between the observed image x̃I,j and the virtual image ˆ̃xI,j obtained using
the estimated planar homography Ĥ. The optimal estimate of H is then
obtained if the squared distance is minimized for all control points. This
nonlinear minimization problem is in the form of bundle adjustment [60]
and can be solved using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [61]. It is
also possible to extend Eq. 3.14 with an appropriate weighting matrix,
where all distance values are mutually related through certain weight-
ing factors. The significance of this extension is twofold: the introduced
weighting factors indicate the confidence/relevance of corresponding mea-
surements on the one hand and embed the correlation/covariance between
measurements in the optimization on the other.

3.2.1.3 The absolute conic Ω∞

In projective space P3 with homogeneous coordinates, there are some
ideal points with the last entry of the coordinate vector equal to zero:
x̃∞ = [x∞, y∞, z∞, 0]T. There are no corresponding points existing in
3D Euclidean space E3 since the coordinates x∞, y∞ and z∞ are divided
by 0, which results in infinite values. x̃∞ thus refers to a point at infinity
and all points at infinity lie on the plane π̃∞, where π̃∞ is of the form
[0, 0, 0, 1]T and gives π̃T

∞·x̃∞ = 0. It should be noted that the given forms
of x̃∞ and π̃∞ above are defined for the correspondence

(x = [x, y, z]T)↔ (x̃ = c·[x, y, z, 1]T) (3.15)

between E3 and P3, where c is an arbitrary non-zero scale factor and usu-
ally set to one. If this correspondence is not given, x̃∞ and π̃∞ in general
differ from the forms [x∞, y∞, z∞, 0]T and [0, 0, 0, 1]T. To avoid any con-
fusion, the homogeneous coordinates obtained according to Eq. 3.15 is
denoted by x̃E. Similarly, a point at the infinity and the plane at the
infinity are written as x̃E

∞ and π̃E
∞, respectively. In the sense of camera

calibration, a special planar geometric entity C is located on π̃E
∞ and any

planar point xE
∞ on this conic satisfies (xE

∞)T·C·xE
∞ = 0, where C is in

fact the identity matrix I and xE
∞ = [xE∞, yE∞, zE∞]T. In P3, C is denoted

by Ω∞ and referred to as the absolute conic (AC) [46]. By substituting
x̃W with x̃E

∞ in Eq. 3.8, the projection x̃I,∞ of a point x̃E
∞ at infinity is

x̃I,∞ ∼= K·[R|t′]·x̃E
∞ = K·R·xE

∞
∼= H∞·xE

∞ (3.16)
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with H∞ ∼= K·R defining a planar homography. Consequently, the equa-
tion of points on AC is further transformed into

0 = (xE
∞)T·C·xE

∞
∼= x̃T

I,∞·H-T
∞·C·HT

∞·x̃I,∞ ∼= x̃T
I,∞·ω·x̃I,∞, (3.17)

where R-T·I·R-1 = I and ω = K-T·K-1 ∼= H-T
∞·C·HT

∞. As illustrated
in Eq. 3.16 and 3.17, any point xE

∞ on AC is projected to the image
x̃I,∞ satisfying x̃T

I,∞·ω·x̃I,∞ = 0. Thus, ω is the Image of the Absolute
Conic (IAC) after the x̃W → x̃I projection.

3.2.1.4 Vanishing points

Under a projective transformation in Eq. 3.8, a set of parallel lines in E3

could have their images intersecting at a certain point on the image plane.
This point is referred to as the vanishing point of these parallel lines in
P2 as they appear to converge at it in the image. For P3 originating from
Eq. 3.15, points on a line parallel to the direction vector v∞ in E3 are
governed by the expression (x̃E

0 +t·ṽE∞), where x̃E
0 = [xT

0 , 1]T is a reference
point and ṽE∞ = [vT∞, 0]T is the homogeneous direction vector. Thus, any
point on this line is uniquely defined with the corresponding scale factor
t. By moving the point x0 over E3, all lines parallel to v∞ are obtained.
Actually, the direction vector ṽE∞ in P3 also defines an intersection point
at infinity on π̃E

∞, considering (x̃E
0 +t·ṽE∞) ∼= ṽE∞ while t→∞. This point

is independent of the individual reference point x̃E
0 and therefore lying on

all lines parallel to v∞. As a result, the vanishing point ṽI is the image
of this ideal point ṽE∞ and written as

ṽI ∼= K·[R|t′]·ṽE∞ = K·R·v∞. (3.18)

Without loss of generality, v∞ can be defined in the camera frame with
R = I and t′ = 0. As a result, there is ṽI ∼= K·v∞ ⇔ v∞ ∼= K-1·ṽI.
Apparently, if the camera calibration matrix K is determined, a camera
modeled with Eq. 3.2 can be used to retrieve the direction of the line
passing through the camera center x̃E

0 = [0, 0, 0, 1]T and the points (x̃E
0 +

t·ṽE∞) which result in the same projection ṽI ∼= K·v∞ on the image plane.

For two sets of parallel lines with known direction vectors v∞,1 and v∞,2,
there is cosφ = vT∞,1·v∞,2/(‖v∞,1‖2·‖v∞,2‖2) for the angle φ between
these two vectors. By substituting v∞ with R-1·K-1·ṽI from Eq. 3.18,
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3.2. Geometric calibration

this directional relationship can be rewritten as

cosφ =
vT∞,1·v∞,2

‖v∞,1‖2·‖v∞,2‖2

= (ṽI,1)T·K-T·R-T·R-1·K-1·ṽI,2
‖R-1·K-1·ṽI,1‖2·‖R-1·K-1·ṽI,2‖2

= (ṽI,1)T·K-T·R-T·R-1·K-1·ṽI,2
(‖R-1·K-1·ṽI,1‖22·‖R

-1·K-1·ṽI,2‖22)1/2

= (ṽI,1)T·K-T·K-1·ṽI,2
((ṽI,1)T·K-T·K-1·ṽI,1·(ṽI,2)T·K-T·K-1·ṽI,2)1/2

= (ṽI,1)T·ω·ṽI,2
((ṽI,1)T·ω·ṽI,1·(ṽI,2)T·ω·ṽI,2)1/2

,

(3.19)

where vanishing points ṽI,1 and ṽI,2 are the images of the two ideal points
ṽE∞,1 = [vT∞,1, 0]T and ṽE∞,2 = [vT∞,2, 0]T, respectively. A special case in
Eq. 3.19 is orthogonal directions with φ = π/2, which provides a linear
constraint (ṽI,1)T·ω·ṽI,2 = 0 on ω.

3.2.1.5 Solving intrinsic and extrinsic parameters

In Eq. 3.10, the first and second columns of both the rotation matrix R
and the planar homography H are related through the camera calibration
matrix K. Since the columns of R are orthonormal, two constraints on
the sought parameters in K are derived from Eq. 3.10 [62]:

rT1 ·r2 = 0⇒ hT
1 ·ω·h2 = 0,

rT1 ·r1 − rT2 ·r2 = 0⇒ hT
1 ·ω·h1 − hT

2 ·ω·h2 = 0.
(3.20)

Alternatively, two similar constraints on ω can be obtained by applying
orthogonal direction vectors in Eq. 3.19. As illustrated in Figure 3.5,
two groups of mutually orthogonal directions are available on each planar
pattern: horizontal ⊥ vertical, and diagonals top-left to bottom-right ⊥
top-right to bottom-left [55]. Let ṽI,1 – ṽI,4 denote the vanishing points
related to the four directions, Eq. 3.19 is simplified into linear equations

(ṽI,1)T·ω·ṽI,2 = 0,
(ṽI,3)T·ω·ṽI,4 = 0.

(3.21)
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Regarding Eq. 3.3, the 3×3 symmetric matrix ω can be expanded as

ω =

 ω11 ω12 ω13

ω12 ω22 ω23

ω13 ω23 ω33

 = K-T·K-1 = (K·KT)-1 (3.22)

=


a2 −a·s −a2·pxI + a·s·pyI
−a·s 1 + s2 a·s·pxI − (1 + s2)·pyI

−a2·pxI+ a·s·pxI− f 2·a2 − 2a·s·pxI·pyI+
a·s·pyI (1 + s2)·pyI a2·px2I + (1 + s2)·py2I

 · 1
f 2·a2

.

Applying {ω11, ω12, ω13, ω22, ω23, ω33} as unknown parameters in Eq. 3.20
or Eq. 3.21, two linear equations in these parameters are imposed by the
corresponding constraints. Let D denote the number of images acquired
from the planar pattern at different positions and poses with respect to
the camera, {ω11, ω12, ω13, ω22, ω23, ω33} can be uniquely determined if D ≥
3. Actually, the six parameters are combinations of the five intrinsic
parameters {f, s, a, pxI, pyI} and another non-zero scale factor ν, since
globally scaling all elements in ω does not violate Eq. 3.20 and Eq. 3.21.
Therefore, these equations are generally solved for ν · ω rather than ω.
The necessary step for extracting the sought intrinsic parameters and
the scale factor from {(ν·ω11), (ν·ω12), (ν·ω13), (ν·ω22), (ν·ω23), (ν·ω33)} is
as follows:

a = ((ν·ω22)/(ν·ω11)− (ν·ω12)2/(ν·ω11)2)−1/2,

s = −a·(ν·ω12)/(ν·ω11),
pyI = −(a2·(ν·ω23) + a·s·(ν·ω13))/(ν·ω11),
pxI = pyI·s/a− (ν·ω13)/(ν·ω11),
ν = (ν·ω33)− (px2I + py2I ·(1 + s2)/a2 − 2pxI·pyI·s/a)·(ν·ω11),
f = (ν/(ν·ω11))1/2.

(3.23)

It should be emphasized that the first and second column vectors of the
homography H only depend on the rotation matrix R in Eq. 3.10, given a
constant camera calibration matrix K. It implies the requirement of sig-
nificant rotations of the planar pattern between different images. Other-
wise, no sufficient equations in {ω11, ω12, ω13, ω22, ω23, ω33} can be obtained
even if a great number of images are provided. This is also the necessary
condition for using the alternative constraints deduced from vanishing
points.
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3.2. Geometric calibration

Besides all intrinsic parameters in K, it is also possible to recover the
corresponding extrinsic parameters R = [r1|r2|r3] and t′ of the planar
pattern for each image from Eq. 3.10:

r1 = K-1·h1/‖K-1·h1‖2,
r2 = K-1·h2/‖K-1·h2‖2,
r3 = r1×r2,
t′ = K-1·h3/(‖K-1·h1‖2·‖K-1·h2‖2)1/2.

(3.24)

Any scaling of the column vectors in H is canceled out by the normal-
ization with respect to the length of the vectors. The sought extrinsic
parameters are then exactly solved even when the homography H was
determined up to an unknown non-zero scale factor η. In consideration of
inaccuracy in measurements, the resulting r1 and r2 vectors are not nec-
essarily orthonormal. To enforce this constraint, a new rotation matrix
R̂ with the least Frobenius distance ‖R̂−R‖F to the solved rotation ma-
trix R from Eq. 3.24 is determined as R̂ = U ·I·V T = U ·V T [62], where
R = U ·Σ·V T is the singular value decomposition of the 3×3 matrix R.

3.2.1.6 Full parameter estimation

So far, camera calibration has been considered only for the imaging sys-
tems without lens imperfections. In case of significant lens distortion, an
appropriate distortion model LN(·) and the associated parameters should
also be determined. In practice, the polynomial model defined in Eq. 3.6
is predominantly employed in combination with the distortion parameters
{k1, k2, k3, p1, p2} [44], while the remaining insignificant parameters are set
to zero and thus discarded.
A difficulty in estimating the distortion parameters {k1, k2, k3, p1, p2} is
the nonlinearity of LN(·). By transforming an image point with the nor-
malized image coordinates xN = [xN, yN, 1]T into another point χN in the
eleven-dimensional space with

χN = [(x̃N·r6), (ỹN·r6), (x̃N·r4), (ỹN·r4), (x̃N·r2), (ỹN·r2),
(r2 + 2x̃2N), (r2 + 2ỹ2N), (2x̃N·ỹN), xN, yN]T,

(3.25)

a linear function for describing the distortion process is obtained as[
xND
yND

]
=
[
k1 0 k2 0 k3 0 p1 0 p2 1 0
0 k1 0 k2 0 k3 0 p2 p1 0 1

]
·χN, (3.26)
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where the coordinates x̃N and ỹN are defined with respect to the distortion
center oND = [oxND, oyND, 1]T with x̃N = xN − oxND and ỹN = yN − oyND.
For convenience, r denotes the distance to the distortion center and r2 =
x̃2N + ỹ2N. In modeling lens distortion, the distortion center is commonly
assumed to be physically coincident with the principal point and hence
[oxND, oyND] = [0, 0]. However, the employed distortion model in general
deviates from the actual physical model. Regarding this, the distortion
center can be explicitly considered as being independent of the principal
point for a better calibration performance.
If the coincidence between the distortion center and the principal point is
adopted, the distortion parameters can be solved from the linear equations
in Eq. 3.26 given the distorted and distortion-free coordinates of sufficient
image points. In [45], an iterative full estimation of K, {R, t′} and LN(·)
using two alternating steps was suggested. At initialization, the correspon-
dence between the control points on the planar pattern and their images
on the image plane is obtained for each view using the known geometric
constraints, e.g. appearance and spatial distribution of the control points.
After rewriting Eq. 3.7 as x̃ID = LI(K/ρ·[R|t′]·x̃W) for p1 = p2 = 0,
the camera calibration matrix K and the extrinsic parameters {R, t′} for
all D views are solved consecutively in the first step, where the inverse
of the currently estimated distortion function L̂I(·) on image coordinates
is required. The difference between the observed image x̃ID of a control
point x̃W and its virtual projection ˆ̃xID = L̂I(K̂/ρ̂·[R̂|̂t′]·x̃W) is consid-
ered as the consequence of the inaccuracy in L̂I(·). Subsequently and as
a complementary step, the distortion parameters are updated according
to Eq. 3.26. By repeating these two steps and thus refining the estimated
parameters, the reprojection error ‖ˆ̃xID − x̃ID‖22 is globally minimized for
all control points observed in D views.
A considerable drawback of the aforementioned two-step optimization is
the associated slow convergence of ‖ˆ̃xID − x̃ID‖22. Since the update of the
parameters is realized in two separate steps for each iteration, the resulting
global reprojection error does not necessarily decrease or the resulting
descent is often insufficient. To accelerate the parameter estimation, a
bundle adjustment-based full parameter estimation on the observations
across all D views is preferred:

Θ̂ = arg min
Θ

D∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
‖ˆ̃xID,ij − x̃ID,ij‖22, (3.27)
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3.2. Geometric calibration

where x̃ID,ij and ˆ̃xID,ij denote the homogeneous image coordinates of the
observed image and the virtual projection of the j-th control point x̃W,j in
the i-th view, respectively, while Θ denotes the set of all unknown param-
eters. Moreover, the virtual projection ˆ̃xID,ij is determined by the esti-
mated parameters {K̂, R̂i, t̂

′
i, L̂N(·)} as ˆ̃xID,ij = K̂·L̂N(1/ρ̂·[R̂i |̂t′i]·x̃W,j).

The initial estimate of Θ for conducting an iterative optimization is solved
using the linear equations derived in Section 3.2.1.5 and temporarily set-
ting all distortion parameters to zero.

3.2.2 Online correction of lens distortion

Relying on the carefully designed patterns and the accordingly organized
calibration procedures, accurate and reliable results are readily acces-
sible using the offline approach described above. However, the use of
specific calibration objects also reduces the flexibility of such calibration
approaches and thus limits their applicability in practice, especially for
cases with difficulties in acquiring additional calibration images without
interrupting the regular image acquisition. Simultaneous online calibra-
tion during the image acquisition is thus very desirable and provides an
attractive alternative to the offline solution.

Similarly to performing the bundle adjustment-based offline parameter
estimation in Section 3.2.1.6, a simultaneous estimation of both lens dis-
tortion LN(·) and the camera’s intrinsic parameters in K can also be
achieved for online calibration, where the reprojection error in Eq. 3.27
computed for the control points on known planar patterns is replaced
by some more general error measures. As demonstrated in [40] and [63],
this kind of online imaging system characterization can be realized using
either dedicated lens distortion models (e.g. division model) or iterative
optimization with reliable initial estimate (e.g. EXIF tags of images). If
distortion models other than the specifically suited variants are preferred
and the access to a reasonable initial estimate is not provided, the intended
parameter estimation turns out to be difficult or even completely infeasi-
ble. To remove this restriction, the estimation of LN(·) and K is hence
decoupled into two separate stages, where lens distortion is corrected in
advance of estimating the camera calibration matrix K. If required, an
optional global adjustment of all parameters can also be considered, which
gives rise to an additional simultaneous parameter estimation.
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Chapter 3. Imaging system characterization

Aiming at modeling lens distortion in images, straight lines are extremely
useful regarding the related invariance under projective transformations:
their images must also be straight. Relying on this “plumb-line” con-
straint and exploiting line segments in scenes, a series of methods [64,
65, 66, 67, 68, 69] have been developed for recovering the original geom-
etry in distorted images. However, such methods assume the existence
of significant line structures and are usually with limited application due
to specific distortion models, e.g. polynomial or division model only with
isotropic radial components. Apart from such special entities, more gen-
eral constraints on the projection of 3D points can be induced by their
multiple views acquired using the same camera, where the epipolar [70]
and trilinear [71] constraints on point correspondences are especially fa-
vorable for characterizing lens distortion. In the literature, [39, 40, 41, 72]
are the classic methods for recovering distortion-free image coordinates
by linking point correspondences across multiple views.

Since the correction of lens distortion should be followed by the estima-
tion of K with the camera’s intrinsic parameters, an exact recovery of
the original image coordinates x̃I from x̃ID is therefore indispensable for
achieving the intended calibration. Rather than modeling the physical
distortion, state-of-the-art methods mostly focus on 2D mapping func-
tions between the distorted and distortion-free image coordinates, while
the desired recovery of x̃I is not necessarily enforced. Regarding this and
employing the widely applicable imaging system model in Eq. 3.7, the en-
tire image formation process of a finite projective camera combined with
a non-ideal lens is explicitly investigated in this subsection for revealing
the intrinsic correlation between x̃I and x̃ID. Furthermore, under a close
consideration of the two views-induced epipolar constraint on point cor-
respondences, the feasibility of exactly recovering x̃I is carefully reviewed
for diverse image correction models, which has not been addressed in the
literature so far. As a major extension to a previous publication [8], a
more comprehensive and detailed analysis is conducted here.

3.2.2.1 Epipolar constraint

As illustrated in Figure 3.6, a 3D point with the homogeneous world
coordinates x̃E

W is projected to x̃I,i and x̃I,j in the two views i and j
acquired using the same camera but at different positions and poses. The
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rotation matrices and translation vectors between the world frame and
the corresponding camera frames of the two views are denoted by Ri,
Rj and t′i, t′j , respectively. Let π̃E = [−(nT/d), 1]T define a plane in P3

satisfying (π̃E)T·x̃E
π = 0 for any point x̃E

π on π̃E, where n ∈ R3×1 denotes
the normal vector and d is the distance from the origin of the world frame
to this plane. If the camera centers c̃i and c̃j in the two views are not
located on π̃E, the ray starting at c̃j and passing through x̃E

W intersects
the plane π̃E at a point with the homogeneous planar coordinates x̃E

π2D,j .
According to Eq. 3.10, there is a planar homography Hj defining the
projection of points on π̃E in the view j and thus x̃I,j

∼= Hj ·x̃E
π2D,j . Since

the point x̃E
π2D,j falls on the line joining the camera center c̃j and the 3D

point x̃E
W, its image Hi·x̃E

π2D,j in the view i is also on the line passing
through the epipole ẽi and the image point x̃I,i, where ẽi is the image
of c̃j and Hi denotes the planar homography between the plane π̃E and
the view i. Following the line definition ẽi×x̃I,i [46] of the epipolar line li
joining two points ẽi and x̃I,i on P2, this collinear constraint on the three
image points or the epipolar constraint is written as

lTi ·(Hi·x̃E
π2D,j) ∼= (Hi·x̃E

π2D,j)T·(ẽi×x̃I,i) = 0
∼= (Hi·H-1

j ·x̃I,j)T·(ẽi×x̃I,i)
∼= (Hi

j ·x̃I,j)T·([ẽi]×)·x̃I,i

= x̃T
I,j ·(Hi

j)T·([ẽi]×)·x̃I,i

∼= x̃T
I,j ·F ·x̃I,i,

(3.28)

where Hi
j
∼= Hi·H-1

j and the 3×3 skew-symmetric matrix ([ẽi]×) of
rank two transforms the cross product ẽi×x̃I,i into the equivalent form
([ẽi]×)·x̃I,i. The 3×3 matrix F ∼= (Hi

j)T·([ẽi]×) of rank two is referred
to as the fundamental matrix between the two views i and j, which gives
the epipolar constraint in Eq. 3.28 between point correspondences. If π̃E

is selected as the plane π̃E
∞ at infinity, the fundamental matrix is rewrit-

ten as F ∼= K-T·R-T
j ·R

T
i ·KT·([ẽi]×) since there are Hi

∼= K·Ri and
Hj
∼= K·Rj from Eq. 3.16. Through an analogous analysis and regarding

the epipolar line lj ∼= ẽj×(Hj ·x̃E
π2D,i) in the view j, the collinear con-

straint x̃T
I,j ·lj = 0 leads to an alternative expression of the fundamental

matrix: F ∼= ([ẽj ]×)·Hj
i
∼= ([ẽj ]×)·K·Rj ·R-1

i ·K-1.
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c̃i c̃j

ẽi ẽj

x̃E
W

x̃I,i x̃I,j

x̃E
π2D,j x̃E

π2D,i

Hi·x̃E
π2D,j Hj ·x̃E

π2D,i

li lj

π̃E

Figure 3.6: Epipolar geometry. There exist two collinear constraints:
(ẽi×x̃I,i)T·Hi·x̃E

π2D,j = 0 and (ẽj×x̃I,j)T·Hj ·x̃E
π2D,i = 0.

3.2.2.2 Model reformulation

In the bundle adjustment Eq. 3.27 of offline calibration, the error to be
minimized is computed with respect to the observed image coordinates
x̃ID with lens distortion. Therefore, the lens distortion function LN(·) is
preferred, as the virtual image ˆ̃xID can be directly obtained by substituting
the estimated distortion-free image x̂N = K̂-1·ˆ̃xI in LN(·). But for the
epipolar constraint-guided parameter estimation, the inverse distortion
function L-1

N (·) for xN = L-1
N (xND,oND) is much more convenient since

the collinearity error with respect to Eq. 3.28 is minimized by recovering
the original point correspondences x̃I,i ↔ x̃I,j from the distorted image
coordinates x̃ID,i and x̃ID,j .

Out of the numerous publications in the literature for correcting lens
distortion, the polynomial [39] (PCM), division [40] (DCM) and ratio-
nal [41] (RCM) models have found their dominant application in practice.
As the inverse formula to the distortion model in Eq. 3.6 and in general
with different model parameters for the correction purpose, Zhang con-
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ducted the recovery of image coordinates in [39] using a polynomial func-
tion (PF) consisting of isotropic radial and decentering fractions while
omitting insignificant thin prism component. In the distorted image co-
ordinates, this model [51,73] is expressed as[

xI
yI

]
=
[
xID
yID

]
+ (k1·r2 + k2·r4 + k3·r6 + · · ·)·

[
x̃ID
ỹID

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

isotropic radial

+ (1 + p3·r2 + · · ·)·
[
p1·(r2 + 2x̃2ID) + 2p2·x̃ID·ỹID
p2·(r2 + 2ỹ2ID) + 2p1·x̃ID·ỹID

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

decentering

,

(3.29)

where x̃ID = xID − oxID and ỹID = yID − oyID. r = √x̃2ID + ỹ2ID denotes
the radial distance between the distortion center oID = [oxID, oyID, 1]T in
image coordinates and the distorted image position x̃ID. Especially, this
image coordinates-based correction is derived for the case where the dis-
tortion center and the principal point are coincident. Two further assump-
tions are the known aspect ratio a and the skew factor s = 0. To reduce
the time budget required for achieving the desired correction, Fitzgibbon
employed a division function (DF) with one single correction parameter
κ: [

xI
yI

]
=
[
oxID
oyID

]
+ 1

1 + κ·r2
·
[
x̃ID
ỹID

]
. (3.30)

For general lens distortion, Claus and Fitzgibbon introduced a rational
function (RF) similar to Eq. 3.26 by lifting any image point x̃ID to another
point χID = [x2ID, xID·yID, y2ID, xID, yID, 1]T in a six-dimensional space:

x̃I
∼= M I·χID, (3.31)

where M I is a 3×6 matrix for mapping x̃ID to x̃I up to a non-zero scale
factor.

Considering the physical fundamentals of lens distortion introduced in
Section 3.1.2.1 and aiming at revealing the intrinsic correlation between
x̃I and x̃ID rather than a non-metric mapping function for x̃ID 7→ x̃I, lens
distortion is corrected on normalized image coordinates and the recovered
image coordinates from x̃ID are obtained as

x̃I = K·xN
∼= K·L-1

N (xND,oND) = K·L-1
N (K-1·x̃ID,oND). (3.32)
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The resulting image correction models L-1
N (·) using PF (PCM), DF

(DCM) and RF (RCM) are in the same forms as Eq. 3.29, 3.30 and
3.31, respectively, but with different parameters.
There arises a question before moving forward to estimating unknown
parameters in Eq. 3.32: which parameters can be determined given the
epipolar constraint? For PCM and DCM, the aspect ratio a and the
skew factor s in K lead to non-metric and affine transformations of the
mapping xND 7→ x̃ID. These additional geometric transformations change
the shape of lens distortion on the image plane and thus give rise to
further geometric distortion in images. Moreover, the absolute position
of the distortion center is irrelevant as it can be canceled by appropri-
ately transforming coordinate systems. In this context, a reduction of
the parameter space is necessary and serves to prevent the estimation
of unconstrained parameters. By moving the origin of the normalized
camera frame to [oxND, oyND, 0]T and scaling the resulting coordinates by
the focal length f , a point with the distorted coordinates xND is trans-
formed into xND = [xND, yND, 1]T = [(xND − oxND)·f, (yND − oyND)·f, 1]T .
Consequently, the image correction in Eq. 3.32 is also transformed into

x̃I = K·xN
∼= K·L-1

N (xND) = K·L-1
N (K-1·x̃ID), (3.33)

where xN = [xN, yN, 1]T = [(xN − oxND)·f, (yN − oyND)·f, 1]T and

K =

1 s p
0 a q
0 0 1

 =

1 s pxI + (oxND + oyND·s)·f
0 a pyI + oyND·a·f
0 0 1

 (3.34)

with p = pxI + (oxND + oyND·s)·f and q = pyI + oyND·a·f . The new
correction model L-1

N (·) is of the same form as L-1
N (·), but with different

correction parameters. For instance, the new DCM is written as[
xN
yN

]
= 1

1 + κ·r2
·
[
xND
yND

]
, (3.35)

where r2 = x2ND + y2ND and the new correction parameter is κ = κ/f 2.
In the case of RCM, the lifting of the point x̃ID: x̃ID 7→ χID becomes
K·xND 7→ χID due to the fact x̃ID = K·xND. As all entries in the vector
x̃ID = [xID, yID, 1]T are linear combinations of the entries in the vector
xND = [xND, yND, 1]T defined by K, the point xND can also be lifted to an-
other point χND = [x2ND, xND·yND, y2ND, xND, yND, 1]T in the corresponding
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six dimensional space so that there is χID = B·χND with a 6×6 invertible
matrixB. Through the correction of lens distortion on normalized camera
coordinates with xN

∼= MN·χND, the distortion-free image coordinates x̃I

are recovered according to x̃I
∼= K·MN·B-1·χID. Comparing this expres-

sion to Eq. 3.31, the 3×6 parameter matrix M I is actually equivalent to
the product of the three matrices K, MN and B-1. However, if only M I

is obtained from the epipolar constraint on image point correspondences,
a decompositionM I

∼= K·MN·B-1 for determiningMN and the camera’s
intrinsic parameters is in general infeasible.

3.2.2.3 Recovering distortion-free image coordinates

The objective of the epipolar constraint-guided image correction is to find
the optimal estimate K̂ and L̂-1

N for minimizing the residual error with
respect to Eq. 3.28 on corresponding image points across multiple views.
For two views i and j, the images of a 3D point x̃W obey the constraint

x̃T
I,j ·F ·x̃I,i = x̃T

I,j ·K-T·KT·F ·K·K-1x̃I,i = 0
= xT

N,j ·KT·F ·K·xN,i

= xT
N,j ·F ·xN,i

∼= (L-1
N (K-1·x̃ID,j))T·F ·L-1

N (K-1·x̃ID,i),

(3.36)

where F = KT·F ·K. In image correction, K, L-1
N (·) and F are unknown

variables being simultaneously estimated. It is also possible to introduce
two 3×3 invertible matrices Hi and Hj into the equation above:

xT
N,j ·F ·xN,i = xT

N,j ·HT
j ·H-T

j ·F ·H-1
i ·Hi·xN,i = 0

= xT
N,j ·HT

j ·F̂ ·Hi·xN,i

∼= (L-1
N (K-1·x̃ID,j))T·HT

j ·F̂ ·Hi·L-1
N (K-1·x̃ID,i),

(3.37)

where F̂ = H-T
j ·F ·H-1

i . Apparently, if the left and the right side of F̂ in
the last row of Eq. 3.37 can be rewritten as

Hj ·L-1
N (K-1·x̃ID,j) ∼= L̂-1

N (K̂-1·x̃ID,j),
Hi·L-1

N (K-1·x̃ID,i) ∼= L̂-1
N (K̂-1·x̃ID,i),

(3.38)

ambiguous solutions K̂ and L̂-1
N (·) could exist different from the orig-

inal K and L-1
N , but still satisfy the epipolar constraint in the form
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(L̂-1
N (K̂-1·x̃ID,j))T·F̂ ·L̂-1

N (K̂-1·x̃ID,i), where the original distortion-free im-
age coordinates x̃I,i and x̃I,j cannot be recovered anymore. Regarding the
equivalence between the two equations due to their symmetric forms on
the two views i and j, only the generalized form of Eq. 3.38 without any
dependence on a specific view is further considered for investigating the
existence of ambiguous solutions.
By substituting K-1·x̃ID with xND and K̂-1·x̃ID with x̂ND, the generalized
form of Eq. 3.38 is simplified and turns into

H·L-1
N (xND) ∼= L̂-1

N (x̂ND) = L̂-1
N (T ·xND), (3.39)

where H = [h1,h2,h3]T with row vectors {hT
1 , hT

2 , hT
3 } and

x̂ND = T ·xND (3.40)
with

T =

1 ts tp
0 ta tq
0 0 1

 = K̂-1·K

=

1 s− ŝ·a/â p− q·ŝ/â− p̂+ q̂·ŝ/â
0 a/â q/â− q̂/â
0 0 1

 .
(3.41)

Depending on the concrete form of the inverse function L-1
N , the recovery of

K and L-1
N is in general different for each of the image correction models

PCM, DCM and RCM. For this reason, a detailed analysis on the
feasibility of recovering the original distortion-free image coordinates x̃I

is conducted for each of the three models individually.

3.2.2.4 Polynomial model

In the case of PCM, a hierarchical analysis for PF with different terms,
e.g. isotropic radial component of different orders and decentering compo-
nent, is desired, given their wide application in diverse image correction
methods. At first, the basic form of PCM using the k1-term is considered
and applied in Eq 3.39:

(1/η)·H·xN = (1/η)·H·L-1
N (xND) = L̂-1

N (x̂ND) = x̂N

⇐⇒ (1/η)·H·

xND·(1 + k1·r2)
yND·(1 + k1·r2)

1

 =

x̂ND·(1 + k̂1·r̂2)
ŷND·(1 + k̂1·r̂2)

1

 , (3.42)
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where r2 = x2ND + y2ND and r̂2 = x̂2ND + ŷ2ND. The equivalence “∼=” be-
tween H·L-1

N (xND) and ·L̂-1
N (x̂ND) is replaced with the equality “=” be-

tween (1/η)·H·L-1
N (xND) and L̂-1

N (x̂ND) by introducing a non-zero scale
factor η. As proven in Appendix B.1.1, the last row hT

3 of the matrix
H is of the form hT

3 = [0, 0, η] for distorted images with k1 6= 0. If not
stated otherwise, H is always scaled by the factor (1/η) for computational
convenience so that hT

3 becomes [0, 0, 1] and η cancels out in Eq. 3.42:

[
hT
1

hT
2

]
·

xND·(1 + k1·r2)
yND·(1 + k1·r2)

1

 =
[
x̂ND·(1 + k̂1·r̂2)
ŷND·(1 + k̂1·r̂2)

]
(3.43)

with hT
1 = [h11, h12, h13] and hT

2 = [h21, h22, h23].

As derived in Appendix B.1.2, the equations above can be expanded and
simplified into

h11·k1·x3ND + h12·k1·x2ND·yND + h11·k1·xND·y2ND + h12·k1·y3ND+
h11·xND + h12·yND + h13 =
k̂1·x3ND + 3·k̂1·ts·x2ND·yND + k̂1·(t2a + 3·t2s)·xND·y2ND+
k̂1·(t2a·ts + t3s)·y3ND + 3·k̂1·tp·x2ND + k̂1·(2·ta·tq + 6·tp·ts)·xND·yND+
k̂1·(t2a·tp + 2·ta·tq·ts + 3·tp·t2s)·y2ND + (3·k̂1·t2p + k̂1·t2q + 1)·xND+
(3·k̂1·t2p·ts + 2·k̂1·ta·tp·tq + k̂1·t2q·ts + ts)·yND+
k̂1·t3p + k̂1·tp·t2q + tp,

(3.44)

and

h21·k1·x3ND + h22·k1·x2ND·yND + h21·k1·xND·y2ND + h22·k1·y3ND+
h21·xND + h22·yND + h23 =
k̂1·ta·x2ND·yND + 2·k̂1·ta·ts·xND·y2ND + k̂1·(t3a + ta·t2s)·y3ND+
k̂1·tq·x2ND + k̂1·(2·ta·tp + 2·tq·ts)·xND·yND+
k̂1·(3·t2a·tq + 2·ta·tp·ts + tq·t2s)·y2ND + 2·k̂1·tp·tq·xND+
(k̂1·ta·t2p + 2·k̂1·tp·tq·ts + 3·k̂1·ta·t2q + ta)·yND+
k̂1·t2p·tq + k̂1·t3q + tq,

(3.45)
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where x̂ND = [x̂ND, ŷND, 1]T = T ·xND with xND = [xND, yND, 1]T are writ-
ten as linear combinations of elements in {xND, yND, 1}. The epipolar con-
straint is valid for the projections of an arbitrary 3D point on two views.
As a result, the entries xND and yND in the coordinate vector xND can take
arbitrary values. This implies an important constraint on the terms on
both sides of Eq. 3.44 and 3.45: summing up the corresponding coefficients
of xiND·yjND must give the same value on the left and on the right side of the
corresponding equation. For instance, the total coefficients of xND·y2ND are
h11·k1 on the left side of Eq. 3.44 and k̂1·(t2a + 3·t2s) on the right side. To
enforce ∀(xND ∈ R) ∧ (yND ∈ R) : h11·k1·xND·y2ND = k̂1·(t2a + 3·t2s)·xND·y2ND,
there must be h11·k1 = k̂1·(t2a+3·t2s). Recalling the existence of H-1 for H,
the first two entries h11 and h12 in the row vector hT

1 cannot take the value
zero at the same time, otherwise hT

1
∼= hT

3 and det (H) = 0. From the
coefficient constraint on x3ND and x2ND·yND in Eq. 3.44, the estimate k̂1 of
the distortion parameter obeys k̂1 6= 0 since k1 6= 0. It is notable that the
second-order terms {x2ND, xND·yND, y2ND} are permanently missing on the
left side of both Eq. 3.44 and 3.45. The coefficients of x2ND on the right side
are thus equal to zero: 3·k̂1·tp = k̂1·tq = 0, which gives the solution for tp
and tq with tp = tq = 0. Consequently, the term xND vanishes in Eq. 3.45
and the corresponding coefficients enforce h21 = 0. A direct solution for
ts and ta cannot be derived from the currently available results, but the
intrinsic relationship ts·ta = 0 is obtained as 2·k̂1·ta·ts = h21·k1 = 0 for
the term xND·y2ND in Eq. 3.45. With a further consideration of the equality
h22 = (k̂1·ta·t2p + 2·k̂1·tp·tq·ts + 3·k̂1·ta·t2q + ta) between the coefficients of
yND in the same equation, there is h22 = ta. Apparently, ta must be differ-
ent from zero for denying hT

2
∼= hT

3 and det (H) = 0, which leads to ts = 0.
With the help of the solved variables, the determination of the remaining
unknown values of {k̂1, ta, h11, h12, h13, h22, h23} is straightforward. Finally,
K̂, T , H and L̂-1

N (·) are obtained as

K̂ =

1 ±s p
0 ±a q
0 0 1

 , T = H =

1 0 0
0 ±1 0
0 0 1

 , L̂-1
N (·) = L-1

N (·). (3.46)

It is interesting to see that there is an ambiguity in the sign of s and
a. Depending on the conducted parameter estimation, the corrected co-
ordinates x̂N = L̂-1

N (K̂-1·x̃ID) are identical to the original distortion-free
coordinates xN = L-1

N (K-1·x̃ID) or rotated by 180 degrees about the x-axis
with x̂N = xN and ŷN = −yN.
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3.2. Geometric calibration

If the basic form of PCM is further extended with the k2 and the k3-term
hierarchically, the same results can be obtained through a similar analysis
on the more complex models. Besides the isotropic radial component
defined by the parameters {k1, k2, k3}, the decentering component defined
by the parameters {p1, p2} is often also involved in PCM for a better
correction performance. To this end, the extended form of PCM relying
on the k1, p1 and p2 parameters is considered in addition to the models
merely regarding the isotropic radial component. The resulting equation
based on Eq. 3.39 is expressed as

H
η
·

xND·(1 + k1·r2) + p1·(r2 + 2x2ND) + 2p2·xND·yND
yND·(1 + k1·r2) + p2·(r2 + 2y2ND) + 2p1·xND·yND

1

 =

x̂ND·(1 + k̂1·r̂2) + p̂1·(r̂2 + 2x̂2ND) + 2p̂2·x̂ND·ŷND
ŷND·(1 + k̂1·r̂2) + p̂2·(r̂2 + 2ŷ2ND) + 2p̂

1
·x̂ND·ŷND

1

.
(3.47)

After an analysis similar to Appendix B.1.1, it can be proven that the last
row hT

3 of H is of the special form [0, 0, η] again.
Due to the increased complexity of the above equations in comparison to
Eq. 3.42, the image corrections xN = L-1

N (xND) and x̂N = L̂-1
N (x̂ND) are

rewritten using the lifted coordinates χND and χ̂ND with

χND = [x3ND, x2ND·yND, xND·y2ND, y3ND,
x2ND, xND·yND, y2ND, xND, yND, 1]T,

χ̂ND = [x̂3ND, x̂2ND·ŷND, x̂ND·ŷ2ND, ŷ3ND,
x̂2ND, x̂ND·ŷND, ŷ2ND, x̂ND, ŷND, 1]T

(3.48)

for better readability:

xN =

k1 0 k1 0 3·p1 2·p2 p1 1 0 0
0 k1 0 k1 p2 2·p1 3·p2 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

MN

·χND,

x̂N =

k̂1 0 k̂1 0 3·p̂
1

2·p̂2 p̂
1

1 0 0
0 k̂1 0 k̂1 p̂2 2·p̂

1
3·p̂2 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

M̂N

·χ̂ND.

(3.49)
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Consequently, Eq. 3.47 with hT
3 = [0, 0, 1] and η = 1 is also transformed

into

H·MN·χND = M̂N·χ̂ND = M̂N·BN·χND

=⇒ (
[
hT
1

hT
2

]
·MN︸ ︷︷ ︸

M ′N

)·χND = (
[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
·M̂N︸ ︷︷ ︸

M̂ ′N

)·BN·χND

⇐⇒ M ′
N = M̂ ′

N·BN

(3.50)

for arbitrary xND and yND, where BN defines the transformation between
the lifted coordinates χ̂ND and χND with χ̂ND = BN·χND corresponding
to x̂ND = T ·xND. Thus, the 10×10 invertible matrix BN can be derived
from the coordinate transformation matrix T and its explicit form is given
in Eq. B.11 and B.12. Apparently, sufficient equations in the unknown
parameters of h1, h2, T and L̂-1

N (·) can be obtained from Eq. 3.50 for each
entry in M ′

N. By solving these equations provided in B.2.2, ambiguous
solutions, especially for the parameters {tp, tq, p̂1, p̂2}, are obtained. This
reveals the fact that it is infeasible to recover the original PCM and
distortion-free image coordinates without ambiguities if only the k1, p1
and p2 parameters are considered for the correction model L-1

N (·).
The most interesting PCM for practical applications is the variant with
the full parameters {k1, k2, k3, p1, p2}. Again, the distortion-free coordi-
nates xN and x̂N are obtained as xN = MN·χND and x̂N = M̂N·χ̂ND

according to Eq. 3.49, where χND, χ̂ND, MN and M̂N are significantly
extended due to the additionally introduced parameters {k2, k3}, which
also result in additional higher order terms xiND·yjND and x̂iND·ŷjND with
(i + j) ∈ {5, 7} in the correction models L-1

N (·) and L̂-1
N (·), respectively.

Unfortunately, as derived in Section B.3.1, the variables χND, χ̂ND, MN

and M̂N are now of huge sizes. For examples, the vector χND with the
lifted coordinates has 36 entries. As a result, solving all unknown pa-
rameters in Eq. 3.50 becomes extremely difficult if the equality constraint
M ′

N = M̂ ′
N·BN is considered for each entry in the matrix M ′

N.
To reduce the complexity in solving Eq. 3.50 in the case of the full pa-
rameters {k1, k2, k3, p1, p2}, the entries {xiND·yjND | (i+ j) = 6} in χND are
explicitly considered on both sides of the equation

H·MN·χND = M̂N·BN·χND. (3.51)
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As stated in Eq. B.16, these entries vanish on the left side of the equation
above since the corresponding coefficients in the row vectors of MN are
all zero. Regarding the arbitrariness of xND and yND, this imposes that
the same entries must also vanish on the right side of the equation. From
Eq. 3.40 with [x̂ND, ŷND, 1]T = T ·[xND, yND, 1]T, it is straightforward to see
that x̂ND and ŷND are linear combinations of elements in {xND, yND, 1}.
Therefore, the entries {xiND·yjND | i+ j = 6} are only related to the entries
{x̂iND·ŷjND | (i + j) ∈ {6, 7}} in χ̂ND. Substituting BN·χND = χ̂ND into
Eq. 3.51, its alternative expression is written as

H·MN·χND = M̂N·χ̂ND. (3.52)

In the same form asMN, M̂N also has all coefficients corresponding to the
entries {x̂iND·ŷjND | (i+j) = 6} in χ̂ND equal to zero. Thus, it is sufficient to
investigate only the entries {x̂iND·ŷjND | (i+j) = 7} in χ̂ND on the right side
of the equation above and enforce that all entries {xiND·yjND | (i + j) = 6}
vanish after substituting χ̂ND = BN·χND back into Eq. 3.52. Following the
detailed analysis in Section B.3.2, linear constraints, for instance Eq. B.20,
are obtained and substantially simplify the remaining process of solving
unknown parameters.
In the case of significant high-order correction terms related to k2 and k3,
the recovering of the original distortion-free image coordinates is feasible,
just as the same results provided in Eq. 3.46. Nevertheless, the sign of
p̂2 is determined by â: p̂2 = −p2 if â = −a; otherwise p̂2 = p2. In the
case of k2 and k3 equal or, more practically, close to zero, things turn out
differently: the parameters tp and tq are not or only weakly constrained
since k2 and k3 are insignificant. Due to the inaccuracy in determined
point correspondences across multiple views, the equalities in Eq. B.20 do
not exactly hold and there are residual terms on the right side of these
equations. As a severe consequence, uncontrolled drift of these param-
eters from their real values is thus possible in the parameter estimation
process and can lead to dramatically decreased correction performance.
A possible solution is to dismiss the parameters p1 and p2 related to the
decentering components. By this means, the correction model is simpli-
fied into the basic form only with the isotropic radial component and the
image correction process is thus stabilized. Furthermore, the deviation
from the original full-parameter model can be well compensated, as all
other parameters, especially a and s in K, can be accordingly adapted
through an appropriate optimization.
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3.2.2.5 Division model

Through a similar analysis as for PCM, equations on unknown param-
eters in the case of DCM can be obtained by substituting Eq.3.35 into
Eq.3.39: hT

1

hT
2

hT
3

 ·
 xND

yND
1 + κ·r2

 ·(1 + κ̂·r̂2) = hT
3 ·

 xND
yND

1 + κ·r2

 ·
 x̂ND

ŷND
1 + κ̂·r̂2


=⇒

[
hT
1

hT
2

]
·

 xND
yND

1 + κ·r2

 ·(1 + κ̂·r̂2) = hT
3 ·

 xND
yND

1 + κ·r2

 · [x̂ND
ŷND

]
(3.53)

MN,L·χND = MN,R·χND

⇐⇒ MN,L = MN,R,

where r2 = x2ND + y2ND and r̂2 = x̂2ND + ŷ2ND. Using the linear coordinate
transformation [x̂ND, ŷND, 1]T = T ·[xND, yND, 1]T, both sides of the equa-
tion above are only depending on the originally normalized coordinates
xND with lens distortion. MN,L and MN,R are the coefficient matrices for
the entries in the lifted coordinate vector χND. After explicitly solving
each unknown parameter in Section B.4, the same results as in Eq. 3.46
are obtained again and the original distortion-free image coordinates are
exactly recovered.

3.2.2.6 Rational model

As discussed in the last part of Section 3.2.2.2, the estimation of the
matrix K is in general infeasible for RCM. Thus, the ambiguity between
the actual and the estimated correction model differs from the expression
in Eq. 3.39 and obeys

H·M I·χID
∼= M̂ I·χID, (3.54)

where M̂ I is the estimated rational model for image correction. Although
the actual RCM is unique and defined by M I, the estimated RCM also
depends on an arbitrary homography H on the left side of Eq. 3.54. As
the consequence of the ambiguity in M̂ I, the recovery of the original
distortion-free image coordinates relying on x̃I

∼= M I·χID is thus denied.
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3.2.2.7 Parameter estimation

So far, the relationship between the actual model L-1
N (·) and the estimated

model L̂-1
N (·) for image correction has been investigated in detail. How-

ever, how to conduct the desired parameter estimation still remains an
open question. To figure out a practical algorithm for this purpose, it
is necessary to first come back to the fundamental epipolar constraint.
Generally, the equation

(L̂-1
N (K̂-1·x̃ID,j))T·F̂ ·L̂-1

N (K̂-1·x̃ID,i) = x̂T
N,j ·F̂ ·x̂N,i = 0 (3.55)

derived from 3.37 and 3.38 implies the only constraint on K̂ and L̂-1
N (·),

given the point correspondence x̃ID,i ↔ x̃ID,j for each image pair of all
D views. With the help of an appropriately defined distance function
d(x̂N,i, x̂N,j , F̂ ) and the corresponding cost function d2(x̂N,i, x̂N,j , F̂ ), the
unknown F̂ , K̂ and L̂-1

N (·) can be optimally estimated by globally min-
imizing the residual error related to Eq. 3.55. As Zhang demonstrated
in [74], in the case of determining the fundamental matrix from given
point correspondences, the symmetric epipolar distance

d(x̂N,i, x̂N,j , F̂ ) = (
(x̂T

N,j ·F̂ ·x̂N,i)2

x̂T
N,j ·F̂ ·F̂ T·x̂N,j

+
(x̂T

N,j ·F̂ ·x̂N,i)2

x̂T
N,i·F̂ T·F̂ ·x̂N,i

)1/2 (3.56)

and the first-order approximation of the geometric distance

d(x̂N,i, x̂N,j , F̂ ) =
|x̂T

N,j ·F̂ ·x̂N,i|
(x̂T

N,j ·F̂ ·F̂ T·x̂N,j + x̂T
N,i·F̂ T·F̂ ·x̂N,i)1/2

(3.57)

are usually preferred for better estimation performance in comparison to
the algebraic distance |x̂T

N,j ·F̂ ·x̂N,i|.

Since the distortion-free projections x̂N,i, x̂N,j and the epipolar lines F̂ ·x̂N,i,
F̂ T·x̂N,j depend on the estimated affine transformation matrix K̂ and
the estimated correction model L̂-1

N (·), the distance functions defined in
Eq. 3.56 and 3.57 are not suited for the parameter estimation in the con-
text of image correction. An illustrative example for clarifying possible
issues is â → ∞ for the estimated aspect ratio â. With the special form
of F̂ : F̂ = [0, 1, 0; 1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0], all standard distance functions result in
negligible residual error due to x̂T

N,j ·F̂ ·x̂N,i ≈ 0 and thus cannot provide
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the desired guidance in parameter estimation. Regarding the uncertainty
of x̂N,i, x̂N,j and F̂ , an appropriate distance function should rely on some
quantities independent of the unknown K̂ and L̂-1

N (·). To this end and
inspired by Fitzgibbon’s work [40], the cost function employed for the
purpose of online lens correction is selected as

d2(x̂N,i, x̂N,j , F̂ ) =‖K̂·L̂N(x̂N,i)− K̂·L̂N(x̂c
N,i)‖22+

‖K̂·L̂N(x̂N,j)− K̂·L̂N(x̂c
N,j)‖22 (3.58)

=‖x̃ID,i − K̂·L̂N(x̂c
N,i)‖22 + ‖x̃ID,j − K̂·L̂N(x̂c

N,j)‖22,

where L̂N(·) is the inverse function of the estimated correction model
L̂-1

N (·). Moreover, x̂c
N,i and x̂c

N,i are the estimated distortion-free pro-
jections after the Hartley-Sturm correction [75]. For the point corre-
spondence x̂N,i ↔ x̂N,j obtained from x̂N,i = L̂-1

N (K̂-1·x̃ID,i) and x̂N,j =
L̂-1

N (K̂-1·x̃ID,j), the optimal estimate F̂ is determined by minimizing the
cost based on the distance function Eq. 3.56 or 3.57. Considering the
inaccuracy in estimated parameters and the inaccuracy in determined
point correspondence, there is in general x̂T

N,j ·F̂ ·x̂N,i 6= 0. With the help
of the Hartley-Sturm correction, the corrected projections x̂c

N,i and x̂c
N,j

are searched on the lines orthogonal to the corresponding epipolar lines
([ẽi]×)·x̂N,i and ([ẽj ]×)·x̂N,j , while these lines also go through the points
x̂N,i and x̂N,j , respectively. x̂c

N,i and x̂c
N,j are finally determined as those

points minimizing (‖x̂N,i − x̂c
N,i‖22+‖x̂N,j − x̂c

N,j‖22) subject to the epipolar
constraint (x̂c

N,j)T·F̂ ·x̂c
N,i = 0.

For the reader’s convenience and to provide a better overview, the entire
algorithm for performing the proposed online correction of lens distor-
tion is summarized in Algorithm 1 with step-by-step instructions. As
a desirable property, the resulting estimation does not require any spe-
cial initialization step for K̂ since the suggested initial estimates are in
practice close to the real values.

3.2.3 Online estimation of camera calibration matrix

Besides lens distortion/correction parameters, camera’s intrinsic parame-
ters may also deviate from their original values during operation, mainly
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3.2. Geometric calibration

Algorithm 1 Online correction of lens distortion
Input: point correspondences for each image pair of all D views.
Output: correction function L-1

N (·) and affine transformation matrix K.

1: Move the origin to the image center and normalize points so that their
mean squared distance to the origin equals 1.

2: Initialize K̂ with â = 1, ŝ = p̂ = q̂ = 0.
3: Initialize L̂-1

N (·) with zero distortion or using conventional method.
4: for N iterations do
5: for each view pair do
6: Recover x̂N,i, x̂N,j from x̃ID,i, x̃ID,j according to Eq.3.55.
7: Estimate F̂ from x̂N,i, x̂N,j for each image pair.
8: Obtain x̂c

N,i, x̂c
N,j using the Hartley-Sturm correction.

9: end for
10: Update L̂-1

N (·), K̂ to minimize Eq.3.58 for all view pairs.
11: if global cost converged then
12: terminate.
13: end if
14: end for
15: Recover L-1

N (·), K from L̂-1
N (·), K̂.

16: Restore L-1
N (·), K with respect to the transformation in step one.

due to mechanical vibrations, temperature fluctuations and manual faulty
operations. After recovering the original geometric information in images
as described above, it is possible to estimate the camera calibration ma-
trix K, which is essential for retrieving metric information from the vi-
sual measurements. More specifically, in the case of PCB analysis, the
size as well as the height of components and PCBs can be estimated given
known camera’s intrinsic parameters and using either structured illumina-
tion [76,77] or structure from multiple views [46]. Instead of using special
images acquired from well-designed calibration patterns, there are some
calibration methods relying on general constraints on image sequences,
where the corresponding calibration processes do not require any images
of specific calibration objects and are thus more flexible. Such calibration
is referred to as self-calibration and preferred over off-line calibration since
it can be fully automated during operation. In comparison to the classic
self-calibration assuming image sequences of stationary scenes with fixed
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spatial structures, a novel extension is presented in this subsection, which
is capable of realizing global self-calibration in case of non-stationary
scenes with rigid scene objects undergoing independent motions. More
specifically, based on the classic self-calibration applied on each scene
object individually, the proposed extension is aiming at answering two
principal questions: which constraints can be combined across motions
of rigid scene objects and how should these constraints be combined? It
should be noted that K is assumed remaining constant over all views for
the analysis presented below.

3.2.3.1 Non-stationary scene

Without loss of generality, a scene consisting of two rigid objects A and
B undergoing different motions is considered throughout this subsection
if not stated otherwise. An image sequence with D views of this non-
stationary scene is available. For simplification, each object is considered
in its body frame so that it stays stationary in the coordinate system cor-
responding to the body frame, while a virtual camera is taking images of
this object. For scene objects moving with speeds far less than the speed
of light, the real image sequence can be considered as the composition of
the image sequences obtained from the virtual cameras, where the mo-
tion of each virtual camera is the fusion of the object and real camera
motions. For a better understanding, a stationary and a non-stationary
scene consisting of three objects are visualized in Figure 3.7. Since the
virtual cameras are the observations of the real camera in the body frames
of all scene objects, they share the same camera calibration matrix K.
Only the camera’s extrinsic parameters {RA, t

′
A} and {RB, t

′
B} differ in

general from each other. For the i-th view of the image sequence, the
image x̃I,i,A of the world point x̃E

W,i,A in the body frame of object A and
the image x̃I,i,B of the world point x̃E

W,i,B in the body frame of object B
are written as

x̃I,i,A
∼= K·[Ri,A|t′i,A]·x̃E

W,i,A = P E
i,A·x̃E

W,i,A,

x̃I,i,B
∼= K·[Ri,B|t′i,B]·x̃E

W,i,B = P E
i,B·x̃E

W,i,B,
(3.59)

where P E
i,A = K·[Ri,A|t′i,A] and P E

i,B = K·[Ri,B|t′i,B] are the Euclidean
camera matrices of the two virtual cameras for the i-th view. For clarity,
the superscript E denotes the coordinates and the projections defined for
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vt vt vt

ωr

xw
yw

zw

(a) stationary scene

vt,1

vt,2

vt,3

ωr,1

ωr,2

ωr,3

xw
yw

zw

(b) non-stationary scene

Figure 3.7: Stationary and non-stationary scenes. Translation velocities
(vt, vt,1, vt,2 and vt,3) are visualized as green solid arrows, while rotation
velocities (ωt, ωt,1, ωt,2 and ωt,3) are visualized as angular motions about
the corresponding axes defined by red solid arrows. For the stationary
scene, the spatial structure defined by the three objects is rigid. For the
non-stationary scene, each of the three objects undergoes independent
motion and the spatial structure defined by them is variable.

Euclidean reconstructions in projective space P3 and satisfying Eq. 3.15.
If the two points x̃E

W,i,A and x̃E
W,i,B are located on the surface of the two

objects, their coordinates are constant in the body frames and indepen-
dent of the current view. Regarding this, their coordinates are further
denoted by x̃E

W,A and x̃E
W,B.

Given the point correspondences across multiple views and using the
factorization-based algorithm from Sturm and Triggs [78], it is possible to
obtain the reconstructions x̃P

W,A and x̃P
W,B of the points x̃E

W,A and x̃E
W,B,

respectively. However, x̃P
W,A and x̃P

W,B are nothing more than algebraic re-
constructions without geometric constraints in projective space P3. Thus,
ambiguities similar to those in Eq. 3.37 also exist in general for the pro-
jectively reconstructed point x̃P

W in P3:

x̃I
∼= P E·x̃E

W = P E·(HEP)-1·HEP·x̃E
W = P P·x̃P

W, (3.60)

where (HEP)-1 is a 4×4 rectifying homography transforming the obtained
projective reconstruction x̃P

W into the desired Euclidean reconstruction x̃E
W

with x̃E
W
∼= (HEP)-1·x̃P

W.
Regarding the hierarchy of the geometric invariances:

collinearity → parallelism → perpendicularity → rigidity
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under different groups of geometric transformations, the obtained recon-
structions and the correspondingly reconstructed geometries are divided
into the following strata:

projective ← affine ← metric ← Euclidean.
This relationship can also be mathematically formulated as

x̃I
∼= P E·x̃E

W = P E·(HEM)-1·HEM·x̃E
W = PM·x̃M

W

= PM·(HMA)-1·HMA·x̃M
W = P A·x̃A

W

= P A·(HAP)-1·HAP·x̃A
W = P P·x̃P

W,

(3.61)

where x̃E
W, x̃M

W, x̃A
W and x̃P

W denote the Euclidean, metric, affine and pro-
jective reconstructions, respectively. Moreover, the hierarchy of geomet-
ric transformations are defined by the 4×4 homographies HEM, HMA

and HAP with x̃M
W
∼= HEM·x̃E

W, x̃A
W
∼= HMA·x̃M

W, x̃P
W
∼= HAP·x̃A

W and
HEP = HAP·HMA·HEM.

As suggested in [46], the obtained projective camera matrix P P of the
first view can be transformed into the canonical form with P P

1 = I·[I|0].
If the world coordinates in the body frame of each object are defined to
be coincident with the camera coordinates in the first frame, there are
R1 = I and t′1 = 0, which lead to P E

1 = K·[I|0]. The inverse rectifying
homography HEP must thus take the following form

HEP =
[
K 0
pT c

]
(3.62)

so that P E
1
∼= P P

1 ·HEP, where p is an unknown 3×1 vector and c a free
scale factor. Apparently, the camera calibration matrix K defines the
transformation HEA between the Euclidean and affine reconstructions,
while p defines the transformation between the affine and projective re-
constructions. The last transformation can also be considered as the
transformation of the plane π̃∞ at infinity, which retains the constant
form [0, 0, 0, 1]T under Euclidean, metric and affine transformations. Let
π̃P
∞ denote the transformed plane at infinity after the projective recon-

struction associated to HEP, there is

π̃P
∞
∼= (HEP)-T·π̃E

∞
∼= [−(pT·K-1), 1]T := [qT, 1]T, (3.63)

where q = −(K-T·p) since (π̃E
∞)T·ṽE∞ = (π̃P

∞)T·HEP·ṽE∞ = 0 for any ideal
point ṽE∞ lying on π̃E

∞.
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3.2.3.2 General constraints

As stated in Section 3.2.2.1, the fundamental matrix F ij between two
views i and j can be written as F ij ∼= ([ẽj ]×)·K·Rj ·R-1

i ·K-1. It is then
straightforward to derive F ij ·ω∗·F T

ij
∼= ([ẽj ]×)·ω∗·([ẽj ]×) for the skew-

symmetric matrix ([ẽj ]×), where ω∗ = K·KT is the dual image of the
absolute conic Ω∞. This is the classic form of the Kruppa equations in
[79,80] and induces an implicit constraint onK. In [81], a more applicable
form of the Kruppa equations was introduced, which relies on the singular
value decomposition of the fundamental matrix F ij of rank two:

F ij =

 | | |
u1 u2 u3

| | |


︸ ︷︷ ︸

U

·

σ1

σ2

0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Σ

·

vT1vT2
vT3


︸ ︷︷ ︸
V T

. (3.64)

The last column vector u3 of the unitary (here real orthogonal) matrix
U spans the left null space of F ij on the one hand with uT

3 ·F ij = 0T;
on the other hand, the epipole ẽj is also the left null vector of F ij with
ẽTj ·F ij = 0T. This yields the central equation ẽj ∼= u3. Applying this
equation to the constraint in the classic form, an explicit form of the
Kruppa equations is obtained as

uT
2 ·ω∗·u2

σ2
1 ·vT1 ·ω∗·v1

= − uT
1 ·ω∗·u2

σ1·σ2·vT1 ·ω∗·v2
= uT

1 ·ω∗·u1

σ2
2 ·vT2 ·ω∗·v2

. (3.65)

Eq. 3.65 holds between two arbitrary views of object A as well as of object
B. However, as stated by Sturm in [82], the equations above are valid for
conics generated from the projection of a 3D quadric. In other words,
ω∗ as the projection of the degenerate quadric Ω∞ is not the unique
solution for Eq. 3.65, which are in fact only weak constraints. This has
been confirmed by Pollefeys and Van Gool with unsatisfactory calibration
results using the Kruppa equations in [83].
Instead of the weakly constrained quadric-induced Kruppa equations, it
is also possible to consider the constraint on the Euclidean and projective
camera matrices P E and P P. For the i-th view of the two objects A and
B, there are

P E
i,A = K·[Ri,A|t′i,A] ∼= P P

i,A·HEP
A := [Ai,A|ai,A]·HEP

A ,

P E
i,B = K·[Ri,B|t′i,B] ∼= P P

i,B·HEP
B := [Ai,B|ai,B]·HEP

B

(3.66)
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from Eq. 3.59 and 3.61, where HEP
A and HEP

B are the individual inverse
rectifying homographies for the reconstructions of object A and B, re-
spectively. Regarding the special property of a rotation matrix R with
R·RT = I, it is reasonable to take a closer observation of the first three
column vectors of the Euclidean camera matrix P E

i in Eq. 3.66 with HEP

substituted by its explicit form in Eq.3.62:
K·Ri,A

∼= (Ai,A·K + ai,A·pTA),
K·Ri,B

∼= (Ai,B·K + ai,B·pTB)
=⇒ ω∗ = K·KT ∼= (Ai,A − ai,A·qTA)·ω∗·(Ai,A − ai,A·qTA)T

∼= (Ai,B − ai,B·qTB)·ω∗·(Ai,B − ai,B·qTB)T,

(3.67)

where qA = −(K-T·pA) and qB = −(K-T·pB). This equation on ω∗, qA
and qB is the extension to the absolute conic-induced constraint [46] for
the case of non-stationary scenes.
In the last equation, the camera’s intrinsic parameters and the plane at
infinity are encoded in ω∗ and q separately. To encode them in a more
concise fashion, the absolute dual quadric Ω∗:

Ω∗ =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0

 (3.68)

was introduced in [84]. As a dual entity, Ω∗ is contravariant under a
change-of-basis transformation x̃P

W = HEP·x̃E
W. More precisely, the trans-

formed entity Q∗ is written as

Q∗ := HEP·Ω∗·(HEP)T =
[

ω∗ −ω∗·q
−qT·ω∗ qT·ω∗·q

]
. (3.69)

Q∗ is of rank three with the null space spanned by π̃P
∞ since (π̃P

∞)T·Q∗ =
Q∗·π̃P

∞ = 0. If its projection P P·Q∗·(P P)T in images is considered for
the i-th view of object A and B, there are

P P
i,A·Q∗A·(P P

i,A)T = P P
i,A·HEP

A ·Ω∗·(HEP
A )T·(P P

i,A)T ∼= ω∗,

P P
i,B·Q∗B·(P P

i,B)T = P P
i,B·HEP

B ·Ω∗·(HEP
B )T·(P P

i,B)T ∼= ω∗.
(3.70)

So far, all derived equations require simultaneously solving unknown pa-
rameters of ω∗ and q. To remove this limitation for a stratified param-
eter estimation with reduced complexity, the modulus (absolute value)
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constraint-based methods are considered. The first practical modulus
constraint for recovering the plane π̃E

∞ at infinity and thereby achieving
an affine reconstruction was introduced by Pollefeys in [83]. As demon-
strated in Eq.3.16, a planar homography HE

∞
∼= K·R can be determined

and defines the projection of ideal points lying on the plane π̃E
∞ onto the

view of a camera with the parameters {K,R, t′}. For two views i and j of
a camera with the parameters {K,Ri, t

′
i} and {K,Ri, t

′
i}, respectively,

a planar homography Hj,E
i,∞ with

Hj,E
i,∞
∼= K·Rj ·R-1

i ·K-1 (3.71)

is induced by the plane π̃E
∞ and defines the transformation of the pro-

jected ideal points between these two views. Similarly, another planar
homography Hj,P

i,∞ can be derived via the plane π̃P
∞ = [qT, 1]T:

P P
j ·x̃P

W,∞
∼= x̃I,j,∞ ∼= Hj,P

i,∞·x̃I,i,∞ ∼= Hj,P
i,∞·P

P
i ·x̃P

W,∞

=⇒ Hj,P
i,∞
∼= (Aj − aj ·qT)·(Ai − ai·qT)-1

(3.72)

for any point x̃P
W,∞ on the plane π̃P

∞ and obeying (π̃P
∞)T·x̃P

W,∞ = 0.

Since Hj,E
i,∞ and Hj,P

i,∞ define the same planar homography up to a non-
zero scale factor between two views of points on the plane at infinity, there
is

K·Rj ·R-1
i ·K-1 ∼= Hj,E

i,∞
∼= Hj,P

i,∞
∼= (Aj − aj ·qT)·(Ai − ai·qT)-1. (3.73)

The 3×3 matrix Hj,E
i,∞ is similar to the rotation matrix Rj ·R-1

i up to a
non-zero scale factor, whose eigenvalues are with the same modulus of one.
Therefore, the eigenvalues of the matrix (Aj−aj ·qT)·(Ai−ai·qT)-1 must
also have the same modulus, which may differ from one. Let λ generally
denote eigenvalues, the characteristic polynomial of the above matrix is
written as det ((Aj − aj ·qT)·(Ai − ai·qT)-1 − λ·I) and is equal to zero.
This equation can be interpreted as the determinant of the matrix ((Aj−
aj ·qT)·(Ai − ai·qT)-1 − λ·I) equal to zero. As a result, the determinant
of the matrix ((Aj − aj ·qT)− λ·(Ai − ai·qT)) also equals zero. The last
determinant can be expanded as det((Aj − aj ·qT) − λ·(Ai − ai·qT)) =
l3,ij ·λ3 + l2,ij ·λ2 + l1,ij ·λ + l0,ij , where l3,ij , l2,ij , l1,ij and l0,ij are, as
shown in [83], linear polynomials of the entries in the vector q. Under the
constraint that all complex eigenvalues, if they exist at all, are pairwise
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conjugate for the real matrix ((Aj −aj ·qT)− λ·(Ai−ai·qT)), a modulus
constraint is obtained for each view pair and results in two equations for
object A and B:

l3,ij,A·l31,ij,A = l32,ij,A·l0,ij,A
l3,ij,B·l31,ij,B = l32,ij,B·l0,ij,B.

(3.74)

Once the planes π̃P
∞,A = [qTA, 1]T and π̃P

∞,B = [qTB, 1]T are determined,
the dual image ω∗ of the absolute conic can be solved using the equations
in Eq. 3.67 or 3.70.

Instead of investigating the homographies Hj,E
i,∞ and Hj,P

i,∞ induced via the
plane π̃∞, Ronda et al. [85] exploited the properties of horopter curves
for deriving the constraint on π̃P

∞ = [qT, 1]T. For arbitrary two views i
and j, there are a series of 3D points, denoted by x̃E

W,h, giving rise to the
same projections in images: P E

i ·x̃E
W,h
∼= x̃I,h,i = x̃I,h,j

∼= P E
j ·x̃E

W,h. The
set of such points is defined as the horopter curve of the view pair i and
j. For the projective reconstruction x̃P

W,h of a point x̃E
W,h on the horopter

curve, there is

P E
i ·x̃E

W,h
∼= P P

i ·x̃P
W,h = θij ·P P

j ·x̃P
W,h
∼= P E

j ·x̃E
W,h, (3.75)

where θij is a scale factor. The equation above can be rewritten as

(P P
i − θij ·P P

j )·x̃P
W,h :=

α̃T
i − θij ·α̃T

j

β̃T
i − θij ·β̃T

j

γ̃T
i − θij ·γ̃T

j

 ·x̃P
W,h :=

(π̃P
α)T

(π̃P
β)T

(π̃P
γ)T

 ·x̃P
W,h

= 0

(3.76)

with P P
i := [α̃i|β̃i|γ̃i]T and P P

j := [α̃j |β̃j |γ̃j ]T. The three homogeneous
vectors (α̃i−θij ·α̃j), (β̃i−θij ·β̃j) and (γ̃i−θij ·γ̃j) define three generally
non-identical planes π̃P

α, π̃P
β and π̃P

γ touching the common point x̃P
W,h,

respectively. According to [86], any plane π̃P
S of the star through x̃P

W,h is
a linear combination of the three planes and therefore obeys

det([π̃P
α|π̃P

β |π̃P
γ |π̃P

S ]) = (x̃P
W,h)T·π̃P

S = 0. (3.77)

Apparently, the coordinates of the point x̃P
W,h are proportional to the

coefficients of the four entries in π̃P
S in the characteristic polynomial of

the matrix [π̃P
α|π̃P

β |π̃P
γ |π̃P

S ]. Let p1(θij), p2(θij), p3(θij) and p4(θij) denote
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the corresponding cubic coefficient polynomials in the single variable θij ,
then

x̃P
W,h
∼= [p1(θij), p2(θij), p3(θij), p4(θij)]T. (3.78)

For simplicity, the projective horopter curve between view i and j is de-
noted hereafter by hPij(θij).

Similar to Eq. 3.76, a parametrized equation on x̃E
W,h is obtained as

(P E
i − η·θij ·P E

j )·x̃E
W,h = K·[(Ri − η·θij ·Rj)|(t′i − η·θij ·t′j)]·x̃E

W,h

= 0,
(3.79)

where η is a non-zero scale factor arising from the scale ambiguity of homo-
geneous coordinates. For an intersection point x̃E

W,h,∞ = [(xE
W,h,∞)T, 0]T

of the horopter curve with the plane at infinity, the equation above turns
into

K·(Ri − η·θ∞,ij ·Rj)·xE
W,h,∞ = 0

=⇒ (RT
j ·Ri − η·θ∞,ij ·I)·xE

W,h,∞ = 0,
(3.80)

where xE
W,h,∞ and η·θ∞,ij are the corresponding eigenvector and eigen-

value of the matrix RT
j ·Ri, respectively. On the one hand, as a twisted

cubic, the horopter curve hPij(θij) has in general three intersection points
with the plane at infinity and thus defines all eigenvectors and eigenval-
ues of the matrix RT

j ·Ri; on the other hand, RT
j ·Ri is a rotation matrix,

whose eigenvalues are with the same modulus of 1. Regarding these facts,
modulus constraints on π̃P

∞,A and π̃P
∞,B for the projective reconstructions

of object A and B are obtained as

|θ∞,ij,A,1| = |θ∞,ij,A,2| = |θ∞,ij,A,3|
|θ∞,ij,B,1| = |θ∞,ij,B,2| = |θ∞,ij,B,3|,

(3.81)

where θ∞,ij,A,1, θ∞,ij,A,2, θ∞,ij,A,3 and θ∞,ij,B,1, θ∞,ij,B,2, θ∞,ij,B,3 define
the intersection points of the projective horopter curves hPij,A(θij) and
hPij,B(θij) with the planes π̃P

∞,A and π̃P
∞,B, respectively. A special case

occurs if the rotation angle ϕ arising from RT
j ·Ri takes the value 0 or π.

In this case, the three intersection points between hPij(θij) and π̃P
∞ are

non-unique. As a result, planes other than π̃P
∞ could be found and also

satisfy Eq. 3.80 as well as Eq. 3.81 for three intersection points.
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3.2.3.3 Approaches with linear initialization

After the analysis conducted above, constraints in diverse forms on the
unknown parameters of ω∗ and π̃P

∞ for each of M non-stationary scene
objects are provided. However, a general problem in applying the ob-
tained constraints is the existence of ambiguous solutions, and practical
approaches employing these constraints for solving the sought parameters
are still missing. For Eq. 3.67 and 3.70 relying on the absolute conic and
the absolute dual quadric, quadratic instead of linear equations in entries
of ω∗ and Ω∗ are obtained due to the equality up to an unknown scale
factor between the left and the right side of the constraint equations. In
the worst case, a total of 2(5+3·M) solutions for the (5 + 3·M) unknown
parameters need to be considered, where the first five parameters are em-
bedded in ω∗ and the remaining 3·M parameters are required for the
affine reconstructions of the M non-stationary objects in a scene. For the
modulus constraint in Eq. 3.74, even after the plausibility investigation
introduced in [87], there are still 21 possible solutions for recovering the
affine reconstruction of a non-stationary scene object.
To deal with this problem, a common solution is to initialize the un-
known parameters with some linear approximations, which is followed by
a nonlinear optimization for refining the estimated values in an iterative
fashion. As demonstrated in [88], a practical initialization can be achieved
using the orthogonality constraint of the pixel elements, which results in
linear equations of the unknown parameters. Recalling the definition of
the camera calibration matrix K in Eq. 3.3 and the definition of the dual
image ω∗ of the absolute conic, three linear equations for each view are
obtained from Eq. 3.70:

K =

f 0 0
0 a·f 0
0 0 1

 =⇒ ω∗ = K·KT =

ω∗11 0 0
0 ω∗22 0
0 0 ω∗33


=⇒ α̃T·Q∗·β̃ = 0,

α̃T·Q∗·γ̃ = 0,
β̃T·Q∗·γ̃ = 0

(3.82)

for P P := [α̃|β̃|γ̃]T under the assumptions s = 0 and pxI = pyI = 0.
s = 0 in the case of orthogonal image axes is a reasonable approximation
for the most commercial cameras and this constraint is even enforced if
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the online lens correction in Section 3.2.2 has been applied in advance.
Although the second assumption pxI = pyI = 0 does not hold in gen-
eral, but starting with the initial estimates p̂xI = (imagewidth)/2 and
p̂yI = (image height)/2, which is followed by an iterative refinement, each
camera matrix P P is transformed into P P with respect to the currently
estimated principal point [p̂xI, p̂yI, 1]T:

x̃I
∼=

1 0 −p̂xI
0 1 −p̂yI
0 0 1

 ·P P·x̃P
W := P P·x̃P

W

∼=

1 0 −p̂xI
0 1 −p̂yI
0 0 1

 ·
f 0 pxI

0 a·f pyI
0 0 1

 ·[R|t′]·x̃E
W

∼=

f 0 (pxI − p̂xI)
0 a·f (pyI − p̂yI)
0 0 1

 ·[R|t′]·x̃E
W

(3.83)

so that the transformed homogeneous image coordinates x̃I have the trans-
formed principal point [(pxI − p̂xI), (pyI − p̂yI), 1]T approximately at the
origin [0, 0, 1]T since (pxI − p̂xI) ≈ (pyI − p̂yI) ≈ 0. The symmetric 4×4
matrix Q∗ has ten distinct entries, where one of them can be determined
by setting it to a fixed value, for instance ω∗33 = 1, to remove the scale
ambiguity denoted by ∼= due to homogeneous coordinates. A further con-
straint on the entries is det (Q∗) = 0, which can, however, not be enforced
using any linear equation. Thus, for a non-stationary scene with M ob-
jects undergoing independent motions, there must be D views obeying
3·M ·D ≥ (5 + 4·M) for solving Eq. 3.82 in the M unknown Q∗ matrices
for the M projective reconstructions. To enforce det (Q∗) = 0, the last
singular value of Q∗ is set to zero to project Q∗ to rank three. The cor-
responding plane π̃P

∞ at the infinity is obtained as the last right singular
vector of Q∗ since Q∗·π̃P

∞. To update the current estimation results, the
residual error of the linear equations is considered as the consequence of
the inaccurately estimated principal point, which is correspondingly cor-
rected after each iteration. The iterative refinement of the estimates is
repeated until the last singular values of all Q∗ matrices are lower than a
predefined threshold. In contrast to [88], a re-estimation of the projective
reconstructions and camera matrices is no more required if the update
of P P is conducted according to Eq. 3.83 and using the current estimate
[p̂xI, p̂yI, 1]T of the principal point. A considerable drawback of this lin-
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ear initialization is the more significant restriction on M for satisfying
3·M ·D ≥ (5 + 4·M), while 5·M ·(D − 1) ≥ (5 + 3·M) is the necessary re-
quirement for achieving direct solutions of the quadratic equations arising
from Eq. 3.67 and 3.70.
Starting with the obtained linear initialization, a nonlinear optimization
for refining the estimated values is conducted with respect to the con-
straints derived in Section 3.2.3.2. In fact, the constraint in Eq. 3.70
relying on the absolute dual quadric is only a more concise form of the
constraint in Eq. 3.67 relying on the absolute conic, which can be verified
by expanding the expressions in Eq. 3.70. Moreover, as proven in [85], the
homographies induced by the plane at infinity and horopter curves result
in equivalent constraints on the unknown parameters of π̃P

∞. Thus, to
avoid duplicate calibration, only the constraints induced by the absolute
dual quadric and by horopter curves are considered further.
An appropriate cost function defining the target to be minimized is indis-
pensable for achieving the desired optimization results. In the case of the
similarity (∼=) constraint between two matrices ω∗ and P P·Q∗·(P P)T in
Eq. 3.70, the squared difference between the two sides of the equations af-
ter a Frobenius norm-based normalization [83] is computed and the overall
squared difference is employed for guiding the optimization process:

Θ̂ = arg min
Θ

M∑
m=1

D∑
i=1
‖ ω∗

‖ω∗‖F
−

P P
i,m·Q∗m·(P P

i,m)T

‖P P
i,m·Q∗m·(P P

i,m)T‖F
‖2F, (3.84)

where Θ denotes the set of all unknown parameters and the finally es-
timated values in Θ̂ lead to the minimum cost over D views of M ob-
jects. The estimated camera calibration matrix K̂ is obtained using the
Cholesky factorization [46] of ω̂∗ as ω∗ is a positive definite symmetric
real matrix. If the provided point correspondences are with inadequate
accuracy, the positive-definiteness condition of ω̂∗ could be violated and
may result in unsuccessful calibration.
In the case of the unimodular constraint on the three intersection points
between the horopter curve hPij(θij) and the plane π̃P

∞ at infinity in
Eq. 3.81, the optimization of ˆ̃πP

∞ for the projective reconstruction of each
object is defined as

ˆ̃πP
∞,m = arg min

π̃P∞,m

D∑
i=1

D∑
j=1

3∑
k=1

3∑
l=1

(|θ∞,ij,m,k
θ∞,ij,m,l

| − 1)2, (3.85)
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where i 6= j and k 6= l. It should be emphasized that the employed cost
function is symmetric since each pair of the three intersection points and
each pair of the D views are considered twice for covering all possible
combinations. To update the θij values with respect to the currently
estimated ˆ̃πP

∞, a cubic equation in θij arising from Eq. 3.76 and 3.77 with
π̃P

S = ˆ̃πP
∞ needs to be solved. This is achievable using the companion

matrix eigenvalue-based approach [89]. If the estimated plane ˆ̃πP
∞ =

[q̂T, 1]T is substituted into Eq. 3.67, quadratic equations in entries of ω∗
are obtained due to the similarity between the matrices on the two sides of
the equations. As suggested in [83], the scale ambiguity between the two
sides is removed if det (A− a·q̂T) = 1 is enforced and the equations in
entries of ω∗ become therefore linear, which can be solved by minimizing
the overall squared error.

Similar to the last step of the offline calibration, a bundle adjustment-
based refinement according to Eq. 3.27 is also applicable for the esti-
mated parameters. Assuming white Gaussian noise of the provided point
correspondences, the ML estimate is achieved by minimizing the over-
all squared geometric distance between the observed and the reprojected
image points.

3.2.3.4 Motion segmentation

A significant challenge in the online calibration for non-stationary scenes
is to track point correspondences over all views of rigid objects undergo-
ing independent motions. In other words, the movements of the feature
points in images should be segmented into different sections corresponding
to the objects, which is referred to as motion segmentation in the liter-
ature. With help of three consecutive images from a video, this motion
segmentation issue emerging in PCB images is visualized in Figure 3.8. In
consideration of the motion of PCBs and the motion of the camera over
the conveyor belt, a practical combination of the Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi
(KLT) tracking algorithm [90,91,92], the distance measure based on Lin-
ear Combination of Views (LCV) [93, 94] and the spectral clustering al-
gorithm [95, 96] is employed for separating the motion of PCBs from the
global motion arising from the displacement of the camera between con-
secutive image acquisitions. Alternative solutions using the agglomerative
lossy compression [97] as well as the local subspace affinity [98] are not
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Figure 3.8: Multiple motions in PCB images. In the three consecutive
images from a video, the global vertical motion (top to down) cased by
the displacement of the camera over the conveyor belt and the motion
(left to right) of the PCB are illustrated.

preferred due to their high computational complexity and the resulting
extremely long processing time observed in tests.

Under the assumptions of constant pixel values between two views and
constant movement in a local window W , as illustrated in Figure 3.9,
the KLT algorithm results in a feature tracking minimizing the image
dissimilarity ε(xI) in W(xI) centered at xI:

ε(xI) =
∫ ∫
W(xI)

(Ij(xI,W + vI)− Ii(xI,W))2·w(xI,W − xI)·dxI,W , (3.86)

where w(xI,W − xI) is a weighting function and xI,W ∈W(xI). Ii and Ij
denote the images of the i-th and the j-th view, respectively. Moreover,
the centers of the local windows in the two images are xI and (xI+dI). The
displacement vI of any point xI,W in the local window W(xI) is modeled
as an affine motion with vI = AI·(xI,W − xI) + dI, where AI is a 2×2
transformation matrix. Consequently, there is Ii(xI,W) = Ij(xI,W + vI).

The minimum dissimilarity ε(xI) is determined by partially differentiating
Eq. 3.86 with respect to the unknown parameters inAI and dI, and setting
the results to zero. The obtained equation is simplified if the first-order
Taylor approximation Ij(xI,W + vI) ≈ Ij(xI,W) + (gj(xI,W))T·vI with
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xI

yI

xI

xI,W

W(xI) (xI + dI)

AI·(xI,W − xI) + (xI + dI)

T I(W(xI))

dI

vI

Figure 3.9: Affine motion field assumed for KLT tracking. xI and
(xI + dI) are the corresponding feature positions in the two views i and
j. A point xI,W in the local window W(xI) of xI undergoes an affine
transformation and is located at the position AI·(xI,W − xI) + dI + xI in
the transformed local window T I(W(xI)).

gj(xI,W) = ∂Ij(xI,W)
∂xI,W

is adopted for a small motion dI between two views:∫ ∫
W(xI)

(Ij(xI,W)− Ii(xI,W))·Gj(xI,W ,vI)·w(xI,W − xI)·dxI,W

≈
∫ ∫
W(xI)

Gj(xI,W ,vI)·(gj(xI,W))T·vI·w(xI,W − xI)·dxI,W ,

(3.87)

where Gj(xI,W ,vI) denotes the partial derivative matrix of Ij(xI,W +vI)
at the point xI,W with respect toAI and dI. This equation can be solved in
an iterative fashion and using the initial values ÂI = I and d̂I = 0. In each
iteration, Ij(xI,W) is replaced by Ij(xI,W + v̂I) with the currently esti-
mated pixel displacement v̂I. For achieving reliable tracking performance,
image features with significant local variations in multiple orientations are
preferred. Such feature points can be determined by considering the struc-
ture tensor S(Ij(xI)) =

∫ ∫
gj(xI,W)·(gj(xI,W))T·w(xI,W − xI)·dxI,W for

the local window W(xI). Let λI,1 and λI,2 denote the two eigenvalues
of S(Ij(xI)), min(λI,1, λI,2) > λI,th indicates an appropriate feature for
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tracked features
in view 1

tracked features
in view 2

tracked features
in view 3

Figure 3.10: Tracked feature trajectories of multiple objects. Features
are tracked across three views and the resulting trajectories arising from
independent motions of the two objects are visualized in two different
colors (green and red).

tracking, where λI,th is a predefined threshold significant over the maxi-
mal noise level in images.

After tracking features on objects across multiple views, as illustrated
in Figure 3.10, trajectories comprising sampled feature positions in im-
ages are obtained. To assign these trajectories to the corresponding ob-
jects, a similarity-based clustering could be a reasonable solution, where
each cluster of trajectories represents the motions of feature points lo-
cated on the same object. For a homogeneous point matrix X̃W =
[x̃W,1, x̃W,2, · · ·, x̃W,N] ∈ R4×N with its n-th column representing a ho-
mogeneous 3D world point x̃W,n, the homogeneous image matrix X̃ I =
[x̃I,1, x̃I,2, · · ·, x̃I,N] ∈ R3×N arising from a general camera matrix P ∈ R3×4

obeys X̃ I
∼= P ·X̃W with its n-th column representing the homogeneous

image x̃I,n of x̃W,n. If an affine camera with the last row vector of P equal
to [0, 0, 0, 1] is explicitly considered, the projection equation above is sim-
plified and the non-homogeneous image matrixX I = [x̃I,1, x̃I,2, · · ·, x̃I,N] ∈
R2×N is expressed as X I = PA·X̃W with a 2×4 affine projection matrix
PA. This equation can be extended by vertically stacking the affine pro-
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jection matrices of D views into a joint projection matrix J P:
xI,11 xI,12 · · · xI,1N

xI,21 xI,22 · · · xI,2N

...
... . . . ...

xI,D1 xI,D2 · · · xI,DN

 :=


X I,1

X I,2

...
X I,D


︸ ︷︷ ︸
XI

=


PA,1

PA,2

...
PA,D


︸ ︷︷ ︸

JP

·X̃W, (3.88)

whereX I is extended into a matrix with vertically stacked non-homogeneous
image matrices X I,1, X I,2, · · · , X I,D of 3D points x̃W,1, x̃W,2, · · · , x̃W,N

from D views.

Since the non-homogeneous image matrix X I ∈ R(2·D)×N is the product of
the matrices J P ∈ R(2·D)×4 and X̃W ∈ R4×N, the rank of X I must obey

rank(X I) ≤ min (rank(J P), rank(X̃W)) ≤ min (2·D, 4, N). (3.89)

For adequate views and feature points in general, the maximal rank ofX I

is bounded by four. Therefore, X I with images [XT
I,i, X

T
I,j ]T of X̃W ob-

tained from two distinct views i and j is sufficient for defining the subspace
spanned by its row vectors in R1×4, where the distinctness between the
two views should lead to det ([PT

A,i, PT
A,j ]T) 6= 0. Consequently, as stated

in [94], the recovery of the 3D structure X̃W is quite straightforward:

X̃W = (
[

PA,i

PA,j

]
)-1·
[
X I,i

X I,j

]
. (3.90)

Given the affine projection matrix PA,k of the third view k, the projection
X I,k of X̃W in this view can be synthesized using

X I,k = PA,k·(
[

PA,i

PA,j

]
)-1·
[
X I,i

X I,j

]
:= Qk·X I, (3.91)

where the matrix Qk defines the imageX I,k of X̃W as a linear combination
of images in X I. To also manage general cases of rigid transformations,
X I is extended with an additional row vector 1T [93], which leads to

X I,k = Qk·
[
1T

X I

]
=
[
q11 q12 q13 q14 q15
q21 q22 q23 q24 q25

]
·

 1T

X I,i

X I,j

 . (3.92)
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To solve Qk, at least five point correspondences across the three views i,
j and k are required. It should be noted that multiple solutions of Qk

exist in the case of degenerate motions, e.g. pure translations, in-plane
rotations, etc., since rank([1, XT

I ]) < 5.
Apparently, if X I is known for some points on a rigid object and Q is
known for all D views, the image trajectory ttI of an arbitrary point also
located on this object can be synthesized according to Eq. 3.92 and by
using its images in two distinct views with respect to the motion of the
object. In contrast to [94] approximating the affinity matrix A with the
pairwise similarity between feature motions using A ≈ E·ET up to a scale
factor, where E denotes the matrix with the pairwise similarity between
real and synthetic image trajectories, an affinity matrix A with the pair-
wise similarity between distance vectors of trajectories is employed for
exploiting the benefits of the self-tuning spectral clustering [96] without
manual parameter tuning. For real and synthetic image trajectories ttI
and t̂tI , the normalized distance value dt is defined as dt = ‖ttI − t̂tI‖2/D.
For C groups of pre-selected image trajectories in C spatially neighboring
regions, the distance value dt is calculated between each image trajec-
tory to be segmented and the generated synthetic trajectories using the
C trajectory groups, which gives rise to the distance vector dt ∈ RC.
A comparison between a tracked real image feature trajectory and two
synthetic trajectories are visualized in Figure 3.11. Instead of the con-
ventional similarity measure anm between two distance vectors dtn and
dtn with anm = e−‖d

t
n−d

t
m‖

2
2/(2·σ2) [95], an adaptive similarity measure

is used for computing A, where the entry anm of the n-th row and the
m-th column is obtained as anm = e−‖d

t
n−d

t
m‖

2
2/(σn·σm) using the local

scale factors σn and σm. The local scale factor of the distance vector
dt is automatically determined through an analysis of the statistics in
the neighborhood of dt. Subsequently, based on the eigenvector analy-
sis of the normalized affinity matrix for a compact representation in the
canonical form, the number of clusters in image trajectories is estimated
in an iterative fashion, which reveals the number of objects undergoing
independent motions. Moreover, the tracked image trajectories are also
correspondingly clustered. The overall procedure of the presented motion
segmentation algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Two assumptions have been made in the analysis of the motion segmenta-
tion so far. The first assumption is the applicability of the affine camera
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tracked real image feature trajectory ttI
synthetic image feature trajectory similar to ttI
synthetic image feature trajectory distinct from ttI

Figure 3.11: Comparison between real and synthetic image feature tra-
jectories. Real and synthetic image feature positions in all views are
represented by dots in different colors.

matrix for each view. According to [46], the projection error induced by
the approximation of a projective camera with an affine camera is propor-
tional to the difference between the point depth ρ of the considered 3D
point and the average depth of feature points on the object. For PCBs and
the background scene consisting of nearly planar structures, the resulting
projection error is insignificant and thus negligible. The second assump-
tion is the approximation of the affinity between tracked image feature
trajectories with the similarity between the corresponding distance vec-
tors. This is less accurate than the approximation A ≈ E·ET employed
in [94] since the latter affinity approximation is based on pairwise similar-
ity, while the approximation employed in this thesis is based on pairwise
dissimilarity. Nevertheless, if adequate synthetic trajectories are provided
for building the distance vector dt, the affinity is well constrained by the
distance values to the synthetic trajectories densely distributed in the
subspace of possible image feature trajectories.

3.2.3.5 Degenerate structure and motion

For any online camera calibration employing the approaches described in
Section 3.2.3, general structures and motions are required. Unfortunately,
in the case of PCB images, these prerequisites are not necessarily satisfied,
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Algorithm 2 Motion segmentation
Input: D views of M rigid objects undergoing independent motions.
Output: Segmented motions of M rigid objects.

1: Track reliable features in images using the KLT tracker [92].
2: Randomly select C distinct seed trajectories.
3: Build C groups of local trajectories (between 5 and 7 for each group)

arising in the spatial neighborhood of the C seed trajectories.
4: for each of C trajectory groups do
5: for each of (D − 2) views: from 2 to (D − 1) do
6: Solve Q according to Eq. 3.92.
7: end for
8: end for
9: for each tracked image feature trajectory do

10: for each of C trajectory groups do
11: Generate synthetic trajectory according to Eq. 3.92.
12: Compute distance between real and synthetic trajectories.
13: end for
14: Build distance vector dt using computed distance values.
15: end for
16: Determine local scale factors for all distance vectors.
17: Build affinity matrix A.
18: Segment all image feature trajectories using the affinity matrix A and

the self-tuning spectral clustering [96].

where degenerate structure and motion may also be involved. A special
geometric characteristic of PCBs is the nearly planar structure in compar-
ison to the object distance between the PCB being observed and the lens
center. A typical configuration of the imaging system with some char-
acteristic parameters is presented in Figure 3.12. The vertical distance
between the PCB and the camera with a 16mm lens is 340mm, while
the maximum height of the mounted PCB components does not exceed
35mm and is thus insignificant. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 3.13,
most features detected in images are located on PCBs, which therefore
also obey the nearly coplanar constraint. In consideration of inaccuracy in
measurements, this degenerate structure gives rise to difficulties in deter-
mining the fundamental matrices between view pairs. Let π̃E denote the
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340mm

35mm

Figure 3.12: Nearly planar structure of PCBs.

plane with the minimum distance to all feature points, there is a planar
homography H approximately defining the transformation of points lying
on π̃E between two views i and j. For a feature point close to the plane
π̃E and resulting in the image x̃I,i in view i, the corresponding image x̃I,j

in view j is approximated through x̃I,j ≈ η·H·x̃I,i with a scale factor η.
The epipolar constraint in Eq. 3.28 is rewritten as

x̃T
I,j ·F ij ·x̃I,i ≈ η·x̃T

I,i·HT·F ij ·x̃I,i ≈ 0. (3.93)

To enforce Eq. 3.93 for all feature points, it is sufficient to have the 3×3
matrix HT·F ij being skew-symmetric, which, however, only provides six
linear equations in the entries of F ij . As a result, the fundamental ma-
trix F ij cannot be solved without ambiguities even if the rank constraint
det (F ij) = 0 is also considered. If an F ij is still obtained from point
correspondences, it is in general far from the actual fundamental matrix
since inaccuracy in measurements substantially violates the planar con-
straint and has significant impact on the estimation results. Moreover, as
depicted in Figure 3.12, coplanar features are rather a rough approxima-
tion and a planar homography H between two views i and j is therefore
not a satisfactory solution either.
In addition to the degenerate structure, degenerate motion is also pre-
sented in image sequences of PCBs, which does not support the online
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(a) PCB image (b) distinct feature points

Figure 3.13: Distinct features detected using the minimum eigenvalue
criterion [92]. All feature points detected in the original PCB image (left)
are visualized as red dots in a label image (right) with white background.

calibration methods introduced so far. Being transported on the conveyor
belt, PCBs exhibit in general pure translations between consecutive image
acquisitions. To assert if the observed motion is critical for conducting
online camera calibration, the existence of those potential absolute con-
ics must be investigated [99], whose images are different from ω and still
remain constant across all views. A most straightforward analysis is to
consider virtual conics on the plane π̃E

∞ at infinity, which are uniformly
defined by a 3×3 diagonal matrix C ′ but with different matrix entries.
All points xE

∞ on C ′ obey (xE
∞)T·C ′xE

∞ = 0 and none of them is real.
As demonstrated in Eq. 3.17, the projection of C ′ through a Euclidean
camera matrix P E = [R|t′] is K-T·R·C ′RT·K-1. For pure translations
with a constant rotation matrix R, the projections of all virtual conics
on xE

∞ remains constant. This reveals the difficulty in conducting online
calibration from projective reconstructions using PCB images.

Apart from point correspondences, geometric primitives can also provide
necessary constraints for supporting online camera calibration even if only
single images of scenes are available. This idea can be proven by reviewing
Section 3.2.1.4, where vanishing points obtained from parallel lines result
in effective constraints on ω and therefore also on K as ω = K-T·K-1.
Very frequently, man-made objects exhibit orthogonal structures predom-
inantly defined by line segments. In case of two or more mutually orthog-
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(a) PCB image (b)detected geometric primitives

Figure 3.14: Detected geometric primitives for online camera calibra-
tion. Horizontal and vertical line segments detected in the original PCB
image (left) are visualized in blue and red in the grayscale image (right),
respectively. Green circles/ellipses are used to indicate the projections of
circular contours detected with high confidence.

onal directions defined by several groups of line segments, the camera cali-
bration matrixK can be estimated under plausible assumptions [100,101],
e.g. s = 0, a = 1, pxI = (imagewidth)/2, pyI = (image height)/2. A
demonstrative online calibration using orthogonal line segments arising
from buildings and lanes in city views has been presented in [101]. In PCB
images, similar to the case of city views, components with special geomet-
ric structures are also available. As illustrated in Figure 3.14, significant
line segments with two mutually orthogonal directions typically arising
from slots, ICs and cooling systems, as well as circles typically arising
from electrolytic capacitors and batteries can be detected in most PCB
images. For achieving reliable calibration, only those entities detected
with high confidence should be used, which is, in the case of PCBs, an
appropriate restriction since adequate geometric primitives from densely
mounted components are in general available in images.

For two groups of parallel line segments, the projections ṽI,1 and ṽI,2 of
their vanishing points in 3D are determined as the intersection points of
the fitted line models in the single view image. If the angular difference
between the two directions of parallel lines in E3 is equal to π/2, Eq. 3.19
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is consequently simplified into

(ṽI,1)T·ω·ṽI,2 = (ṽI,1)T·K-T·K-1·ṽI,2 = 0. (3.94)

Besides the orthogonality constraint induced by line segments, an addi-
tional constraint is also available by regarding the projections of circular
structures, e.g. batteries, electrolytic capacitors, screws, etc. Ideally, the
image plane is parallel to the PCB plane and the shape of projections aris-
ing from circular structures only depends on K. In practice, an arbitrary
rotation between these two planes could exist and leads to an additional
deformation of projections.

With an appropriate definition of the PCB and camera coordinate sys-
tems in Figure 3.15 (a), the z-axes of the two coordinate systems become
collinear and their origins only differ in a vertical displacement orthogonal
to the PCB plane. In order to align the x- and y-axes of the two coordi-
nate systems into the same directions, axes xC and yC need to undergo an
in-plane rotation about the axis zC by the angle −ψ1, where “-” indicates
the negative rotation direction (counter-clockwise). The projection of an
electrolytic capacitor remains circular given the aspect ratio a = 1 and
becomes elliptical if a 6= 1. With an appropriate definition of the PCB
coordinate system in Figure 3.15 (b), the off-plane rotation axis of the
camera coordinate system becomes parallel to yW. After a rotation by
the angle −ψ2, an elliptical projection of the cylindrical electrolytic ca-
pacitor is obtained. An arbitrary rotation between the PCB and camera
coordinate systems can be realized through an in-plane-off-plane-in-plane
rotation sequence with the rotation angles −ψ1, −ψ2 and ψ1. If the off-line
rotation angle ψ2 is close to zero, the projection of a circular object in the
camera coordinate system becomes an ellipse (an enclosed conic section
of a cone), where any degeneration (parabola, hyperbola, line or point) is
excluded.

The conic projection of any circle considering in-plane and off-plane rota-
tions in sequence can be modeled with three consecutive transformations
defined by homographies Hin, Hoff and H′in. Let CPCB denote the ideal
projection of an arbitrary circle located in a plane parallel to the PCB
ground plane and thus also parallel to the ideal image plane, any point
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(a) in-plane rotation
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(b) off-plane rotation

Figure 3.15: Rotations between the PCB (denoted by W) and camera
(denoted by C) coordinate systems.

xC,PCB lying on CPCB obeys

0 = xT
C,PCB·CPCB·xC,PCB

= xT
C,PCB·HT

conic·H-T
conic·CPCB·H-1

conic·Hconic·xC,PCB,
(3.95)

where Hconic ∼= H′in·Hoff·Hin. Apparently, the conic projection of the
circle CPCB into the image plane is defined by H-T

conic·CPCB·H-1
conic. For

a known K, the projection of xC,PCB defined in the camera coordinate
system can be recovered from Eq. 3.2 up to an unknown scale factor 1/ρ.
As a result, K can be canceled from Hin, Hoff and H′in. By placing
the origin of the PCB coordinate system at the center of the camera, the
three homographies are further simplified into Hin ∼= Rin, Hoff ∼= Roff
and H′in ∼= RT

in, whereRin andRoff are the in-plane and off-plane rotation
matrices, respectively. For any detected conic projection of CPCB in PCB
images, CPCB can be recovered if ψ1 and ψ2 are given.

Combining the orthogonality constraint in Eq. 3.94 and the eccentricity
constraint on circles, an objective function is defined to guide an iterative
optimization process for determining unknown parameters:

K̂ = arg min
ω,ψ1,ψ2

((ṽI,1)T·ω·ṽI,2)2
(ṽI,1)T·ω·ṽI,1·(ṽI,2)T·ω·ṽI,2

+ 1
L

L∑
i=1

(
r̂2i,a − r̂2i,b
r̂2i,a + r̂2i,b

)2, (3.96)
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where r̂i,a and r̂i,b are the major and minor axes of the conic recovered
from the i-th detected ellipse, respectively. L denotes the total number of
detected ellipses. Starting with an initial estimate of K, rotation angles
ψ1 and ψ2 are derived using the parallelism constraint between parallel
line segments and the orthogonality constraint between two orthogonal
directions recovered from vanishing points. The optimal estimations of
ψ1, ψ2 and K with K-T·K-1 = ω are obtained if the overall residual error
according to Eq. 3.96 is minimized.

3.3 Transverse CA (TCA) correction

Although achromats and apochromats can eliminate CA for certain wave-
lengths, CA may still be observed in images as the applied illumination
often comprises significant color fractions other than the target colors of
such complex lens systems. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, in comparison to
axial chromatic aberration (ACA) resulting in uniform color fringes on the
boundaries between regions of high contrast, transverse chromatic aber-
ration (TCA) is more significant due to the asymmetric color distortion
on the opposite sides of such boundaries, where the pattern of distorted
colors depends on the position of the observed boundary in images. To
tolerate the variation in illumination and to improve the quality of the in-
tended information retrieval in PCB images, especially for text recognition
and texture/boundary analysis, additional correction of TCA is required,
while the artifacts arising from ACA are omitted due to their insignifi-
cance and the deconvolution-induced [102] high computational complexity
for refocusing images from different channels.

3.3.1 Global TCA correction

To deal with TCA under global constraints, an offline approach based on
calibration patterns has been developed and published in [3]. Benefiting
from the well-defined control points in known patterns and the constraints
derived from the imaging system model, more reliable performance can
be achieved as compared to approaches relying on unsupervised feature
extraction or fitting local correction models. A further favorable charac-
teristic of the introduced correction is the straightforward integration into
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3.3. Transverse CA (TCA) correction

standard calibration pipelines, which thus enables a more comprehensive
camera calibration.
Instead of starting with some specific models [37,102,103], a generic imag-
ing model for each wavelength (practically for each channel in a color im-
age) defines the basis for conducting the desired TCA correction. Without
explicit notation of the distortion center oND in Eq. 3.32, a more general
expression for recovering distorted images is written as

x̃I = K·xN
∼= K·L-1

N (K-1·x̃ID). (3.97)

Furthermore, without loss of generality, a simplified color image comprises
only two channels: 1 and 2. Then, the objective of TCA correction is to
map the pixels from the second channel to the corresponding positions
in the first channel for a realigned color image without color distortion,
where the first channel is referred to as the reference channel. For a given
3D point x̃W, its normalized camera coordinates xN,1 and xN,2 of the two
channels are obtained as

xN,1 = (1/ρ1)·[R1|t′1]·x̃W,

xN,2 = (1/ρ2)·[R2|t′2]·x̃W,
(3.98)

where ρ1 = ([0, 0, 1]·[R1|t′1]·x̃W) and ρ2 = ([0, 0, 1]·[R2|t′2]·x̃W) are the
point depth values of x̃W in the camera coordinate systems of channel 1
and channel 2, respectively. Recalling x̃W = [xW, yW, zW, 1]T for homo-
geneous coordinates, the transformation between xN,1 and xN,2 is solved
using the two equations above:

xN,1 = (ρ2/ρ1)·R1·RT
2 ·xN,2 + (1/ρ1)·(t′1 −R1·RT

2 ·t′2). (3.99)

This transformation can be simplified under an important parameter con-
sideration (1/ρ1)·(t′1 −R1·RT

2 ·t′2) ≈ 0. For real imaging systems, this is
indeed a plausible assumption since the translation between different chan-
nels is negligible with respect to the point depth: ‖t′1 −R1·RT

2 ·t′2‖2 � |ρ1|
with ‖t′1 −R1·RT

2 ·t′2‖2 � 1 and |ρ1| � 1. Consequently, the normalized
camera coordinates xN,1 and xN,2 are associated with each other through a
planar homography H2→1 = (ρ2/ρ1)·R1·RT

2 and obey xN,1×(H2→1·xN,2) ≈
0. The projection x̃I,2 of the 3D point x̃W in the second channel is mapped
to the image point x̃I,1 in the first channel according to

x̃I,1 ≈K1·H2→1·L-1
N,2(K-1

2 ·x̃I,2). (3.100)
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If the distortion function LN,2(·) is estimated in calibration instead of the
correction function L-1

N,2(·), the inverse form of the equation above:

x̃I,2 ≈K2·LN,2(H-1
2→1·K-1

1 ·x̃I,1) (3.101)

is more convenient for mapping the pixels from channel 2 into channel 1,
and the pixel value of x̃I,1 is obtained through an interpolation using the
neighboring pixels of the image point x̃I,2. It should be emphasized that
the approximation in Eq. 3.100 and 3.101 is valid only if the ratio ρ2/ρ1
between the two depth values is provided. To overcome this difficulty, it is
thus necessary to re-scale H2→1·L-1

N,2(K-1
2 ·x̃I,2) and LN,2(H-1

2→1·K-1
1 ·x̃I,1)

to enforce the last entry to be equal to one for both vectors.
In combination with standard calibration pipelines, the estimation of
H2→1 is conducted after the determination of K and LN(·) for each
channel. If H2→1 is only constrained to be a planar homography and
the similarity to the rotation matrix R1·RT

2 is omitted, the estimation is
straightforward and merely requires the point correspondences of control
points (as illustrated in Figure 3.2.1.1) across calibration images. The op-
timal estimate in the sense of least squares is solved using the direct linear
transformation algorithm [104]. To also incorporate the orthonormal con-
straint induced by R1·RT

2 , the coordinate variation of control points be-
tween the camera coordinate systems of different channels is investigated.
Considering the extrinsic parameters of the two channels in Eq. 3.98 and
fixing the world coordinate system on the planar calibration pattern, a
control point with the stationary world coordinates x̃W gives rise to the
coordinates x̃C,1 and x̃C,2 defined with respect to the two channels. These
coordinates can be further explicitly written as

x̃C,1 =
[
R1 t′1
0 1

]
·x̃W := T C,1

W ·x̃W,

x̃C,2 =
[
R2 t′2
0 1

]
·x̃W := T C,2

W ·x̃W.

(3.102)

Apparently, there exists a linear transformation defined by T C,1
C,2 ∈ R4×4

and obeys x̃C,1 = T C,1
C,2·x̃C,2, where

T C,1
C,2 = T C,1

W ·(T C,2
W )-1 =

[
R1·RT

2 (t′1 −R1·RT
2 ·t′2)

0 1

]
. (3.103)

Given the coordinates of control points in each channel and for all calibra-
tion images, the optimal estimate of H2→1 = R1·RT

2 under full constraints
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3.3. Transverse CA (TCA) correction

is also determined using the direct linear transformation algorithm. In
consideration of the inaccuracy in positions of control points and the re-
sulting violation of the orthonormal constraint on vectors of the rotation
matrix R1·RT

2 , a fine-tuned estimate obtained as U ·I·V T = U ·V T is rec-
ommended, where U ·Σ·V T is the singular value decomposition of R1·RT

2

and the diagonal matrix Σ is replaced by the identity matrix I.

3.3.2 Local TCA correction

As an alternative solution to the global approach introduced above, local
color correction based on the detected violations of the color difference
condition for normal edges [105] can also be used to improve the quality
of PCB images. Since the modeling of CA does not rely on any offline
calibration, an online correction can thus be accomplished. Besides TCA,
this local analysis method can further deal with ACA since the total color
distortion is captured and corrected in the local regions of high contrast.

CA is usually visible in narrow transition areas between low and high
pixel values, where significant edges are also presented. Without color
distortion, the value difference between two image channels is governed
by the values of boundary pixels of the transition areas. However, in the
case of inter-channel pixel shift introduced by CA, the value difference
can be dramatically increased and exceed the extreme values defined by
the corresponding boundary pixels, where the color difference condition
for normal edges is violated. A better understanding of this problem can
be achieved by considering the example presented in Figure 3.16. On the
one hand, in the homogeneous regions of the cropped PCB image, the
color difference between red and blue channels is hardly observable. In
transition areas with high contrast, on the other hand, unexpected high
difference values are observed, which identify the existence of CA at the
corresponding pixel positions. After global and local corrections, CA is
partially or totally removed and the sudden variation in difference values
is well suppressed. In comparison to the image after local correction, the
image corrected using global constraints maintains less details. This is
the consequence of the bilinear interpolation adopted for mapping pixels
onto the reference channel. Although more sophisticated interpolation
methods may better maintain high-frequency image contents, but they
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Figure 3.16: Global and local TCA corrections. Red dashed lines in the
cropped PCB images indicate the image lines, for which the profiles of
red, green and blue channels are plotted. For identifying the regions with
CA, the value difference between red and blue channels is also presented.

provide in general poor efficiency and can introduce undesired artifacts
into images, which make them less suited for the automated analysis of
PCBs.
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To eliminate CA using local information, all transition areas are first lo-
calized with the help of edge detection. Then the boundary pixels are
found at the positions where the spatial variation of pixel values becomes
insignificant or two adjacent transition areas are detected. Any interme-
diate edge/transition pixels between two boundary pixels and exceeding
the color difference defined by these boundary pixels are modified to obey
the color difference condition again. In comparison to [105], the local CA
correction approach is augmented in this thesis with an automatic selec-
tion of the reference channel for determining edges with high confidence.
This is essential for achieving reliable performance on PCB images since
all kinds of color transitions may occur.

3.4 Evaluation

3.4.1 Feature matching

Since detecting distinct features and matching corresponding feature points
are prerequisites for the subsequent online camera calibration, it is thus
of great interest to investigate the performance of widely used feature
detectors and descriptors. Although the benchmark from [106, 107] and
the evaluation protocol according to [108] are adopted in this thesis, an
essential modification is introduced to the standard performance assess-
ment procedure: all test images undergo additional lens distortion. This
modification simulates the very initial state of online camera calibration,
where corresponding feature points need to be matched before conduct-
ing the desired correction of lens distortion and estimation of the camera
calibration matrix K.
Aiming at a comprehensive performance assessment, most state-of-the-
art feature detectors and descriptors are considered in this evaluation:
MSER [109], SIFT [110], CSIFT [111], SURF [112], DAISY [113], ORB [114],
BRISK [115], FREAK [116], KAZE [117] and AKAZE [108]. For realiz-
ing a side-by-size comparison, the average matching score is employed and
quantifies the ratio of matched features vs. overall detected distinct fea-
tures. The obtained feature matching results are plotted in Figure 3.17
with respect to the isotropic radial lens distortion defined by k1 in Eq. 3.6.
As expected, the overall matching performance decreases with increasing
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Figure 3.17: Feature matching in images with lens distortion. Curves
in the first plot are obtained on a dataset with varying view point angle,
which results in varying perspective transformation, while a dataset with
varying scaling and rotation about the axis perpendicular to the image
plane is applied for the second plot.

lens distortion. Among all ten features, KAZE, MSER, SIFT and ORB
lead to more reliable matching. Regarding the expensive explicit nonlin-
ear diffusion employed for KAZE, the area-based localization of MSER
and the unstable performance of ORB, SIFT turns out to be in general
the best suited detector and descriptor for feature matching in the pres-
ence of lens distortion. However, if there is no hard limit on time budget,
KAZE becomes preferable.

3.4.2 Online correction of lens distortion

To provide the absolute ground truth required in assessing the perfor-
mance of different undistortion models, synthetic image sequences with
known point correspondences are generated using a real camera model
and serve as the input data fed to the image correction process. This real
camera model is acquired using the standard offline calibration approach
described in Section 3.2.1 and the obtained model parameters are listed
in Table 3.1 for a better overview. The inaccuracy in detected feature po-
sition in practice is simulated through additive white Gaussian noise with
zero mean and the standard deviation σ = 0.5 pixel, which is a reasonable
value for common feature detection algorithms with subpixel accuracy. In
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parameter absolute value normalized value
f 4961 pixels f/f : 1.000
f ′ = f ·a· sinα 4978 pixels f ′/f ′ : 1.000
pxI 1248 pixels pxI/(w/2) : 1.020
pyI 978 pixels pyI/(h/2) : 0.954
α = arccot(−s) 89.5 ◦ α/90◦ : 0.994
k1 -0.1854 -
k2 0.2356 -
k3 -0.0025 -
p1 0.0005 -
p2 0.0000 -

image size w × h: 2448× 2050 pixels

Table 3.1: The reference camera model for online calibration.

order to draw statistical conclusions, Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE)
of the recovered image coordinates x̂I with respect to the ground-truth
distortion-free image coordinates xI is computed over 50 independent tri-
als (image sequences).

Due to the single-parameter correction function, DCM is supposed to be
more stable than PCM using full parameters while exhibiting less ac-
curate correction in case of increased high-order distortion fractions. To
achieve a close observation of this hypothesized effect, two lens distor-
tion configurations are employed, where k2 is switched between zero and
the original value 0.2356 to omit and introduce a significant high-order
distortion fraction, respectively. Moreover, the suggested modification to
PCM by setting p1 = p0 = 0 is also investigated and denoted by PCM*.
The obtained RMSE of different image undistortion methods is depicted
in Figure 3.18. If the parameters of the employed correction models are
estimated across more than two views, the proposed PCM* leads in gen-
eral to the best undistortion performance, which is closely followed by the
proposed PCM. In case of less high-order distortion (k2 = 0), satisfac-
tory image correction is achievable using the conventional DCM and its
performance is stabilized over different numbers of views. Similar to the
case of PCM, the difference between x̂I and xI is substantially reduced
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Figure 3.18: Online correction of lens distortion. PCM and PCM*
denote polynomial correction models with and without decentering pa-
rameters {p1, p2}, respectively.

if the proposed DCM is employed. For significant high-order distortion
(k2 = 0.2356), the observation of DCM is reversed: x̂I drifts away from
xI and the proposed DCM leads to less accurate image correction in
comparison to the conventional method. This confirms the hypothesis
made about DCM: the accuracy in image correction is traded off for
the stability in parameter estimation. It should be emphasized that the
proposed methods are not able to provide reasonable correction results
if there are only two views available for determining model parameters.
This is a direct consequence of the assumption that point correspondences
are arbitrarily/evenly distributed over the entire image area, which is not
always the case for only two views.

Using the estimated model parameters, distortion-free images can be re-
covered as illustrated in Figure 3.19. Apparently, epipolar curves become
epipolar lines, on which corresponding feature points are located. How-
ever, in practice, some issues have been identified. Due to the less reliable
feature matching in the case of lens distortion, it is very difficult to ob-
tain necessary point correspondences across multiple views. This becomes
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Figure 3.19: Distorted and undistorted images. In the top images with
lens distortion, epipolar lines become epipolar curves, on which corre-
sponding feature points are located. In the bottom images, straight lines
are recovered and intersect at the corresponding epipoles. All point cor-
respondences are marked with red rectangles.

worse on PCB images as there are often similar or equivalent structures
available, e.g. slots, connectors, etc. PCB images further suffer from the
nearly coplanar problem, which arises from features detected on the sur-
face of PCBs. On the one hand, if a fundamental matrix is obtained from
such point correspondences, inaccuracy in measurements will in general
lead to inaccurate estimation results. On the other hand, a planar ho-
mography is also merely a rough approximation of the feature position
transformation between two views and cannot be considered as a satisfac-
tory solution.
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3.4.3 Online estimation of camera calibration matrix

3.4.3.1 Non-stationary scene

Similar to the evaluation of online image undistortion, online estimation
of the camera calibration matrixK for non-stationary scenes is also quan-
titatively investigated with the help of synthetic image sequences, which
are generated using the same camera model from Table 3.1. The con-
sidered non-stationary scene comprises three objects (cuboid, sphere and
ellipsoid) with different geometries and each object undergoes independent
motion in E3. Synthetic images of the scene are obtained by randomly
placing the camera at diverse positions around the objects. Regarding the
residual distortion, the standard deviation of Gaussian noise is increased
to 1.0 pixel. Moreover, 1000 independent trials are used to draw statis-
tical conclusions since the associated estimation is more efficient than in
the case of image correction due to effective linear initialization.

In Figure 3.20, a comparison between online calibration approaches is
presented. The absolute dual quadric-based calibration and the horopter
curve-based calibration both employ the orthogonality constraint assum-
ing s = 0 for achieving a linear initialization of intrinsic parameters em-
bedded in K. Only the subsequent refinements of initial estimates differ
in the employed objective function: the absolute dual quadric-based cali-
bration is governed by Eq. 3.84 and the horopter curve-based calibration
by Eq. 3.85. These two calibrations are realized using either the standard
or the proposed methods. In the case of standard calibration approaches,
three configurations ofK emerge from the motions of independent objects.
For the convenience of comparison, the final estimate of K is obtained as
the mean value of all configurations. Using the normalization defined in
Table 3.1, the RMS deviation of p̂xI, p̂yI, f̂ , f̂ ′ and α̂ from their ground
truth values is best visualized. In comparison to standard approaches, the
proposed extension leads to an overall improvement in the accuracy of es-
timated parameter values. This is especially important for the absolute
dual quadric-based method, which is otherwise unable to provide compa-
rable calibration performance. Furthermore, if the horopter curve-based
calibration is combined with the proposed extension, quite promising re-
sults are achievable even using only six views.
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Figure 3.20: Online estimation of K for non-stationary scenes, where
1000 synthetic image sequences are used to draw statistical conclusions.
The inaccuracy in point correspondences is modeled as Gaussian noise
with the standard deviation σ = 1.0 pixel.

3.4.3.2 Motion segmentation

In PCB recycling, there exists a typical non-stationary scene: PCBs are
moving along with the conveyor belt and the camera is moving perpen-
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Figure 3.21: Motion segmentation results. Tracked feature trajectories
are assigned to corresponding motions and marked with different colors
(green vs. violet).

dicularly to the conveyor belt to enlarge the field of view while preserving
the desired spatial resolution. To separate foreground PCBs from mov-
ing background, the motion segmentation introduced in Section 3.2.3.4 is
applied on the acquired image sequence and distinguishes between these
two different motions. The obtained segmentation results are visualized
in Figure 3.21. With the help of the tracked feature trajectories in differ-
ent colors, two distinct motions are recognizable. Subsequently, regarding
features associated with corresponding motions, images can be divided
into PCB and background sections. A more precise partitioning of im-
ages can be achieved through densely tracking pixels and assigning their
trajectories to the segmented motions.

3.4.3.3 Degenerate structure and motion

An important assumption made in general online calibration is the exis-
tence of general motions, which provide sufficient constraints on the image
ω of the absolute conic Ω∞ and thus on the camera calibration matrix
K [99]. This prerequisite is, however, violated in the case of PCB recycling
as PCBs usually undergo linear translations and such critical motions give
rise to ambiguous solutions of ω. Another difficulty in applying general
online calibration on PCB images arises from the nearly planar structure
of PCBs, which leads to the ambiguity identified in Eq. 3.93. To overcome
these difficulties, the geometry-based online calibration introduced in Sec-
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Figure 3.22: Geometry-based online calibration. The normalized esti-
mation error ∆f̂ of the focal length f and ∆f̂ ′ of the focal length f ′

are presented. Two independent estimation processes are initialized with
f̂0 = f̂ ′0 = 2448 and f̂0 = f̂ ′0 = 10000, respectively.

tion 3.2.3.5 is applied to PCB images. Relying on constraints induced from
geometric primitives and assuming s = 0, as well as pxI = (1 + w)/2 and
pyI = (1 + h)/2, the remaining focal length values f and f ′ in K can be
determined using single images.

In total ten different PCB images are used to test the performance of the
geometry-based online calibration. For each image, the normalized esti-
mation error is depicted in Figure 3.22. Since an iterative optimization
process is involved in this calibration, different initial values of f̂ and f̂ ′
lead to different final estimates. For the initial values f̂0 = f̂ ′0 = 2448
closer to the real values f = 4961 and f ′ = 4978 in Table 3.1, the esti-
mation results are in general more reliable. The overall estimation error
varies primarily between 0.050 and 0.200, which is sufficient for a quali-
tative assertion of dimensions, but inadequate for achieving an accurate
dimensional measurement. As confirmed by employing the state-of-the-
art calibration from [101], this is due to the nearly parallel configuration
between PCBs and the image plane, where parallel line segments of com-
ponents are still nearly parallel in images and their intersection points
cannot be accurately determined. As a result, this state-of-the-art cali-
bration is unable to provide reasonable results, while the proposed cal-
ibration overcomes this issue by incorporating the additional geometric
constraint induced from circles.
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Figure 3.23: Complementary experimental setups for assessing the per-
formance of global TCA correction. In the first experiment, a reflector
lamp combined with five narrow-band color filters is used to result in
different colors of the black-white checkerboard. By this means, the vari-
ation in feature color is simulated for the case of constant illumination.
In the second experiment, sunlight and LEDs are used to give rise to the
variation in illumination.

3.4.4 TCA correction

3.4.4.1 Global TCA correction

To assess the performance of global TCA correction, the consistency of
imaging is considered. More specifically, for a 3D feature point, indepen-
dent of its color and external illumination conditions, its projection in
images remains consistent if TCA is perfectly corrected and the camera’s
intrinsic as well as extrinsic parameters are fixed. In case of residual TCA,
variations in the feature position can be observed and higher inconsistency
indicates worse correction performance. Two complementary experiments
are designed to investigate the performance of global TCA correction with
respect to varying feature color and to varying illumination. The corre-
sponding experimental setups are illustrated in Figure 3.23.

In the first experiment, all model parameters are determined under the
direct illumination of a reflector lamp. To realize the desired variation
in color of features, the lamp is placed behind a narrow-band color fil-
ter, whose central wavelength takes one of the following values: 450, 500,
550, 600 and 650nm. For each selected central wavelength, the observed
checkerboard appears in a certain color. After localizing corners across
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color resolution focal TCA RMS deviation
filter (pixels) length correction (pixels)
array w h (mm) method setup I setup II

2448 2050 16

none 1.003 1.033
Bayer [37] 0.498 0.573
RGGB H-based 0.447 0.563

R-based 0.422 0.529

2448 2050 25

none 0.284 0.363
Bayer [37] 0.252 0.252
RGGB H-based 0.212 0.205

R-based 0.210 0.219

1280 960 25

none 0.204 0.226
Bayer [37] 0.193 0.211
RGGB H-based 0.158 0.170

R-based 0.176 0.187

Table 3.2: RMS deviation from the mean feature position using different
global TCA correction methods.

images corresponding to different central wavelength values, the RMS de-
viation of corner positions is used to quantify the inconsistency of imaging.
In the second experiment, the additional color filter is discarded and mul-
tiple light sources are employed to give rise to the desired variation in
illumination. Due to its full-spectrum characteristic, sunlight is used as
the reference light source for the calibration purpose. All global TCA
correction results obtained on combinations between different cameras
and lens systems are listed in Table 3.2. Besides the proposed correction
methods in Section 3.3.1 based on homographies and rotation matrices,
the global correction method introduced in [37] is also considered and
employed as the baseline.

In all cases, the proposed methods, especially the rotation matrix-based
correction, outperform the baseline. Considering the general applicability
of the proposed methods arising from the generic formulation of lens dis-
tortion in Eq. 3.97, they are preferred over the baseline, which relies on a
specific polynomial distortion model. It is noticeable that the variation in
illumination has greater impact on the performance of TCA correction, in
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Chapter 3. Imaging system characterization

comparison to the variation in feature color. According to this result, it
is important to maintain constant illumination conditions to reduce TCA
in images. Among the listed combinations between cameras and lens sys-
tems, the 2448×2050 camera and the 25mm lens system are selected for
the best trade-off between spatial resolution and image quality.

3.4.4.2 Local TCA correction

In principle, the local TCA correction method described in Section 3.3.2
should also be able to provide similar performance as the global correction
methods. Unfortunately, as confirmed through tests on PCB images, local
TCA correction results in a significant decline in image quality instead of
any improvement. This is mainly due to the unreliable detection of transi-
tion areas on highly complex surface of PCBs. However, if the complexity
is limited, for example in cropped text regions, local TCA correction is
able to substantially remove color distortion arising from CA. Bearing
this in mind, the performance evaluation of TCA correction is adapted
accordingly and the resulting image enhancement is investigated through
the analysis of the color transition between different image regions.

In cropped local images without CA, edge pixel values between different
regions are strongly correlated with the region colors. In case of CA, this
correlation is weakened since additional colors are artificially introduced
through color distortion. With the help a Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) on edge pixels, the significance of the correlation is quantified: the
higher the deviation along the first principal component, the stronger the
correlation between the edge pixel values and the region colors, which are
ideally located on the axis defined by the first principal component. This
idea is illustrated in Figure 3.24 for a comparison between no correction
and using the original [105], as well as the modified local correction. Ap-
parently, the original method cannot correctly deal with thin text objects
with significant color distortion and gives rise to undesired artifacts low-
ering image quality. On the contrary, the modified correction method
introduced in this thesis recovers the correlation between edge pixels and
region colors as desired.

On a dataset consisting of 430 cropped local images similar to the demo
image in Figure 3.24, the average energy distribution of edge pixel values
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image with CA original correction modified correction
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Figure 3.24: Visualization of local TCA correction. Edge pixels are
visualized as blue dots in the RGB color space. The principal components
of edge pixels are represented by the red, green and blue lines. At the
top of each RGB space representation, the energy distribution along three
principal components is listed.

is computed for the purpose of performance assessment. As illustrated in
Table 3.3, more energy is concentrated along the first principal compo-
nent if a local TCA correction is conducted. For a better comparison, the
energy along each component is also normalized with respect to the corre-
sponding value obtained on the original images. Following the normalized
energy distribution, the modified local TCA correction outperforms the
original method by a wide margin.

local TCA energy distribution along three components
correction absolute normalized
method 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd

none 0.911 0.073 0.016 1.000 1.000 1.000
original [105] 0.976 0.021 0.003 1.072 0.322 0.004
modified 0.998 0.002 0.000 1.097 0.035 0.001

Table 3.3: Energy distribution of edge pixel values along three principal
components after local TCA correction.
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3.5 Discussion

Although the offline camera calibration approach described in Section 3.2.1
is able to precisely characterize the employed imaging system, well-designed
calibration objects, skilled labor and extra interruption of the regular im-
age acquisition are necessary prerequisites for achieving the desired cali-
bration, which, however, lead to a strong limitation of applying this of-
fline approach in PCB recycling. Moreover, a continuous monitoring of
the variation in parameter values and an online adjustment of the im-
age analysis with respect to the parameter variation are hardly feasible.
To alleviate these barriers and to realize a more flexible imaging system
characterization, approaches for achieving online camera calibration have
been investigated in this chapter. It should be emphasized that the cor-
responding considerations were first made for the general case and then
specialized for the case of PCB recycling. As a result, the general appli-
cability of these approaches is maximized.

Unlike common online calibration approaches assuming known parame-
ters of lens distortion or correction models, the online calibration intro-
duced in this thesis begins with online image correction for compensating
lens distortion, where the most general constraint relying on the epipolar
geometry between two views and generic correction models are consid-
ered, while special geometric primitives and specific correction models
are usually utilized in state-of-art methods. With the help of the new
formulation of correction models presented in Section 3.2.2.2, more de-
sirable image correction performance is in general achievable. The only
requirement for achieving the improved accuracy is an adequate number
of views, where four is found sufficient for all cases. Through a subse-
quent in-depth review of most commonly used correction models, general
guidance has been provided for selecting appropriate models and their
configurations for diverse applications. PCM and DCM with proper pa-
rameter configurations can lead to a unique solution, while RCM suffers
from ambiguities in model parameters and is thus unsuited for recovering
distortion-free image coordinates only using the epipolar constraint. If
reliability is of higher priority, especially in case of an inadequate num-
ber (e.g. two) of views, DCM is preferred. If the employed lens system
exhibits high-order distortion, PCM results in far more accurate image
correction. For most lens systems with limited high-order isotropic ra-
dial distortion, the conducted analysis suggested a modified parameter
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configuration of PCM for more stable performance, which has also be
confirmed through experiments.

As revealed through the evaluation of the matching performance obtained
from widely used feature detectors and descriptors, significant degradation
is correlated to increased lens distortion. This fact suggests continuously
tracking features in image sequences instead of merely matching them
across multiple views. By this means, a wide baseline (the line joining
the two camera centers) between two views is avoided and more reliable
feature matching can be obtained. Since the calibration process is pri-
marily conducted in the background computation and a frequent update
of model parameters is commonly not required, the resulting high com-
putational complexity is thus affordable. In the overall image correction
process, difficulties have been especially observed in this step, due to the
ambiguity arising from features extracted from similar PCB components
and the dominance of nearly coplanar features. For dealing with these
problems, an extension by introducing additional constraints induced by
straight lines is advisable, which, however, requires a reliable detection of
line segments despite numerous distractions in distorted PCB images.

As a consequence of multiple motions available in image sequences of
PCBs, the assumption of stationary scenes made for state-of-the-art on-
line calibration methods is violated and multiple solutions of the camera
calibration matrix K are obtained from the projective reconstructions of
objects undergoing independent motions. The introduced extensions to
state-of-the-art methods lead to a unique solution with higher accuracy
by answering two questions: which constraints can be combined across in-
dependent motions and how should these constraints be combined? How-
ever, a motion segmentation for general non-stationary scenes is still miss-
ing. A possible solution is to employ advanced object tracking techniques,
which reliably separate foreground objects undergoing independent mo-
tions from stationary or moving background.

Another difficulty in applying general online calibration in PCB recycling
arises from degenerate structures and motions of PCBs, even when they
can be distinguished from background through a motion segmentation
based on the affine camera model. Regarding characteristics of mounted
components, an alternative calibration method relying on constraints in-
duced from geometric primitives has been developed, which requires single
images instead of image sequences. This flexible method is able to provide
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calibration results for obtaining qualitative dimensional measurements.
An accurate quantitative measurement is so far, however, not supported.
The performance of the parameter estimation is mainly governed by the
quality of detected ellipses and the accuracy of located vanishing points.
Aiming at improved calibration results, higher spatial resolution should be
combined with the optimized imaging configuration, where an adequate
off-plane rotation is achieved and vanishing points of parallel line segments
become close to the image center for a more accurate localization.

The global and local methods for correcting TCA can also be combined
with offline and online camera calibration processes, respectively. The
global TCA correction relies on generic lens distortion model and can
thus be merged into diverse calibration methods. The merging is quite
straightforward as the estimated camera parameters of each channel are
fed to the appended TCA correction process. On the contrary, the lo-
cal TCA correction with modifications to the original method leads to
substantially enhanced quality of cropped images without considering the
underlying imaging system. A blind and flexible image enhancement is
therefore realized. Besides the quality evaluation conducted in this chap-
ter, it is also of great interest to investigate if TCA correction necessarily
leads to any improvement in the desired information retrieval on PCBs.
On the one hand, as confirmed by qualitative evaluation, TCA gives rise
to slightly improved localization performance in boundary and corner de-
tection, which is relevant for the segmentation of specific components in
Chapter 4. Moreover, this pre-processing step is also desired for achieving
better text analysis performance, which will be quantitatively clarified in
Chapter 6 with the help of the benefit observed in reading unconstrained
text. On the other hand, no significant performance improvement can be
observed in localizing and categorizing general components in Chapter 5
after applying TCA correction, which is plausible since no boundary or
texture information is explicitly considered in analyzing such components.
To assess the performance of different combinations between lens systems
and cameras, the two suggested experiments with complementary setups
should be considered and used to determine the optimal imaging system
with least TCA for acquiring high-quality images.
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Chapter 4

Assembly print-guided
segmentation of SMDs

In PCB recycling, there is in general no prior knowledge available. In-
deed, there exist some special PCB entities carrying auxiliary information,
which can be utilized to assist in the desired information retrieval. Among
such entities, assembly print has been explicitly considered in a previous
publication [4] and employed to guide the automated segmentation of
Surface-Mounted Devices (SMDs), especially for those of small sizes. In
addition to [4], more details concerning the segmentation algorithm and
the performance evaluation are presented in this chapter. As illustrated
in Figure 4.1, assembly print emerges dominantly in the form of rectan-
gular borders and in bright colors, e.g. white and yellow. With the help
of assembly print, the placement of devices as well as the inspection of
the realized circuits can be substantially simplified, for both manual and
automated assembly processes. In comparison to SMDs, Through-Hold
Components (THCs), e.g. electrolytic capacitors, slots and cooling sys-
tems, are usually oversized with respect to the underlying assembly print,
which becomes partially or completely invisible. For this reason, a similar
analysis of THCs turns out to be unreliable and is therefore excluded from
further consideration in this chapter.
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Chapter 4. Assembly print-guided segmentation of SMDs

Figure 4.1: Assembly print emerges in the form of white rectangular bor-
ders and indicates mounted devices. However, some disturbances are also
observed. On the one hand, as marked with the red rectangle, false alarms
can be triggered by unnecessarily printed borders without mounted de-
vices. On the other hand, as marked with the yellow rectangles, assembly
print could be covered by oversized devices and could become invisible.

Regarding the dimensions of devices and their visual properties arising
from the adopted packages, SMDs can primarily be divided into two
groups: small devices and ICs. Resistors and capacitors mounted through
two significant solder joints are mainly found in the first group, while ICs
are contrarily oversized and exhibit homogeneous surface areas. Due to
the non-uniform characteristics of targets, different strategies are there-
fore required to conduct automated analysis of corresponding devices.

4.1 Segmentation of small devices

For SMDs of small sizes, conventional segmentation methods based on
homogeneity or similarity of pixels in local regions are unable to provide
satisfactory analysis results, which is the consequence of their insignifi-
cant dimensions (typically between 0.3 and 3.2mm) with respect to THCs
(typically of several centimeters) and the high visual inconsistency be-
tween different body parts. Most surface-mounted resistors, for instance,
comprise two conductive ends for soldering and a coated middle body part
with marked resistance value. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, these different
body parts of the same devices exhibit distinct visual properties. The
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8mm

Figure 4.2: Surface-mounted resistors.

two conductive ends of each resistor are electrically connected to traces
on PCBs via solder pads and give rise to the two solder joints in white.
The middle part of resistors is covered by the protective coat in dark
colors. Moreover, bright labels are printed on the coat to indicate the
resistance values of resistors. Together with assembly print in the form
of white borders, difficulties arise if segmentation approaches relying on
image partitioning are employed.
In the literature, a practical solution for localizing SMDs has been in-
troduced [30]. Using a carefully designed illumination system, indicative
color patterns emerge on solder joints of devices and guide the desired lo-
calization. Limited by the specific imaging condition, this method is only
applicable for the AOI purpose during manufacturing, but not for recy-
cling, since the color patterns observed on solder joints on waste PCBs
become unpredictable due to erosion and soiling. A more generic detec-
tion of solder joints using dedicated thresholding has been suggested by
Mar et al. [28], which, however, also suffers from the severe difficulty of
numerous false alarms triggered by a great number of background distrac-
tions similar to solder joints. For achieving the desired segmentation of
SMDs on waste PCBs, assembly print instead of solder joints is considered
as the necessary contextual information guiding the localization process.
Regarding the existence of assembly print on popular PCBs arising from
mass production, this approach is expected to be reliable and be able to
provide valuable analysis results for most PCBs in recycling.

4.1.1 Border candidates

The assembly print-guided segmentation of SMDs begins with detecting
rectangular bounding borders. Ideally, the bright border lines can be
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separated from dark background without great effort. Practically, this
separation turns out to be difficult due to imperfections of the imaging
system, e.g. defocusing, CA, motion blur, etc., and inhomogeneous illu-
mination. To reduce the impact of the image quality and to adapt the
separation with respect to the local information, an effective border detec-
tion is realized by combining the adaptive thresholding algorithm using
the integral image [118, 119] with the image sharpening method using
unsharp masking [120]. After improving the local contrast and compen-
sating the slow spatial variation of illumination with image sharpening,
each image pixel is binarized using an adaptive threshold computed in its
local neighborhood and is assigned to foreground or background regions.
By this means, all border lines along with a great number of false alarms,
e.g. text, solder pads, traces, etc., are obtained.

To further localize the sought assembly print in binarized foreground pix-
els, the geometric constraint on rectangles is exploited. As a more robust
detection approach in comparison to the classic template matching for
searching candidates of given shapes, a corner-based model fitting relying
on the RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) robust estimation algo-
rithm [121] is employed to localize the borders of SMDs, which is able to
deal with the varying aspect ratio of rectangles and incomplete detection
of border lines. Each rectangle is defined using the model parameters
m = [cx, cy, w, h]T, where cx and cx denote the position of the centroid,
while w and h denote the width and the height of the rectangle, respec-
tively. Given the four vertices vul (upper left), vur (upper right), vll
(lower left) and vlr (lower right) of a rectangle m, the model parameters
can be determined using any two diagonal vertices: vul and vlr or vur
and vll, according to

m =
[
(vul + vlr)/2
−vul + vlr

]
=


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1

 · [(vur + vll)/2
−vur + vll

]
. (4.1)

For detecting vertices, eight structuring elements are constructed and used
to localize rectangle corners in images. As visualized in Figure 4.3, two
groups of structuring elements are applied in consideration of normal and
rounded corners. After scanning images with these structuring elements
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Figure 4.3: Corner detection using structuring elements. Considering
the existence of two different types of corners: normal and rounded, there
are in total eight structuring elements used.

individually, locations of sought corners are obtained, which in turn define
the positions of sought vertices.

In the model fitting stage, rectangles are estimated from neighboring di-
agonal vertices. However, multiple matches of the same corners may arise
from thick border lines and lead consequently to ambiguous solutions of
the model parameters. To deal with this problem, the sought rectangle
models are fitted in the RANSAC paradigm. Given two groups Vul and
V lr of potential vertices corresponding to two diagonal corners, two can-
didates vul,i and vlr,j are randomly picked. Using the model parameters
obtained from Eq. 4.1, foreground pixels belonging to the currently fitted
rectangle can be determined and are denoted by Pf . A natural measure
for assessing the quality of the current model is the cardinality of the pixel
set Pf : #(Pf ), which can also be interpreted as the votes for the underly-
ing model. In order to eliminate the dependence on the size of rectangles,
this measure is further normalized with respect to the perimeter. The
resulting quality measure G is defined as G = #(Pf )/(2·ŵ + 2·ĥ) with
0 ≤ G ≤ 1, where ŵ and ĥ are the estimated width and height values.
By repeating this process for a sufficient number of iterations, the fitted
model with the highest quality value is selected as the best fit. Since
two groups of fitted models are obtained from the two configurations of
diagonal corners, an additional fusion step of the obtained models is thus
indispensable. For two similar models m1 and m2 arising from different
configurations, their merged quality value is

G = [G1 (1−G1)]·
[
w1 w2

w2 w3

]
·
[

G2

(1−G2)

]
, (4.2)
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where G1 and G2 denote the measured quality ofm1 andm2, respectively.
w1, w2 and w3 are weighting factors with w1 > w2 > w3 ≥ 0. After this
quality fusion, candidates with both low quality values are suppressed.
Moreover, the final model is selected from m1 and m2 with the best
quality value.

4.1.2 Rotation estimation

So far, all PCBs are assumed to be aligned with the x and y axes of im-
ages, which is in practice not necessarily the case. Instead, there is often
an in-plane rotation of PCBs about the optical axis, which leads to diffi-
culties in detecting assembly print. To avoid this issue by rotating PCB
images back to the ideal orientation and restoring the expected appear-
ance of sought borders, an effective algorithm for estimating the rotation
angle in an automated manner has been developed. This estimation algo-
rithm provides an advanced solution to the Hough transform-based [122]
rotation estimation in [123] and has some extensions for achieving more
robust estimation performance in presence of disturbances.
The central idea of this rotation estimation algorithm is to find the dom-
inant direction of component contours in PCB images. With the help
of the Hough transform, line directions can be estimated even using spa-
tially isolated edge pixels and the requirement for connected contour pix-
els is not necessary. In the 2D histogram over the line direction and
the distance to the origin, reliable line models are detected as the ex-
treme points with the local maximum votes, where the sought model
parameters are read as their coordinates. To emphasize contours without
changing their geometric characteristics, the Perona-Malik diffusion [124]
is adopted in pre-processing, after which significant edges of components
are preserved, while cluttered structures in background regions are suffi-
ciently suppressed. Subsequently, from the edge pixels obtained through
the Canny edge detection algorithm [125], votes for each line model in the
2D histogram are accumulated since each edge pixel expressed in polar
coordinates [θ, r]T gives rise to a sinusoidal curve:

d = r· cos (θ − (φ− π/2)) = r· sin (φ− θ), (4.3)
where [φ, d]T defines a point in the 2D histogram with the line direction
φ ∈ [−π/2, π/2) and the distance d to the origin. It is then straight-
forward to determine confident line models by localizing extreme points
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through a Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) [126]. Unfortunately, as
illustrated in Figure 4.1, some unexpected line structures, typically con-
ducting traces, also result in line models with high confidence, which
cannot be distinguished from the sought contour line segments. In the
proposed rotation estimation, this problem is tackled by analyzing line
models in bundles of same directions and exploiting the perpendicular con-
tour segments of most PCB components. Let v(φ, d) denote the votes (or
the occurrence probability after normalization) for the line model [φ, d]T,
the optimal estimate φ̂PCB of the PCB orientation φPCB is obtained by
solving the following maximization problem:

φ̂PCB = arg max
φ

∑
d

(v(φ, d)− v̄(φ))2·
∑
d

(v(φ+ π

2 , d)− v̄(φ+ π

2 ))2, (4.4)

where v̄(φ) is the mean votes for line models of the direction φ and re-
mains constant for all directions. The target function is the product of two
fractions arising from perpendicular directions, which implies the orthog-
onality constraint on contour segments of components. For each direction,
the existence of confident line models is stressed by the squared deviation
from the average votes v̄(φ) and a small value is obtained if no significant
lines can be found for the current direction.

From a practical point of view, the rotation estimation described above
may have a potential issue due to the discrete pixel position. A represen-
tative example for demonstrating artifacts related to this quantization is
presented in Figure 4.4. Line segments not aligned to 0◦, ±45◦ and 90◦
still consist of small fractions of such directions. As a result, 0◦, ±45◦ and
90◦ could become trivial solutions for Eq. 4.4 in case of dense contours.
To avoid this potential issue, it is a good practice to virtually rotate PCB
images over some special angles, e.g. 22.5◦, 45◦, and find the optimal
estimate φ̂PCB different from the trivial solutions.

4.1.3 Hierarchical assessment

As illustrated in Figure 4.5 (b), not only true devices, but also many
false candidates are obtained after the border detection described in Sec-
tion 4.1.1. These false alarms are arising from diverse non-border objects
and unnecessarily printed borders without mounted devices. Regarding
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Figure 4.4: Artifacts in rotation estimation using edge pixels. Left:
rotated PCB image. Right: cropped image with detected edge pixels in
black. Although the actual rotation angle is 15◦, all detected edge pixels
can be decomposed into line segments of the directions 0◦, ±45◦ and 90◦.

their different origins, a hierarchical assessment is applied to the obtained
detection results for achieving the desired segmentation of small devices.

The intended cancellation of false alarms begins with the validation of
border candidates, where only printed bounding borders should be main-
tained for further analysis. In Figure 4.5 (b), the most noticeable distur-
bances are those yellow rectangles with totally or partially missing border
lines and corners. Consequently, such candidates lead to a low quality
value G according to Eq. 4.2. Thus, a straightforward method for remov-
ing the associated false alarms is to conduct a binary classification with
respect to an appropriately selected threshold TG of G. It should be noted
that TG must effectively reject false detection results while retaining the
true borders. In other words, a wide margin between assembly print and
some artifacts must be presented. To verify this prerequisite, an in-depth
investigation of the threshold TG is provided in Section 4.3. Besides the
quality measure G, shape and texture of small devices are also employed
to further improve the accuracy of detection results. On the one hand,
considering the standards of SMD packages and the spatial resolution
available in PCB images, possible shapes defined by the width and height
values of bounding borders in the form of rectangles can be determined
and used to validate detected border candidates. On the other hand, clas-
sic texture descriptors, e.g. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [127] and Haral-
ick features [128] from Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCMs) [129],
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(a) original image (b) border candidates

(c) validated borders (d) segmented small devices

Figure 4.5: Hierarchical cancellation of false candidates in the segmenta-
tion of small devices. True candidates are marked with green rectangles,
while false candidates with yellow rectangles.

can be combined with machine learning methods, e.g. k Nearest Neighbors
(k-NN) [130], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [131] and Random Forest
(RF) [132], for distinguishing true borders from non-border objects. In
case of multiple detections of the same objects, NMS is applied as an ad-
ditional validation criterion to enforce the non-overlapping constraint of
components. For demonstrating the effectiveness of the suggested valida-
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tion steps, the intermediate segmentation results of Figure 4.5 (a) with
all validated bounding borders are illustrated in Figure 4.5 (c).

Although most false candidates are eliminated through the validation
above, there are some unexpected empty borders, as marked with yel-
low rectangles in Figure 4.5 (c), still remaining in the current segmen-
tation results. These real but unnecessary borders are not occupied by
any devices and therefore exhibit the background color of PCBs. This is
a distinctive and reliable difference from printed borders with mounted
devices, which can be exploited for the purpose of improving segmenta-
tion performance. To this end, the Ridge-based Analysis of Distributions
(RAD) [133] for color segmentation is employed and distinguishes PCB
background from components. In consideration of spatially distributed
segments of the same semantic objects, the segmentation analysis is con-
ducted in color spaces, or more specifically, on histograms of pixel values.
In addition to clustering samples in color spaces, RAD also investigates
the connectivity between neighboring clusters by tracking ridges of color
distributions, where connected ridges are assumed from the same/similar
semantic objects. Subsequently, the background color is determined as
the dominant cluster with similar hue values in the Hue-Saturation-Value
(HSV) [134, 135] color space. The obtained final segmentation of small
devices is visualized in Figure 4.5 (d). As a well-known issue of color
segmentation, the quality of discrimination is subject to the intra-class
variance. If the original color distributions are altered due to uneven illu-
mination or reflectance, as well as soiling, the segmentation results might
become less reliable, which is demonstrated by the remaining false alarm
at the top of Figure 4.5 (d).

4.2 Segmentation of ICs

As stated through Figure 4.1, assembly print is far from a reliable indi-
cator for localizing ICs and thus cannot be employed as guidance for the
segmentation purpose. Regarding the general characteristics of ICs, their
homogeneous surface areas and standardized shapes are considerable fea-
tures for facilitating the desired segmentation. Since partitioning images
into homogeneous regions is quite straightforward and the validation of
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(a) BW image (b) DT (c) skeleton (d) valid skeleton

Figure 4.6: Size validation of IC candidates. An IC candidate visualized
as the white foreground in (a) is considered as valid only if the length of
valid skeleton fractions in (d) exceeds a predefined threshold.

required shapes is better applicable on localized candidates, these two
features are sequentially applied in the following segmentation pipeline.

In general, significant transition areas exist between ICs and background
or surrounding components. As a natural consequence of the background
color estimation conduced in the last validation step of Section 4.1.3, the
candidates of mounted ICs are simultaneously obtained since the PCB
image is partitioned into subregions of homogeneous pixel values through
RAD. After this candidate generation relying on the first homogeneity
feature, the second feature associated with the shape constraint is con-
sidered for determining the segments of real ICs. Besides the standard
shape validation considering region properties, e.g. bounding box, solid-
ity, major and minor axes, etc., with respect to the shapes defined by
the package standards of ICs, an additional size validation is applied for
achieving more confident segmentation results. Given an IC candidate
visualized as the white foreground in the Black-White (BW) image IBW
of Figure 4.6 (a), the Euclidean distance value d(x) for any pixel position
x via Distance Transform (DT) [136] is computed as follows:

d(x) = arg min
xi∈B(IBW)

‖x− xi‖2, (4.5)

where B(I) denotes all background pixels of IBW in black. The resulting
DT image is illustrated in Figure 4.6 (b) with brighter pixels representing
larger distance values to background. To extract the relevant information
for the intended size validation, the skeleton of this candidate is also con-
structed using an efficient thinning operation [32] and marked with red
pixels in Figure 4.6 (c). To conduct the size validation against the min-
imum dimension lmin of ICs, only those skeleton fractions with distance
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Figure 4.7: Error in rotation estimation for diverse PCBs. The lower
and upper edges of boxes represent the 25-th and 75-th percentiles of error
values, while the median error values are marked with red bars.

values higher than lmin are counted as valid, which are marked with green
pixels in Figure 4.6 (d). If the total length of valid skeleton fractions ex-
ceeds a predefined threshold, the corresponding candidate is validated. In
practice, lmin is selected to be slightly lower than the half of the mini-
mum short side length of ICs and the validation threshold is determined
according to the minimum long side length.

4.3 Evaluation

4.3.1 Rotation estimation

The rotation estimation in Section 4.1.2 is an essential pre-processing
step for achieving reliable segmentation results. Aiming at a consistent
and objective evaluation of its performance, 14 PCBs were attached to a
turntable, which rotated over 27 predefined orientations between 0◦ and
360◦ for each PCB. The corresponding boxplots indexed from 1 to 14 for
the measured estimation error are presented in Figure 4.7. Apparently,
there exist some systematic biases in these error values, which are aris-
ing from the inconsistency between the orientations of the turntable and
PCBs. Thus, an appropriate error analysis was conducted on the distri-
bution of the estimation error regarding the median error value. For most
cases, the deviation is limited to ±1.5◦, which validates the quality of
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Figure 4.8: Rotation estimation on challenging images. Robust estima-
tion performance is obtained even in difficult cases.

the proposal rotation estimation. Moreover, even the absolute estimation
error remains predominately below 8◦ and verifies an adequate correc-
tion for the assembly print-guided segmentation of SMDs. The proposed
estimation algorithm has also been evaluated on challenging images ex-
hibiting diverse disturbances, e.g. non-fronto-parallel view, low resolution
and non-dominant PCB structures. Even on those images, robust estima-
tion performance, as demonstrated in Figure 4.8, has been observed. By
rotating all PCB images back to the desired orientation, the structuring
elements in Figure 4.3 are able to detect corners of most printed borders.
This substantially improves the number of segmented SMDs.

4.3.2 Segmentation

4.3.2.1 Data and performance measures

Due to the insignificant size of small devices in comparison to general
PCB components and the required auxiliary information in the form of
assembly print, a general dataset “PCB General” introduced in Section A
is unsuited for assessing the performance of the proposed SMD segmenta-
tion. To provide the desired reference data in conducting a quantitative
evaluation, an additional dataset “PCB SMDs” consisting of 32 images
has been created, where potential influencing factors are also included
for a more detailed performance analysis. For the reader’s convenience,
a summary of the dataset “PCB SMDs” with statistical information is
presented in Table 4.1.
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category illumination resolution (pixels/mm) totallateral dome ∈ [13, 17] ∈ (17, 24]
#(images) 11 21 16 16 32
#(empty borders) 257 626 463 420 883
#(small devices) 1 128 2 096 1 716 1 481 3 197
#(ICs) 38 90 84 44 128

Table 4.1: Statistics of the dataset “PCB SMDs” . #(·) denotes the
cardinality operator on sets.

Usually, image analysis algorithms are sensitive to the variations of light-
ing conditions. To characterize the segmentation performance under vary-
ing illumination, two widely used lighting constructions, e.g. lateral and
dome, are considered. As illustrated in Figure 4.9, dome construction re-
sults in more homogeneous illumination in contrast to the lateral variant,
while the latter gives better contrast on certain objects. It is thus of great
interest to known if any variant is superior to the other and should be
preferred in practice. Another external factor with potentially significant
influence on segmentation results is the spatial resolution of images. A
carefully tuned trade-off is often required: adequate resolution for the ac-
cess of detailed information and limited resolution for the computational
efficiency. To this end, the 32 PCB images have been acquired with dif-
ferent spatial resolutions, ranging from 13pixels/mm to 24pixels/mm.

Besides a suitable dataset, appropriate performance measures are also
essential for retrieving relevant information from segmentation results.
Given the ground truth data with all SMDs (in total 3 325) in the 32
images, it is possible to determine the sets of True Positive (TP ), False
Positive (FP ) and False Negative (FN) samples for any segmentation.
If N hypotheses are made for the sought SMDs and M of them are found
real in the ground truth, there are in fact M true positive and (N −M)
false positive samples. The remaining (3 325 −M) unmatched SMDs in
the ground truth become false negative samples. In comparison to classic
two-class problems, no True Negative (TN) samples can be determined
for segmentation tasks since true background objects are not explicitly
defined. Using TP , FP and FN , three performance measures, e.g. pre-
cision, recall and F-score, are computed as follows for achieving a quanti-
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(a) lateral illumination (b) dome illumination

Figure 4.9: SMDs in images under different illuminations.

tative assessment of the SMD segmentation:

precision = #(TP )/(#(TP ) + #(FP )),
recall = #(TP )/(#(TP ) + #(FN)),

F-score = (1 + β2) · precision · recall
β2 · precision + recall ,

(4.6)

where β is a positive real scale factor defining the relative importance
of recall with respect to precision. The first two measures quantify the
sensitivity and the reliability of the segmentation on the involved dataset,
respectively, while the F-score provides a comprehensive quality measure-
ment through weighted average of precision and recall. If not stated oth-
erwise, β is set to one throughout this thesis so that the F1-score with
balanced weights between precision and recall is in fact obtained.

4.3.2.2 Results

As stated in Section 4.1.3, the quality threshold TG needs to be deter-
mined experimentally. To avoid possible overfitting, only those values
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Figure 4.10: Investigation of the quality threshold TG.

are to be selected, near which no strong variations of the segmentation
performance are observed. In other words, the performance curves of pre-
cision, recall and F-score should exhibit slow variations at the selected
TG. In Figure 4.10, recall is well stabilized for the interval 0 ≤ TG ≤ 0.6
and decreases significantly after TG = 0.6. A plausible selection of TG is
thus the interval [0, 0.6]. Since the performance curves of precision and
F-score are smooth and vary slowly at this interval, 0.6 turns out to be
the optimal value of TG. However, 0.6 is also a critical value due to the
immediate decrease in recall for values > 0.6 and should be avoided in
general. Applying a tolerance of 0.05 for maintaining a safety distance
from the critical point 0.6, TG = 0.55 is finally selected for validating
border candidates with respect to their quality measurement G.

For the comparison purpose, alternative methods need also be considered.
Thresholding-based detection of solder joints and intensity/color-based
segmentation of general objects as two additional solutions for generating
SMD candidates before the hierarchical assessment have also been tested.
However, they are not able to provide reliable segmentation results as the
assembly print-guided method, which is proven especially effective in the
case of SMD segmentation.

In the pipeline of the proposed SMD segmentation, there exists a machine
learning-based validation of border candidates. This leads to difficulties in
conducting the desired performance assessment as no additional data are
available. To overcome this problem, the leave-one-out cross-validation
method has been adopted, where the classifier was trained using all but
the current test image. The values of single measures precision, recall
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and F-score were computed on each test image individually. The final
global performance measurements were obtained by averaging them over
all images, which are in fact macro performance measurements.

To determine the best combination between features and classifiers for the
optimal discrimination, a comprehensive analysis is provided. It should
be noted that empty borders are also considered as true candidates in this
step. After leave-one-out cross-validations using all possible combinations,
no significant difference (less than 1%) between Haralick and LBP features
could be observed, no matter which classifier has been used. Due to the
lower dimension of Haralick features and the associated efficiency, they
are preferred over LBP features in practice. In comparison to SVMs and
RFs, k-NN classifiers resulted in slightly lower precision and recall, but
the differences were limited to 2%. SVMs and RFs provided comparably
good results (precision and recall close to 1), once linear SVMs have been
used. Radial kernel functions have led to a slight decrease (less than 1%)
in the classification performance of SVMs, both in precision and recall.
Regarding the better computational efficiency observed for SVMs, they
were employed in the pipeline to produce the final segmentation results.

In the final evaluation, images in the dataset “PCB SMDs” were cat-
egorized according to different criteria. To investigate the influence of
lighting conditions, two subsets acquired under lateral and dome illu-
minations were evaluated individually, where the cross-validations were
only performed on the corresponding images. Using the boundary value
17pixels/mm, the images were also divided into two subsets with low and
high spatial resolutions, respectively. With the help of these two sub-
sets, an investigation of the second influencing factor, spatial resolution,
became possible. Moreover, a global test using all images has been con-
ducted and provided an overall performance assessment. All evaluation
results are illustrated in Figure 4.11.

Apparently, better segmentation results are obtained for small devices
than for ICs. This is a consequence of two reasons. On the one hand,
auxiliary information in the form of assembly print is available for guid-
ing the localization of small devices, while candidates of ICs are gener-
ated using image partitioning method based on color information. In
comparison to the hierarchical assessment of small devices, on the other
hand, fewer constraints have been considered in the validation stage of
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Figure 4.11: Segmentation results on the dataset “PCB SMDs” , where
0.5 is selected as the threshold of the confidence score to distinguish be-
tween true and false candidates in the final validation step. The seg-
mentation performance is evaluated according to two individual criteria:
illumination and resolution.

the IC segmentation. These two facts are responsible for the lower val-
ues in recall and precision in Figure 4.11 (b). However, the segmentation
performance in Figure 4.11 (b) exhibits lower variations in contrast to
Figure 4.11 (a), which indicate higher robustness under varying image
conditions. This is a plausible consequence of the region-based analysis
applied on ICs, which is less sensitive to the variations of lighting condi-
tions and spatial resolution. Among the results obtained for small devices,
significant differences are observed between the two illumination types. A
higher value in recall is observed if dome illumination is employed, while
a higher value in precision arises from lateral illumination. Interestingly,
only slight improvement can be observed for images of higher spatial res-
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olution. But this improvement is available for both precision and recall.
As expected, the overall segmentation performance is different from the
averaged performance of different imaging configurations since the images
used for cross-validations are different. The final values of F-score for the
segmentation of small devices and ICs are obtained as 0.827 and 0.740,
respectively.

4.4 Discussion

A great challenge in the segmentation of SMDs for PCB recycling is the
lack of prior knowledge, which is, on the contrary, usually available for
AOI tasks and can substantially reduce the complexity of the underlying
image analysis. Other factors further increase the uncertainty of the com-
ponents to be analyzed are aging, erosion, soiling, etc., through which the
characteristics of SMDs may be altered from their original status. For
instance, the essential properties of solder surfaces for localizing SMDs
using specific lighting conditions [30] are in general not presented in the
case of recycling, mainly due to aging and soiling. To address these prob-
lems, an assembly-guided SMD segmentation has been introduced in this
chapter and it is believed to be the first feasible solution with quantitative
performance assessment found in the literature.

To provide a deeper insight into the suggested segmentation, a comprehen-
sive performance analysis has been conducted. As demonstrated through
the evaluation of diverse combinations between features and classifiers,
reliable classification has been permanently observed, regardless of the
employed feature and classifier. This indicates a good separability be-
tween printed bounding borders and disturbances. Starting from this
desirable property, an efficient alternative solution relying on detection
of SMDs becomes considerable. Similar to face detection using a cas-
cade of weak classifiers [118], candidates originating from Section 4.1.1
or some generic proposal generation algorithms, e.g. [137, 138], are to be
validated through a series of Haar-like features, which are extracted at
very low computational complexity using integral images [118]. However,
to ensure the desired classification performance in the case of cascaded
features, far more extensive training samples are required.
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From the evaluation results presented in Figure 4.11 (a), several observa-
tions can be made. If highly reliable segmentation results are the objec-
tive, lateral illumination is the right choice. Otherwise, the dome vari-
ant is preferred for finding more devices while bearing lower precision.
Moreover, as observed in a preliminary study, the segmentation perfor-
mance in the latter case can be further improved, especially in terms of
reliability, by employing more distinctive features and advanced machine
learning methods, e.g. the Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) model [139] or
Deep Learning (DL) [140]. As verified through the comparison between
results on image sets of low and high spatial resolutions, the obtained seg-
mentation is robust to the variation of spatial resolution. This favorable
property is very valuable for practical applications since PCB images can
be acquired with low spatial resolution for less computational complexity
while maintaining the desired segmentation performance.

The resulting F-score is much lower on ICs than on small devices, which
is the consequence of the color-based image partitioning and the weak ge-
ometric constraints applied for identifying ICs in images. To address this
problem and also to achieve a more comprehensive information retrieval
on PCBs, advanced approaches exploiting general 2D information and fa-
cilitating an analysis of general components will be presented in the next
chapter.
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General 2D
information-based
analysis of components

In the last chapter, a dedicated segmentation aiming at SMDs as a subset
of PCB components has been introduced, while a comprehensive analysis
of general components on PCBs is still missing. Apart from the special
auxiliary information, e.g. assembly print, which could be absent on PCBs
manufactured in small batches or with low density of components, more
general information is to be considered. Since the most common and
realistic configuration of industrial imaging is acquiring the 2D projec-
tion of PCBs using a single camera, analysis approaches presented in this
chapter focus on single 2D images with color information. For a better
understanding of the intended 2D analysis of components, a typical PCB
image with the desired information retrieval is shown in Figure 5.1. All
components of significant sizes are localized via bounding boxes in the
form of rectangles, which need to be determined via an object localiza-
tion approach designed for PCBs. Moreover, the localized components are
assigned to the corresponding categories (slot, IC, capacitor, transistor,
etc.) by the labels visualized on the top of bounding boxes, which requires
an appropriate categorization relying on machine learning.
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Figure 5.1: Objectives of the general 2D information-based component
analysis. All components localized via bounding boxes (rectangles with
yellow edges) are automatically assigned to the corresponding categories
(labels in magenta).

Regarding the two-stage information retrieval defined above, the remain-
der of this chapter is organized as follows: after reviewing the state of the
art in object localization, classification and detection, approaches devel-
oped for localizing and categorizing general component on PCBs are in-
troduced in Section 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. Especially, in comparison to
the previous publication [7], a novel end-to-end solution with significantly
improved localization performance is proposed. To conduct a quantitative
and comprehensive performance assessment of these approaches, results
obtained on the dataset “PCB General” are evaluated using a set of ap-
propriately defined measures in Section 5.4, where the achievement of the
desired information retrieval is also confirmed. In the last section of this
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chapter, a detailed discussion of the presented 2D analysis is provided and
leads to some general conclusions.

5.1 State of the art

Object localization and classification, or jointly object detection, are pri-
mary tasks in computer vision. A more complex image understanding at
semantic level, e.g. scene analysis and interpretation, is usually built upon
them. Depending on the employed paradigm, the desired object analysis
in images can be realized through two successive stages comprising local-
ization and classification or conducted in a unified detection framework.
It should be emphasized that obtaining region proposals (bounding boxes)
of the sought objects is the goal of object detection, rather than gener-
ating pixel-wise segmented masks. This is a sufficient and more realistic
solution for PCB recycling.

In the context of object localization, exhaustive searches via sliding win-
dow and image partitioning relying on some prior knowledge are most
commonly used approaches. In an exhaustive search, dense detection
windows covering possible sizes and aspect ratios of objects are sliding
over the entire image to discover diverse objects at all spatial positions
and scales. Subsequently, a scoring of the cropped local images is per-
formed and only a small fraction of them is maintained as candidates for
the sought objects. In the literature, a great number of scoring func-
tions have been proposed, which are typically derived from the quality
of edges [138], from the objectness [141] and from the output of pre-
trained linear classifiers [142]. However, sliding window approaches suffer
from two major drawbacks: high computational complexity due to the ex-
haustive search and extremely low precision of detection due to the large
number of generated region proposals even after the scoring. To deal
with these problems, search algorithms [118, 143] with higher efficiency
and advanced classification methods are required. There are also alter-
native approaches using pixel grouping for localizing objects of interest
which can in general avoid these undesired side effects. Instead of seek-
ing candidates in a huge search space, region proposals are automatically
localized as the optimal image partitioning boundaries are determined by
minimizing the value of an objective function with respect to the prior
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knowledge, e.g. low variation between neighboring pixels of the same ob-
jects [144], similar pixel values within objects [145, 146], low curvature of
object boundaries [147] and given initial seeds [148, 149]. For a better
efficiency, grouping is applied not on single pixels, but on superpixels af-
ter an over-segmentation step [150], where the complexity of solving the
optimal partitioning is substantially reduced. While pixel-grouping ap-
proaches provide reasonably good localization performance in images of
simple scenes, their application on natural images or images of complex
scenes is strongly limited since complicated prior information required for
reliable partitioning is often absent. Moreover, it is difficult to explicitly
integrate such information into the optimization framework.
Usually, there exist a great number of false alarms along with real ob-
jects in the localization results. A necessary post-processing step is thus
to remove them before assigning the region proposals to the predefined
categories of objects. This cancellation of false proposals can also be
combined with the subsequent categorization by introducing additional
categories for non-relevant image regions. Methods relying on machine
learning are primarily adopted for this classification task. In a cascaded
paradigm, representative features, e.g. Histograms of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) [142], the Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) [139], etc., are first ex-
tracted in region proposals and then fed to a pre-trained classifier, e.g. k-
Nearest-Neighbors (k-NN) classifier [130], Decision Tree (DTree) [151],
Random Forest (RF) [132], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [131], Arti-
ficial Neural Network (ANN) [152], etc., for determining the associated
classes or categories of these regions. In a compact paradigm, feature ex-
traction and training classifiers are conducted simultaneously on extensive
region samples in a training stage. By this means, handcrafted features are
omitted, while more representative and reliable features can be obtained
if sufficient training data are provided. Furthermore, in comparison to
the conditional optimization of classifiers for the predefined features, a
global optimization of the overall classification performance is achieved.
Classification methods based on Deep Learning (DL) [140] commonly fall
into this category and demonstrate in general superior performance than
stepwise variants with explicitly defined feature extraction.
Benefiting from the recent progress in machine learning and the emerg-
ing of extraordinarily large scale datasets [153,154,155], object detection
without intermediate processing stages is becoming more realistic. In such
unified systems [156,157,158], original images are used as input and class-
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specific locations of sought objects are generated as output. By discarding
expensive searches and explicit incorporation of prior information, object
detection turns out to be much more efficient and straightforward. How-
ever, due to the far from sufficient size of available PCB datasets and the
inflexible architecture of current systems for compact object detection,
the presented 2D analysis of PCB components is still realized in a cas-
caded fashion, where localization and categorization of sought objects are
conducted in two successive stages.

5.2 Localization

Based on state-of-the-art segmentation and classification methods, a com-
binatory localization approach driven by the diversification strategy has
been developed and published in [7], which is the first proposed solution
for a general analysis of components in PCB recycling. Later, after a
thorough review of this approach and further development, a more com-
pact analysis pipeline combining a novel, robust region proposing and a
DL-based validation in the regression-classification scheme has also been
proposed, where more satisfying results can be obtained while using a
more straightforward analysis. This compact localization approach has
been partially published in an electronic preprint [9]. For a better rep-
resentation of this chronological development, these two approaches are
introduced successively in this section.

5.2.1 Combinatory approach

As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the combinatory localization [7] consists of
four major steps: scale-space generation, pixel/superpixel-level feature ex-
traction, image partitioning and validation of generated region proposals.
The first three steps jointly propose region candidates of sought objects,
where the risk of missing PCB components is minimized by adopting the
diversification strategy. In the final validation step, predefined distinctive
features (e.g. HOG and BoVW features) are first extracted from region
proposals and then used to cancel false alarms with the help of pre-trained
classifiers.
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Figure 5.2: Workflow of the combinatory localization approach. The
first three steps: scale-space generation, feature extraction and image
partitioning, jointly propose region candidates of sought PCB compo-
nents. The obtained candidates are subsequently validated with the help
of distinctive features and pre-trained classifiers.

5.2.1.1 Diversification-driven proposal generation

PCB components of distinct electronic characteristics and emerging from
different manufacturing processes exhibit a great diversity in their appear-
ance, e.g. color, size, shape, texture, etc. Their assembly on PCBs is also
highly unpredictable and depends on the intended circuit implementation
as well as marginal conditions, e.g. spatial constraints, electromagnetic
compatibility, etc. All of these facts lead to a great challenge for state-of-
the-art localization algorithms: on the one hand, varying size and aspect
ratio over wide ranges require a hardly manageable search space for a slid-
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ing window-based analysis, while, on the other hand, highly complicated
prior information must be explicitly considered in solving the optimal
image partitioning boundaries if a pixel-grouping analysis is preferred.
There exists a similar challenge in analyzing natural scene images, where a
high variability of sought objects is also present. To address this problem,
approaches [138, 159, 160, 161, 162] were proposed and led to substantial
progresses in detecting objects in such images. Among them, Selective
Search [137] provided a remarkable boost to state-of-the-art performance
of proposing region candidates, where the diversification strategy plays a
key role for a sufficient localization of sought objects in complex scenes. To
deal with the problem of insufficient localization arising from approaches
only using single parameter settings, scales and image cues (visual infor-
mation embedded in brightness, color, texture, shape, etc.) [163], comple-
mentary results from diverse parameter settings (including different color
spaces), scales and merging criteria are combined in Selective Search for
maximizing the probability of discovering sought objects. Inspired by this
idea, a diversification-driven generation of comprehensive region propos-
als is also considered in the combinatory approach for localizing PCB
components. However, regarding the fact that PCBs are usually more
complex than natural scenes in size and in density of sought objects, as
well as in distracting background objects, a modified diversification strat-
egy is applied here. Rather than a bottom-up merging of initial region
proposals, which results in an unmanageable amount of region candidates
on PCB images, a diversification in scales, image cues and segmentation
algorithms is employed for exploiting diverse prior and scale information
while keeping the overall proposed candidates in a reasonable amount.
Although automatic scale selection [164] has shown its relevance in fea-
ture detection [110, 112], it is difficult to define an appropriate objective
function for determining the optimal scale for representing the underlying
PCB components. Thus, a scale-space representation [165, 166] of PCB
images is required for the successive feature extraction in the localization
pipeline. Gaussian scale space is commonly the first choice for the pur-
pose of multi-scale representation of images. But an essential drawback of
this straightforward method is the constant kernels applied for smoothing,
where relevant information, e.g. edge and texture, may also be smoothed
away. By contrast, an alternative representation in nonlinear scale space
(NSS) suppresses irrelevant details while preserving or even enhancing
significant variations at all scales, where the Gaussian smoothing is re-
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placed by a nonlinear filtering. Guided by different objective functions,
Anisotropic Diffusion [124] (in fact, it uses an isotropic diffusion func-
tion), Total Variation Flow [167], Edge Enhancing Flow [168] and Mean
shift [146] lead to different representations in NSS. Moreover, based on
the Fast Explicit Diffusion (FED) scheme [169, 170] performing explicit
diffusion with varying time steps instead of a constant step size, a fast
approximation of nonlinear diffusion is possible [108]. An overview of
images arising from these scale spaces is presented in Figure 5.3. Ap-
parently, Gaussian smoothing and anisotropic diffusion are incapable of
efficiently suppressing distracting details while sufficiently preserving sig-
nificant structures. In comparison to edge enhancing flow and Mean Shift,
total variation flow generates more homogeneous images by weakening
region boundaries between different objects and smoothing away small
objects. Regarding these facts and the computational efficiency, edge en-
hancing FED and Mean Shift are thus suitable methods for a scale-space
representation of PCB images. Indeed, a combined scale-space represen-
tation using both methods is unnecessary. The scale space arising from
Mean Shift is generated through a mode analysis at different scales, where
pixels of the same mode (or spatially neighboring pixels of similar modes)
are merged into the same region. By this means, pixels of similar values
are grouped correspondingly and reasonable boundaries for partitioning
images are automatically obtained. To avoid a duplicate analysis, Mean
Shift is therefore shifted into the later stage “image partitioning” of the
localization pipeline, which implicitly realizes a simultaneous generation
of the associated scale space.
An essential step for the success of Selective Search is exploiting diverse
image cues embedded in different color spaces and texture. This idea is
also adopted in the diversification-driven proposal generation for localiz-
ing diverse PCB components. More specifically, all commonly used color
spaces and image features for grouping pixels/superpixels are considered
in the first place. Inappropriate and redundant image cues are filtered out
later through a comprehensive evaluation with respect to their resulting
localization performance. For a compact presentation, all involved color
spaces and image features are listed below:

color space gray value, RGB, CIE L*a*b*, CIE L*u*v*, HSV [134,135];

texture features extracted using cut-off windows [171,172].
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(a) original (b) Gaussian

(c) mean shift (d) anisotropic diffusion

(e) total variation flow (f) edge enhancing flow

(g) total variation FED (h) edge enhancing FED

Figure 5.3: Images arising from different scale spaces.

To further extend the diversity of region proposals, multiple state-of-the-
art algorithms providing complementary segmentation performance are
combined in the image partitioning stage and group pixels into regions
according to different image cues and prior information.

In the context of color-based image segmentation, Active Contours without
Edges (Active Contours) [145], Graph Cuts [144, 173, 174, 175], Efficient
Graph [176] and Mean Shift [146] are well-established algorithms. Ap-
plying Active Contours on an image with a given initial segmentation,
boundaries separating different regions are continuously evolved in an it-
erative manner and this optimization process is terminated if the best
compromise between the homogeneity within partitioned regions, region
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sizes and the overall boundary length is achieved. In case of given la-
beling of some seed points, Graph Cuts algorithm models the labeling of
remaining pixels as the max flow/min cut search in a graph, where image
pixels are vertices of the graph. Usually, the cost of removing connections
between pixels is positively correlated with their similarity or, in other
words, decreases for increasing discontinuity in pixel values. Graph Cuts
can be further extended with a regularization of cutting surfaces in the
sense of minimum geodesic contours and an approximation of metric sur-
faces is realizable using the graph construction introduced in [177]. If no
initial seed points are provided, cluster centers of pixels in a selected color
space can be utilized as seed points for resulting in a reasonable image
partitioning. Relying on a similar concept of using graphs for represent-
ing images, the image segmentation problem can also be solved using
Efficient Graph, where pixels are hierarchically merged into regions in-
stead of a global splitting of images as in Graph Cuts. Differentiating
from the above algorithms aiming at a direction solution of the optimal
region boundaries, Mean Shift solves the image partitioning problem in
an indirect way and conducts the kernel density estimation-based mode
detection over the whole image. After localizing the local maxima of a
density function defined by an appropriate kernel (for instance Epanech-
nikov [178] or truncated Gaussian kernel) and a bandwidth matrix for the
pixel position space as well as for the feature space, pixels converging to
the same modes are grouped together.

In images of complex scenes, where the homogeneity assumption of colors
within the same objects does not hold any more, texture is often used as an
alternative and reliable image cue for facilitating the desired segmentation.
Compression-based Texture Merging (CTM) and its further development
Texture and Boundary Encoding-based Segmentation (TBES) are typical
algorithms exploiting texture information for splitting images into rea-
sonable regions. By interpreting image segmentation as the search for the
optimal encoding of textural information and boundaries with the shorted
coding length, an automated segmentation relying on accurately estimat-
ing the true entropy in images is realized. Employing the approximate
rate-distortion function [179] of the Gaussian, the texture information
in all segmented subregions of an image is represented by a mixture of
Gaussians and the total textural coding length is subject to the selected
distortion level as well as to the mean vectors and the covariance matrices
of underlying feature vectors extracted from the subregions.
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In addition to the generic segmentation algorithms reviewed above, a
specific method for PCB images and generating extra region boundaries
through a background estimation is developed. In the context of compo-
nent localization, background refers to the regions of PCBs without any
functional devices. Such regions comprise typically substrates applied
for mechanical support, flame retardancy and electronic isolation, where
similar colors are commonly observed on same PCBs. Since background
regions build natural boundaries between components, plausible region
proposals can thus be generated if these regions are reliably segmented
in images. Nevertheless, this task is different from the color estimation
conducted in Section 4.1.3 and requires higher precision to avoid shifting
any sought components into background. Therefore, the segmentation
method RAD used for SMD segmentation is unsuited since the ridge-based
analysis of pixel value distributions tends to merge components with back-
ground. Instead of investigating the similarity between color distributions,
the proposed background estimation groups pixels into single clusters in
an appropriate color space using the Fast Mean Shift algorithm, which
exploits the similarity between background regions in color and retains
sought components in foreground. After approximating the real color
distribution with data points on a regular grid, the mean shift vector is
computed for each grid cell and quantized into integer indexes of grid
cells. By this means, all convergence cells of data points are determined
in one go and the repeated local mode seeking with high computational
complexity is omitted. Considering fragmented data points arising from
approximated mean shift, an additional merging step is performed and
investigates the connectivity between neighboring clusters in the color
space. Finally, to suppress insignificant colors, all clusters with their cen-
ters closer than a small distance value are further merged. Although PCB
images are split into subregions of similar colors according to the clustered
pixels, a classification of the background regions is still missing. In com-
parison to well-designed components, background regions usually exhibit
irregular contours, cluttered gradients, great spatial extent and dominance
in area. With the help of machine learning, a strong classifier is trained
and applied for distinguishing background from components using these
features. The high confidence provided by this classifier for rejecting a
non-background candidate is essential for maintaining PCB components
in foreground and leading to an improved image partitioning.
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5.2.1.2 Region validation

Using the boundaries generated through diverse image partitioning meth-
ods, a comprehensive set of region proposals covering PCB components
as well as a great number of false alarms is provided. To achieve a precise
localization of sought objects while excluding unexpected disturbances, a
further validation step is required. Since feature extraction is more conve-
nient on rectangular image crops and the final detection results are to be
presented in the form of bounding boxes, bounding boxes of partitioned
image subregions are considered for the purpose of region validation.

From the perspective of classification, region validation defines a binary
classification problem, where false candidates should be distinguished
from the true proposals of sought objects. In contrast to the valida-
tion step in Section 4.1.3 for SMD segmentation, a significantly higher
variability of region candidates is present for the analysis of general com-
ponents. Consequently, aiming at a reliable cancellation of background
objects, more distinctive features instead of classic LBP or Haralick fea-
tures need to be considered. After reviewing the latest development in fea-
ture extraction for general object recognition, HOG and BoVW features
are found capable of providing the desired discrimination performance for
categorizing diverse objects from a large number of classes. Regarding the
comparable complexity associated with the analysis of PCB components,
these two features are adopted in this combinatory localization approach
for supporting the employed classifiers in validating generated region pro-
posals.

As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the HOG feature relies on the orientation
and magnitude of local gradients extracted in cells of a spatial grid, which
splits an image into several rectangular subregions of the same size. While
local shapes are captured by cells, global arrangement of local parts is
embedded in the combination of cells over the whole image, which leads to
a more semantic representation of objects and provides additional margins
even if objects from different classes consist of similar local structures. To
also deal with the local variations in illumination and contrast, blocks as
an intermediate geometric layer between cells and the whole image have
been introduced. The histograms of oriented gradients from cells are first
block-wise normalized and then concatenated to form the entire feature
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Figure 5.4: HOG features [180] (in the bottom line) of PCB components
(in the top line). Line segments are used to visualize the orientation bins
in each cell, where darker line segments indicate stronger gradients. The
clusters of line segments are located in the corresponding grid cells.

vector. For the PCB components in Figure 5.4, HOG results in reasonable
representations (VLFeat [180] implementation) in the feature space.

Rather than representing the extracted structures in an HOG manner, the
BoVW model employs an additional encoding step for extracting compact
and representative features even from a great number of primary features.
A visual representation of the BoVWmodel and the corresponding feature
is provided in Figure 5.5 for a better understanding. Primary feature
descriptors are densely extracted at detected keypoints or on a spatial
grid. A great set of these descriptors is collected over extensive training
images and divided into V clusters in the primary feature space, which
represent the V visual words of the target vocabulary. With the help of
an appropriate model for describing the partitioning of the feature space
through these visual words, e.g. cluster centroids and distance values for a
hard partitioning or a Gaussian mixture model for a soft partitioning, an
arbitrary point in the feature space can be assigned to the corresponding
visual word or visual words and thus be encoded. Given dense primary
features extracted from a test image, a histogram of their assignments to
the V visual words is generated through encoding and used as the final
feature obtained from the BoVW model. Alternatively, as in the case
of Fisher Vector (FV) [181, 182], statistical difference between extracted
primary features and the learned visual words can also be used as the
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Figure 5.5: Bag-of-visual-words model and the obtained feature.

feature for the classification purpose. For further incorporating spatial
information into the BoVW model, images can be divided into subregions,
in which the feature extraction described above is performed individually.

Besides extracting distinctive features, selecting suited classifiers and de-
termining their optimal configurations are also essential factors for achiev-
ing the desired classification. In general classification tasks, SVM clas-
sifiers have demonstrated superior performance [131, 183, 184, 185, 186]
due to their learned optimal separating hyperplane in the sense of max-
imum margin [187] and the applied kernel trick for creating nonlinear
class boundaries [188]. If they are combined with HOG and BoVW fea-
tures for computer vision tasks, very promising classification performance
can be obtained [142,189]. Regarding their proven discrimination power,
SVMs are utilized for the region validation step. However, concerning the
limited size of the dataset available for training, other stable classifiers
suited for small datasets also need to be considered and should replace
SVMs in case of overfitting. Relying on the Bootstrap Aggregating or Bag-
ging (Bagging) [190] algorithm and the random subspace method [191],
RFs are designed to increased accuracy and decreased variance in com-
parison to single DTrees. More specifically, samples in a training set are
uniformly resampled with replacement to form a couple of new training
sets of a certain size. Weakly correlated DTrees are then fitted on these
training sets and their outputs are averaged to form the final classification
results. To further reduce the correlation between these DTrees, only a
random subset of features (or a random subset of components in feature
vectors) is considered for determining the best split at each decision node.
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By this means, RFs become insensitive to noise in training data and in
general resistant to overfitting. Therefore, classifiers in the form of RFs
and trained on the small dataset “PCB General” are still able to provide
stable classification performance.

It is well known that the model parameters of classifiers have a significant
impact on the resulting classification rate. Thus, to ensure that the em-
ployed SVM and RF classifiers work properly, their parameters need to
be carefully tuned. In addition to an exhaustive search over sparse grid
points in the parameter space, extra optimization is adopted for conduct-
ing parallel parameter tuning and for providing a reference point to assess
the quality of the configuration arising from the grid search. Regarding
the two dominant integer parameters in the model of RFs: the number of
DTrees and the dimension of the subspaces considered for decision splits,
the genetic algorithm [192] is used to find additional parameter configu-
rations for RF classifiers on a bounded region and goes through the same
number of trials (chromosomes) as in the grid search. In case of SVM clas-
sifiers, the two dominant parameters: the kernel scale and the coefficient
for penalizing false labeling of samples, take unbounded continuous values.
To achieve an appropriate parameter optimization, the Nelder-Mead sim-
plex algorithm [193] is adopted and conducts a derivative-free search based
on the parameters obtained through the genetic algorithm. It should be
emphasized that the optimal model parameters are determined merely
using the training data in each training-test round of a cross-validation.
To improve the reliability of the parameter optimization, training data
are further divided into k folds and the optimal parameter configuration
is determined through minimizing the overall training-test cost of another
cross-validation on these k-fold data.

5.2.2 Compact approach

Although the combinatory approach described above provides a practical
solution for localizing PCB components, the involved diversification in the
proposal generation and the cascaded region validation turned out to be
very complicated and result in a low scalability for an increasing amount
of images. Moreover, the localization performance depends predominantly
on the quality of region proposals arising from image partitioning, which
suffers from difficulties in case of complex components. Bearing these facts
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Figure 5.6: Workflow of the compact localization approach. After the
local-variance analysis, bounding boxes of region proposals are obtained
using an adaptive thresholding algorithm. Their quality is improved
through a bounding-box regression step. All region candidates are finally
merged and validated through NMS and a CNN classifier, respectively.

in mind, a generic segmentation method and a regression-classification
scheme utilizing the power of DL are developed. They realize consequently
a more compact workflow as illustrated in Figure 5.6, which results in
more straightforward proposal generation and region validation, as well
as improved quality of the obtained region candidates.

5.2.2.1 Local variance-based segmentation

Homogeneity is important for visual perception and has been widely used
in image analysis and computer vision applications. Currently, most ap-
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proaches exploit homogeneity in an implicit form using local gradient in-
formation (e.g. edge detection [125]) or considering variations in pixel
values (e.g. maximally stable extremal regions [109]). In the field of
text recognition, the local standard deviation is often used as the ad-
vanced measure of homogeneity and makes an adaptive thresholding of
pixels [194, 195, 196, 197] possible. As informative image cues, other vari-
ants of the homogeneity measure have also been applied for image segmen-
tation purpose [198, 199]. Inspired by these applications of homogeneity,
especially by the standard deviation-based measure, a similar homogene-
ity analysis conducted in local regions of multiple scales is proposed for
better exploiting the underlying image contents and is referred to as the
multi-scale Local-Variance (LV) analysis in this thesis.
To clarify the advantages of the proposed LV analysis, a close view of
its mathematical definition is provided. Given an image I and the pixel
I(xI) at the position xI, the pixel value ILV(xI) at the same position in
the corresponding LV image ILV is determined in a local window W(xI)
centered at xI and according to one of the following equations:

ILV(xI) = (
∑

xI,i∈W(xI)

‖I(xI,i)− I(W(xI))‖22·w(xI,i − xI)∑
w(xI,i − xI)

) 1
2 , (5.1)

I ′LV(xI) = (
∑

xI,i∈W(xI)

‖I(xI,i)− I(W(xI,i))‖22·w(xI,i − xI)∑
w(xI,i − xI)

) 1
2 , (5.2)

where

I(W(xI)) =
∑
xI,i∈W(xI) I(xI,i)·w(xI,i − xI)∑

w(xI,i − xI)
, (5.3)

I(W(xI,i)) =
∑
xI,j∈W(xI,i) I(xI,j)·w(xI,j − xI,i)∑

w(xI,j − xI,i)
, (5.4)

and

w(xI,i − xI) =


1

2·π·σ2 ·e−
−‖xI,i−xI‖

2
2

2·σ2 for xI,i ∈W(xI),

0 otherwise.
(5.5)

These two alternative definitions model LV using the weighted variations
of pixel values in a local window W(xI). In addition to the first definition
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according to Eq. 5.1, the second definition in Eq. 5.2 involves a further
smoothing of LV through the adaptive mean value I(W(xI,i)) for each
pixel xI,i in W(xI), which avoids the bias of the mean value I(W(xI)) to-
wards the central pixel value I(xI). Theoretically, instead of using the root
of the weighted sum of L2-norm variance values ‖I(xI,i)− I(W(xI))‖22,
LV may also be computed as the weighted sum of L1-norm variance val-
ues ‖I(xI,i)− I(W(xI))‖1. However, the computation of the L1-norm
variance values leads to an implementation issue for the first definition of
LV: the value of each pixel in I must be subtracted by a great number of
neighboring pixel values and the number is proportional to the size of W .
This difficulty can be overcome if Eq. 5.1 based on the L2-norm variance
values is employed and further transformed into the following expression:

ILV(xI) = ((
∑

xI,i∈W(xI)

‖I(xI,i)‖22·w(xI,i − xI)∑
w(xI,i − xI)

)− ‖I(W(xI))‖22)
1
2 . (5.6)

Since the mean value I(W(xI)) is decoupled from the weighted sum of
‖I(xI,i)‖22, the computation of ILV(xI) becomes straightforward.

On the one hand, LV analysis gives rise to a strong response in prox-
imity to and at boundaries between different regions, which is similar to
conducting edge detection. On the other hand, in case of point-wise dis-
turbances or single lines, local regions are spatially smoothed, which is
similar to conducting image enhancement. Moreover, significant response
with low spatial variability is obtained on strongly textured or cluttered
regions. This leads in general to favorable segmentation results. For some
special tasks relying on structure analysis, for instance feature-based de-
tection of symmetry axes, LV analysis is also a preferable method for
enhancing relevant information while suppressing disturbances. As illus-
trated in the top line of Figure 5.7, more SIFT features are detected on the
LV image and capture the structure of the street light. After applying a
state-of-the-art detection algorithm [200], most symmetry axes are local-
ized. This is a direct consequence of the windowed analysis of LV. Besides
enhanced contours of different parts, extra structure features are also in-
troduced. For instance, lines give rise to distinct response in comparison
to corners and irregular structures (e.g. different parts joining in the same
local window). In the bottom line of Figure 5.7, distracting background
features are smoothed away through LV analysis, while foreground ob-
jects are emphasized and more dense features of interest are available for
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Figure 5.7: SIFT features (red crosses) and axes of symmetry (line seg-
ments) detected in original (the first column, available from [201]) and
local-variance (the fourth column) images.

detecting symmetric structures. By this means, false alarms arising from
background disturbances, for instance the second axis (marked with a blue
line segment) in the third image of the bottom line, can be avoided. Orig-
inal images used in Figure 5.7 are available from a public dataset [201].
Along with the advantages mentioned above, LV analysis also leads to
some undesirable artifacts in nature. A major drawback of a raw LV
image is the bold transition regions from high to low response, and vice
versa, which are the results of the local window-based analysis and can
be observed in Figure 5.8 (b). To deal with this problem, certain post-
processing steps must be considered. The most straightforward solution
for narrowing the transition regions is to incorporate the position of edges
and use it to strengthen or weaken LV response, respectively. To this end,
the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) response of the image I defined as

ILoG = I ∗ ∇2
xI
G(σ) (5.7)

with
∇2
xI
G(σ) = ∂2G(σ)

∂xI2
+ ∂2G(σ)

∂yI2
(5.8)

is used to modify the LV image ILV. The pixel value ILV(xI) at position
xI is multiplied with the coefficient CLoG(xI):

CLoG(xI) = 1− ‖ILoG(xI)‖2, (5.9)
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(a) original (b) raw LV (c) post-processed (d) filtered

Figure 5.8: The raw LV image undergoes further post-processing and
multi-scale filtering for achieving enhanced image quality.

whereG(σ) is a truncated zero-mean Gaussian kernel with the variance σ2

and ‖ILoG‖2 is defined on a normalized value range with 0 ≤ ‖ILoG(xI)‖2 ≤
1 for any xI. Additionally, a further reduction of the transition regions
is achievable with the help of the edge enhancing FED [108]. Although
the modified LV image has better emphasized boundaries, extremely high
response values arising from strongly textured or cluttered regions may
govern the value range of ILV. In such cases, an uneven distribution of
response values is usually presented, which could lead to difficulties in
subsequent image processing, e.g. edge detection or segmentation. Fortu-
nately, these extreme values can be suppressed if the LV image undergoes
a simple logarithmic transformation T log(xI) = ln(1 + ILV(xI)·(e− 1)) for
ILV with response values normalized between 0 and 1.

Following the idea of capturing features of diverse spatial extent in a
scale space [164, 165, 166], multi-scale LV images are generated using lo-
cal windows of different sizes and extract homogeneity information at all
relevant scales. For a selected scale s, a centered Gaussian kernel with
the variance σ2 = (2s)2 is truncated on a local window W of the size
(6·2s + 1)×(6·2s + 1) and used for conducting LV analysis at each pixel
position. To preserve homogeneous regions detected at different scales,
they are cumulatively merged into the LV images at lower scales. Starting
from the coarsest scale N , the corresponding LV image ILV,N is obtained
using Eq. 5.6 or 5.2 and undergoes post-processing steps. After further
conducting LV analysis at the next lower scale (N −1), the corresponding
ILV,N - 1 is obtained by merging the temporary LV image with ILV,N and
only retaining the minimum LV response value for each pixel position:
ILV,N - 1(xI) = min(ILV,temporary(xI), ILV,N(xI)). This multi-scale filtering
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is repeated for each scale to maintain all homogeneous regions emerging at
higher scales. For the reader’s convenience, the algorithm for generating
multi-scale LV images is summarized in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Generating multi-scale LV images
Input: image I, the top level N .
Output: local variance images ILV,0, ILV,1, · · ·, ILV,N over scales 0 to N .

1: Set current scale parameter σ = 2N .
2: Get weighting factors w on local window W using truncated Gaussian

function and the scale parameter σ.
3: Compute LV image ILV,t from I using Eq. 5.6 or 5.2.
4: Perform post-processing on ILV,t.
5: Set ILV,N = ILV,t.
6: for s = (N − 1) to 0 do
7: Set current scale parameter σ = 2s.
8: Update w on new local window W determined by σ.
9: Compute LV image ILV,t from I using Eq. 5.6 or 5.2.

10: Perform post-processing on ILV,t.
11: for each pixel position xI in I do
12: Set ILV,s(xI) = min(ILV,t(xI), ILV,s + 1(xI)).
13: end for
14: end for

The multi-scale LV analysis can be combined with state-of-the-art image
segmentation algorithms and used as a pre-processing step for improving
segmentation performance. As demonstrated in Figure 5.9 (c), bound-
aries of PCB components are adequately strengthened in LV images and
reasonable segmentation results can thus be expected even merely using
an appropriate thresholding algorithm, which is more efficient than other
image partitioning techniques. Otsu [202] and Mean Shift clustering [146]
are the two most favorite adaptive thresholding algorithms. However, re-
garding the high variability of PCB images and the resulting unknown
distribution of LV response, Otsu is less suitable since it suffers from a se-
vere difficulty of requiring the predefined number of clusters. Mean Shift
clustering is therefore adopted for the purpose of splitting PCB images
into region candidates using a global binarization of edge pixels, where the
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logarithmic transformation of LV images significantly improves the reli-
ability of the local mode seeking through the equalization of the overall
distribution of LV response.

A well-known issue associated with the edge detection-based image seg-
mentation is the fragmentation of object boundaries, which leads to un-
closed contours and decreases the segmentation performance. A practical
solution to deal with this problem is first splitting images into superpixels
and then linking fragmented edge pixels using boundaries of generated
superpixels. Among a wide range of superpixel algorithms [150], Water-
shed [203] provides a straightforward image partitioning determined by
ridges of pixel values, which can be used as materials for linking contours
of components in LV images. To filter out irrelevant edge candidates, all
regions of ridges are localized and used as the mask for maintaining valid
superpixel boundaries, while regions of valleys are excluded. In general,
ridge detection is nontrivial and requires complex analysis [204,205,206].
Nevertheless, detecting regions of ridges can be achieved with the help of
the second-order directional derivative D2

vI
(ILV ∗G(σ)) of ILV:

D2
vI

(ILV ∗G(σ)) = DvI(DvI(ILV ∗G(σ))

= DvI(ILV ∗ (∂G(σ)
∂xI

· cos (θv) + ∂G(σ)
∂yI

· sin (θv))

= ILV ∗ (∂
2G(σ)
∂xI2

·cos 2(θv) + ∂2G(σ)
∂yI2

·sin 2(θv)

+ 2·∂
2G(σ)
∂xI·∂yI

· cos (θv)· sin (θv))

≈ 1
(ILV ∗ ∂G(σ)

∂xI
)2 + (ILV ∗ ∂G(σ)

∂yI
)2

(5.10)

·((ILV ∗
∂2G(σ)
∂xI2

)·(ILV ∗
∂G(σ)
∂xI

)2

+ 2·(ILV ∗
∂2G(σ)
∂xI·∂yI

)·(ILV ∗
∂G(σ)
∂xI

)·(ILV ∗
∂G(σ)
∂yI

)

+ (ILV ∗
∂2G(σ)
∂yI2

)·(ILV ∗
∂G(σ)
∂yI

)2),

where the operator · between two images denotes the pixel-wise multi-
plication. Moreover, [cos (θv) sin (θv)]T defines the direction vector vI at
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each pixel of the gradient image ∇xIILV and

cos (θv) ≈
ILV ∗ ∂G(σ)

∂xI√
(ILV ∗ ∂G(σ)

∂xI
)2 + (ILV ∗ ∂G(σ)

∂yI
)2
,

sin (θv) ≈
ILV ∗ ∂G(σ)

∂yI√
(ILV ∗ ∂G(σ)

∂xI
)2 + (ILV ∗ ∂G(σ)

∂yI
)2
.

(5.11)

Any pixel xI resulting in D2
vI

(ILV ∗G(σ))(xI) < 0 is considered as lying in
a ridge region. In fact, the denominator of Eq. 5.10 is greater than or equal
to zero. Thus, only the numerator is required for determining the sign of
D2
vI

(ILV∗G(σ)). A further simplification of Eq. 5.10 is possible if only the
dominant horizontal and vertical directions of component boundaries are
considered after correcting the PCB orientation according to Section 4.1.2.
In this case, the sign of the LoG response on ILV is employed for detecting
regions of ridges.
Edge pixel candidates obtained through thresholding build in general nar-
row transition regions and emerge in the form other than true boundaries
typically of single-pixel width. This is problematic for general segmenta-
tion tasks, but sufficient for the purpose of localizing PCB components
since only comprehensive region proposals of sought objects are required,
where adequate overlapping areas between proposals and sought objects,
instead of precise segmentation, are necessary. For a rapid image splitting,
boundaries of transition regions as well as valid superpixel boundaries are
used and a thinning operation on the binary image with edge pixel can-
didates is thus omitted. The resulting contour pixels of a demo PCB
are visualized in Figure 5.9 (d). Apparently, edge transition regions of
the LV image in Figure 5.9 (c) give rise to narrow holes along the true
boundaries, which, however, do not have great impact on the localiza-
tion performance. As illustrated in Figure 5.9 (b), adequate high-quality
proposals are obtained through the LV-based image segmentation.

5.2.2.2 Bounding-box regression

As natural consequences of the multi-scale segmentation, two issues can
be observed in Figure 5.9 (b): most proposals are not exactly covering
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(a) original image (b) all positive proposals

(c) local variance at scale 2 (d) boundaries at scale 2

Figure 5.9: Positive proposals arising from the LV-based image segmen-
tation. The color shift of the bounding boxes from green to red indicates
a decline in the localization accuracy.

the underlying components and many components are repeatedly local-
ized across different scales, which leads to a great number of redundant
proposals. These problems exist widely in computer vision applications
if candidate localization and object recognition are realized in two suc-
cessive steps. So far, region regression of bounding boxes followed by a
Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) of proposals has been considered as
the most practical solution and demonstrated satisfactory performance in
general object detection [162] as well as in text spotting [207]. Noticeably,
reliable bounding-box regression has been always achieved with the help
of DL, especially in the form of CNNs, which is expected to provide a
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(a) IoU = 0.547 (b) IoU = 0.736 (c) IoU = 0.814 (d) IoU = 0.959

Figure 5.10: Iterative bounding-box regression from left to right. The
predicted bounding box in yellow solid lines converges to the ground truth
in green dashed lines with increased number of iterations.

significant boost to the quality of the analysis on PCB components. A
brief depiction of the bounding-box regression and the resulting perfor-
mance improvement are best visualized with the help of the images in
Figure 5.10, where IoU denotes the Intersection-over-Union score.

The most straightforward implementation of bounding-box regression for
improving localization accuracy is adopting features arising from interme-
diate layers of CNNs and feeding them into a linear model for predicting
the position and size of the underlying object in the current bounding box.
Since only those region proposals containing sought objects are of inter-
est and undergo a categorization/classification step for object recognition
purpose later, an additional training of CNN models is usually unnec-
essary. Pre-trained classification models from the same dataset or from
datasets of the same domain can be directly used for extracting the rele-
vant features [162]. If the generation of adequate high-quality proposals
is infeasible and an accurate localization is best achievable through re-
gion regression of low-quality proposals, more specific CNNs models with
adapted architectures become essential, which are explicitly trained on ap-
propriate datasets. However, all of these applied CNNs are closely related
to the architectures primarily designed for solving classification problems.
How to incorporate layers in CNNs and how to utilize extracted deep
features in the sense of region regression are still open questions.

After a close review of the existing architectures and regarding the special
properties of DL, a novel architecture arising from a straightforward but
very effective extension to state-of-the-art CNNs is proposed for signifi-
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cantly improving region regression performance. In consideration of the
fact that the deep features and their response maps from lower levels are
reused in the final prediction stage, the resulting new CNN is referred
to as Convolutional Neural Network With Recycled Deep Features (CNN-
WRDF) in this thesis. A preliminary description of CNN-WRDF has
been previously published in an electronic preprint [9].

To better understand the idea behind a CNN-WRDF, some fundamen-
tals of CNNs are introduced first. In the case of BoVW, as described in
Section 5.2.1.2 and visualized in Figure 5.5, manually engineered features
are extracted at dense spatial sampling positions and globally pooled to
build feature vectors fed into classifiers. Nevertheless, two severe limita-
tions exist in such a classification paradigm: less generalizable learning
due to expertise and heuristic-driven feature design, and omitted spa-
tial information. To solve these problems in a unified framework, the
primary form of CNNs had been proposed in [208] with the name Neocog-
nitron. Rather than applying handcrafted features through transforming
raw data (e.g. speech signals, images, videos) using a manually defined
representation mechanism, the neural networks are self-organized and au-
tomatically learn the most distinctive features from extensive samples
shown during training. Another important improvement in comparison
to conventional machine-learning models is the convolution-based multi-
layer/multi-module architecture. The convolution operation does not only
lead to the most dense sampling of features, but also, in combination with
the multi-layer structure, to a translation-invariant recognition of the un-
derlying stimuli patterns, while the spatial arrangement of hierarchical
features in this bottom-top structure is further maintained. This idea is
best clarified with the help of Figure 5.11. For each Convolutional (Conv)
layer, a nonlinear activation always follows the convolution operation.

A key aspect for achieving successes with CNNs is the selection of an
adequate “depth” for neural networks. In general, responses to elementary
features in the form of edges and texture emerge in the feature maps
extracted at low levels of CNNs. At higher levels close to the top and
with reduced spatial resolution, composed features representing motifs
and discriminative parts become dominant. The most indicative features
for identifying semantic objects are presented at the top level and usually
only maintain very coarse spatial information. With the help of reasoning
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Figure 5.11: Design of CNNs. After multi-layer convolution using the
weights shared across neurons of the same layers, the receptive field of
the neuron in the top layer (level IV) covers the whole input data. Thus,
independent of the position of the sought stimuli pattern in raw data, a
corresponding firing of the top neuron is always observed. Since neurons
in each layer have a limited “field of view” on the data from its bottom
layer, the spatial arrangement of hierarchical features is also maintained.
Moreover, small variations in the relative feature position at lower levels
are well compensated through the spatial pooling at higher levels and
less model parameters are required as the data dimensions are reduced
through the simultaneous spatial down-sampling. A further reduction of
model parameters can be achieved if greater convolution kernels in (a) are
replaced by smaller kernels in (b). For instance, to retain the same “field
of view” as in the case of 5 × 5 convolution kernel with 25 parameters,
two 3× 3 convolution kernels resulting in 3× 3× 2 = 18 parameters can
be applied and give rise to an additional intermediate layer. For a more
clear depiction, all bias parameters are omitted in the diagrams.

layers, e.g. Fully Connected (FC) layers, stacked on the top of Conv layers,
classification or regression results can be typically obtained.
As stated in [140], only in combination with feasible training methods,
especially with stochastic gradient descent-based back-propagation [209],
CNNs can provide an end-to-end solution for solving practical problems.
In fact, the back-propagation procedure is straightforward when applied
for training feed-forward neural networks. The gradient of the cost func-
tion (defining the training objective) with respect to the weights between
or in layers can be easily derived using the chain product of derivatives
computed from single layers above the corresponding layer and the deriva-
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Chapter 5. General 2D information-based analysis of components

tive of the next layer’s input with respect to the weights. Benefiting from
the latest development in parallel computing using Graphics Processing
Units (GPU), from the simple but effective Rectified Linear Units (Re-
LUs) [140] for generating non-liner neuron activation, as well as from
the Dropout regularization in training and from the virtual augmentation
of sample data variations [210], very deep CNNs have been enabled to
bring remarkable improvement in accomplishing many computer vision
tasks [158,162,210,211,212].
In state-of-art CNN architectures for the purpose of region regression,
only the topmost feature maps from the embedded bottom-top and fine-
coarse feature hierarchy are directly forwarded to the reasoning layers,
while the feature maps from lower levels with more accurate spatial infor-
mation are dismissed. Although those high-level semantic features lead
to reliable prediction results, a precise localization is however sacrificed
due to two reasons: localization accuracy traded off for reliable feature
detection at the top level despite of small variations in the relative fea-
ture position at lower levels and the strongly down-sampled feature maps.
To better predict the position of the underlying objects in local regions,
state-of-the-art CNNs need to explicitly learn a huge number of high-level
appearance features encoding the corresponding position information of
objects, which are in general non-centered, partially missing, rotated or
in a combined form of these factors in cropped images. Even when the
required learning is supported by very complex architectures and highly
comprehensive training data, the trained models also have difficulties in
generalizing region regression on test images not exactly aligned to train-
ing samples since variations in appearance are only sampled by the learned
parameters in the top Conv layer, where a linear relationship between the
resulting responses in the top feature maps and the sought object position
is hardly available. Regarding these facts, a reuse of the deep features and
their response maps from lower levels becomes desirable.
To utilize these additional feature maps with embedded spatial informa-
tion without significantly altering the well-established architecture for ef-
fective feature extraction, feature responses obtained in the topmost lay-
ers of all levels are simultaneously forwarded to the first FC layer. This
gives rise to the novel architecture CNN-WRDF recycling deep features
and their response maps from low levels, which is a generic extension to
state-of-the-art CNNs. This combination also has its origin in the nature
perception mechanism: low-level features, e.g. edges and discriminative
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Figure 5.12: CNN architectures for bounding-box regression. Note that
the only feed-forward connection marked with a red arrow from the top
layer in the state-of-the-art CNN is replaced by parallel feed-forward iden-
tity shortcuts marked with green arrows from the top layers of all levels.

parts, are commonly required for determining the accurate position, ori-
entation and dimensions of a recognized object. A comparison between a
state-of-the-art region-regression CNN and its straightforward extension
in the sense of CNN-WRDF is presented in Figure 5.13. In the reasoning
layers of a CNN-WRDF, low-level features are correspondingly activated
by high-level features for characterizing spatial appearance of the under-
lying object with a higher resolution. Moreover, combinations of low-level
features, e.g. corners of a rectangular PCB component, often result in
linear models for predicting the sought bounding box and therefore lead
to more generalized region regression.
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The realized architecture in Figure 5.12 is similar to some advanced vari-
ants of CNNs [212, 213, 214, 215]. However, there are indeed essential
differences in the core focuses of these network architectures. In Residual
CNNs (Residual CNNs) [212, 213], repeated identity shortcuts between
Conv layers are used to forward input data of Conv layer blocks to their
output and build, together with the feature maps at the top of the current
block, the input to the next layer. By this means, layer blocks are forced
to learn residual representations of the expected input to deeper layers.
For very deep neural networks aiming at gaining extra performance boost
through significantly increased depth, the associated training becomes
more feasible since the forwarded input data provide a reference for the pa-
rameter learning, which addresses the degradation problem of deep CNNs
in comparison to shallower networks. As extended Fully Convolutional
Networks (FCNs) [214], U-Net CNNs (U-Net CNNs) [215] for the image
segmentation purpose have a more intrinsic connection to CNN-WRDF.
To achieve a pixel-wise classification of image elements, it is necessary
to generate a full-resolution output map from the most abstracted con-
text information in the top Conv layer of conventional CNNs. Rather
than directly working on the top coarse feature maps with inadequate
spatial information, more reasonable segmentation performance can be
expected if labels of image pixels are determined by combining the coarse
context information with the fine low-level representations, which is quite
similar to the basic idea of CNN-WRDF. In U-Net CNNs, feature maps
extracted at each level of the bottom half of networks are forwarded to the
symmetric position in the top half, where they are concatenated to the
up-sampled output maps from the next abstracted level along the feature
dimension (channels). Subsequently, the corresponding output maps of
this level are generated through several successive convolution operations
on these combined feature maps. As a result of this down-up-down sam-
pling sequence, full-resolution maps are obtained at the bottom and at the
top of networks, while the middle feature maps are with the most coarse
spatial resolution. The major difference of CNN-WRDF in comparison
to FCNs and U-Net CNNs is the reuse of low-level features as auxiliary
information for better localization, while in segmentation high-level rep-
resentations are auxiliary information for improving the classification rate
of pixels associated with low-level feature maps.

To realize an adequate depth for neural networks running on mainstream
GPU devices with limited memory capacities, considerations need to be
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made in determining the size of cropped images at the bottom of region-
regression CNNs. Since dense fine structures exist on PCB components,
region proposals of the size 128×128 are used for bounding-box regression
on PCB images and the widely used CNN bottom image size 227 × 227
established in [210] or 224× 224 in [211] for general classification purpose
is not adopted. Instead of sparse spatial sampling using great convolu-
tional kernels of the size 7 × 7 after the input layer, fine features are
densely sampled using small convolutional kernels of the size 3 × 3. Re-
garding the desired “field of view” of neurons in the topmost Conv layer,
CNNs for bounding-box regression are organized in four levels with four
down-sampling layers, so that the entire region proposal is in the recep-
tive fields of those neurons. A demonstrative CNN-WRDF with forward
identity shortcuts is depicted in Figure 5.13 for a better understanding.
As suggested in [216] with the concept of Network in Network (NIN), each
3 × 3 Conv layer is followed by a 1 × 1 Conv layer to build a micro net-
work, in which the 1 × 1 convolution merely realizes an inter-feature (or
inter-channel) permutation in the third dimension of intermediate data
and strengthens the ability to approximate arbitrary nonlinear feature
functions in combination with the ReLUs. Another important consid-
eration in designing CNNs is the increased number of feature maps (or
channels) along with increasing levels. This relies on the observation of
limited fundamental features and the dramatically increased diversity of
high-level representations. To reflect this fact in CNNs, feature numbers
at the third and fourth levels are substantially enlarged to capture the
high variability of semantic context extracted through top Conv layers.

Besides the basic architecture illustrated in Figure 5.13, further variants
of CNN-WRDF with appropriate extensions are also investigated for im-
proving the performance of bounding-box regression. A first practical
extension can be realized by appending additional 1 × 1 convolutional
and ReLUs layers to each micro network to increase the nonlinearity of
features. Another network variant arises as the multi-purpose-learning
problem of the recycled features is tackled. In the basic architectures,
features from lower levels are employed for both constructing more com-
plex representations at higher levels and describing detailed spatial ap-
pearance of the underlying object. There could be a conflict between
these two different objectives and compromised features might be learned
due to the competition in back-propagation. To enable a decoupling of
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Figure 5.13: A simple example of CNN-WRDF. Each convolutional layer
(denoted by conv) is followed by rectified linear units. At some layers,
sparse sampling or pooling is performed according to the given stride
(step size) X, which is denoted by SX in the figure above. The normalized
2D coordinates of the top left and bottom right corners of the predicted
bounding box are collected at the top of the network. The red rectangle
is used to visualize the predicted bounding box of the transistor.

these two objectives in parameter learning, additional Conv layers can be
inserted in the forward shortcuts from low-level feature maps to the first
FC layer. This extension leads to new localization features exhibiting a
weaker correlation with those features forwarded to higher Conv layers.
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Considering the decreased reliability of features arising from lower levels,
additional regularization can also be integrated into the shortcut paths.
In contrast to semantic context, low-level features are sensitive to small
variations in images, e.g. illumination, contrast, noise, orientation, occlu-
sion, etc. Consequently, if regression decisions made in FC layers mainly
rely on the existence of such unstable features, a decline in the quality
of the predicted bounding boxes might be observed. Thus, towards a
more reliable prediction, the dropout strategy should be applied, where
a random portion of feature responses are set to zeros in each training
iteration. The positive impact resulting from this regularization is two-
fold: the importance of stable semantic representations is increased and
strongly redundant instead of single or few low-level features are employed
for activating corresponding neurons in the first FC layer, which are less
sensitive to disturbances. Constrained by the reasoning FC layers, the
input region proposals must be warped to a fixed size of 128× 128. This
image transformation can significantly change the original aspect ratios
of objects and give rise to additional ambiguities between distorted ap-
pearances. An economic solution is to introduce the original region size
into networks and feed it to one of the FC layers. Through this slight
feature augmentation, conditioned decisions regarding the original shape
information become possible and result in more accurate predictions. It
should be emphasized that these additional extensions make CNN-WRDF
more differentiable from FCNs and U-Net CNNs.

One of the most important aspects in machine learning is the definition of
an appropriate objective function, which governs the success of the back-
propagation procedure and the quality of the trained model. Consider-
ing the limited size of the training data and the strongly unbalanced in-
stance numbers of different classes (as listed in Table A.2), a class-agnostic
bounding-box regression is conducted on PCB images. More specifically,
the region-regression CNN generates a unique prediction bp of the true
bounding box bt for the object found in the current region proposal b, in-
stead of generating K predictions for all K possible classes of components.
Therefore, the very natural objective function would provide a quantita-
tive measure of the misalignment between bp and bt, which results in an
increased loss value as these two bounding boxes are less aligned. A plau-
sible realization of the desired objective function is the mean squared Eu-
clidean distance between corresponding vertices of bounding boxes. Let
[xul, yul]T and [xlr, ylr]T denote the upper-left and lower-right vertices
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of b, respectively, the region proposal b is mathematically expressed as
[xul, yul, xlr, ylr]T. After applying the same model for bp and bt with
bp = [xul,p, yul,p, xlr,p, ylr,p]T and bt = [xul,t, yul,t, xlr,t, ylr,t]T, the loss
value of the objective function is obtained as the mean squared Euclidean
distance between the two upper-left as well as between the two lower-
right vertices of bp and bt. However, from a practical point of view, this
absolute loss value could lead to inconveniences in training since a wide
value range arises from the absolute vertex distance. To fit the distribu-
tion of the loss value closer to the χ2 distribution comprising independent
squared standard normal variables with zero mean and unit variance,
for which practical training techniques and parameter configurations are
well-established, bp and bt must undergo a uniform value normalization
as a pre-processing step. Let b̃p and b̃t denote the predicted and true
bounding boxes after normalization, respectively, their model parameters
[x̃ul,p, ỹul,p, x̃lr,p, ỹlr,p]T and [x̃ul,t, ỹul,t, x̃lr,t, ỹlr,t]T are obtained using
the following equations:

x̃ul/lr,p/t =
2·xul/lr,p/t − (xul + xlr)

2·(xlr − xul)
,

ỹul/lr,p/t =
2·yul/lr,p/t − (yul + ylr)

2·(ylr − yul)
.

(5.12)

The normalized loss value Eloss of the objective function is thus

Eloss = 1
2·N ·

N∑
n=1
‖b̃n,p − b̃n,t‖22, (5.13)

where n denotes the n-th of in total N samples used in a learning itera-
tion. Once b̃p has been predicted through the region-regression CNN, the
absolute bounding box bp can be restored according to

xul/lr,p = x̃ul/lr,p·(xlr − xul) + xul + xlr
2 ,

yul/lr,p = ỹul/lr,p·(ylr − yul) + yul + ylr
2 .

(5.14)

Even when applying the adjusted architecture of CNNs and using the
normalized objective function, the desired bounding-box regression may
still fail. The reason can be best clarified with the help of the image in
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(a) aug. size 0 (b) aug. size 1 (c) aug. size 2 (d) aug. size 4

Figure 5.14: Augmentation of a region proposal. The augmentation size
is normalized with respect to the area of the original region proposal.

Figure 5.14 (a). For such a region proposal without visible peripheral re-
gions of the central component, it is difficult to determine if it is an object
of interest and to what extent the corresponding bounding box should be
expanded. As demonstrated in Figure 5.14 (b) and (c), these ambiguities
are removed as soon as this region proposal has been appropriately aug-
mented. If the proposal is over augmented as Figure 5.14 (d), the desired
region regression becomes less feasible as neighboring components also
emerge in the image and may prevent the bounding box from converging
onto the central component. Selecting an appropriate augmentation size
is thus necessary and needs to be investigated later in evaluation.

5.2.2.3 Region merging and validation

A dramatic side effect of the diversification-driven (Section 5.2.1.1) and
the multi-level LV analysis-based (Section 5.2.2.1) proposal generation
are multiply localized PCB components. As a result, redundant pro-
posals of the same objects are presented. This undesired effect cannot
be well suppressed in the case of the combinatory localization approach
in Section 5.2.1, regarding the strongly differentiated proposals emerg-
ing from diverse algorithms, scales and parameter settings, as well as the
conventional features and classifiers with limited discrimination power.
On the contrary, this issue can be solved in an elegant fashion using the
framework of the compact approach. After bounding-box regression, as
demonstrated in Figure 5.10, proposals of the same objects converge to
very similar bounding boxes, among which only slight differentiation is
observed. Consequently, these spatially strongly overlapping bounding
boxes can be merged through an NMS operation with respect to an ap-
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propriately defined quality measure of region proposals. If the regression
model is merely trained using positive samples, region proposals exhibit-
ing adequate overlap with ground-truth objects are expected to move to
and remain on the underlying components, while the remaining negative
proposals will probably concentrate on certain subregions of background.
Therefore, transitional proposals between sought objects and false alarms
can be significantly reduced and margins between positive and negative
proposals are correspondingly enlarged. This has very positive impact
on the subsequent validation of regressed region proposals, where false
alarms are rejected with the help of a pre-trained binary classifier.

In case of given ground-truth bounding boxes, the preferred quality mea-
sure for guiding NMS-based region merging is the Intersection-over-Union
(IoU) score. For a region proposal bp and the underlying true bounding
box bt, the corresponding IoU score is defined as

IoU = bp
⋂
bt

bp
⋃
bt
, (5.15)

where
⋂

denotes the area of overlap between two regions and
⋃

denotes
the area of union. For two predicted bounding boxes with significant
overlap, the one with lower IoU score is removed, while the other survives
as the merged region proposal. In practical localization without ground-
truth data, a synthesized IoU score, i.e. the Post-regression-overlapping-
Pre-regression (PoP) score [9], can be used in NMS. Formally, the PoP
score is expressed as

PoP = bp
⋂
b

bp
⋃
b
, (5.16)

where b and bp denote the region proposals before and after bounding-
box regression, respectively. It is assumed that region proposals close to
sought objects converge to ground-truth bounding boxes and the resulting
better overlap with sought objects improves the localization accuracy af-
ter region regression. Therefore, it is a plausible assertion that higher PoP
score indicates a better original proposal b and thus a more accurately
predicted bounding box bp. Moreover, if region proposals are insuffi-
cient for localizing the underlying components or located completely on
background, significant changes can usually be observed between bound-
ing boxes before and after region regression since the predictions diverge
from the original proposals and seek more reasonable regions. Through an
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iterative bounding-box regression, these changes become more traceable
and the PoP score can even be used for effectively rejecting false alarms.

Although bounding-box regression leads to a reduced diversity of the
remaining region proposals, it is still non-trivial to select appropriate
features and classifiers for distinguishing components from disturbances,
which arise from highly complex background of PCB images. Considering
the recent successes of DL in complicated classification tasks [140,210] and
the efficiency of CNNs, a binary CNN classifier is trained for conducting
the final validation step and only retaining the true region proposals for
the subsequent component categorization.

5.3 Categorization

In the categorization step of the overall detection, objects localized through
the validated bounding boxes are to be classified into corresponding cat-
egories of PCB components. After bounding-box regression and cancella-
tion of false alarms, the remaining objects exhibit, on contrary to the orig-
inal region proposals, only limited variations in shape, color and texture,
while the variation in size is compensated by warping cropped images to
a fixed size. Regarding the reduced complexity of the categorization task
and the resulting decline in number of distinct training samples, conven-
tional features and classifiers may become superior to DL. To investigate
the performance of diverse classification methods and to determine the op-
timal solution for PCB components, a comprehensive evaluation has been
conducted in a Master’s thesis [217]. To provide a structured view of this
performance investigation, all involved features, fundamental classifiers
and advanced learning methods are listed in Appendix C.

5.4 Evaluation

Due to the different objectives of localization and categorization, these two
steps in analyzing general PCB components have been evaluated on cor-
responding datasets using individual performance measures. To provide a
better overview of the obtained evaluation results, these two consecutive
evaluation procedures follow a sequential presentation in this section.
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Figure 5.15: Geometric augmentation of localization data for training
regression and validation models. Starting from the leftmost image, accu-
mulated images undergo successive transformations: a reflection about the
vertical axis, a clockwise rotation by 90◦ and another clockwise rotation
by 180◦. After each transformation, the number of images is doubled.

5.4.1 Localization

5.4.1.1 Data and performance measures

As described in Section 5.2, the combinatory and compact localization
approaches strongly rely on machine-learning methods, where extensive
training data are required. However, the available dataset “PCB Gen-
eral” is of a limited size and inadequate for training the desired models
for bounding-box regression and proposal validation. To deal with this
problem, all available training data have been first augmented using three
complementary strategies, which can effectively result in substantially en-
larged datasets of sufficient differentiation.

Although the sought components in images of the dataset remain the
same, different algorithms for generating region proposals result generally
in different candidates. This diversity arising from multiple proposing
algorithms can be utilized and realizes an effective training data augmen-
tation. A further data augmentation strategy relies on the variation in the
region size inspired by the consideration depicted in Figure 5.14. Regard-
ing the symmetric structures commonly observed on PCB components,
another data augmentation through geometric transformations is also ap-
plied. A detailed illustration of the employed geometric transformations
is presented in Figure 5.15. This augmentation is able to generalize re-
gression and validation models since possible variations in the orientation
of components are introduced into the training processes.

Following the widely adopted protocols [153, 155] for assessing the per-
formance of object detection, the IoU score is employed for quantifying
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the quality of localized regions proposals. Moreover, true proposals are
distinguished from false alarms using the threshold IoU = 0.5. Conse-
quently, the performance measures precision, recall and F-score defined
in Eq. 4.6 can be applied on the binarized region proposals. Similar to the
measure Area under the Receiver-Operating-Characteristic Curve (AUC)
for a global assessment of the discrimination power for distinguishing be-
tween positive and negative samples, the Average Precision (AP) measure
is applied for assessing localization results, where its value is computed as
the area under the Precision-Recall Curve (PRC). This measure is better
suited in the sense of detection: only sought objects are of interest and the
true negative proposals are not uniquely defined for employed proposing
methods. A further consideration about the multiply localized PCB com-
ponents emerging from the diversification-driven proposal generation is
necessary since the common one-to-one matching between proposals and
ground-truth objects omits redundant true region proposals. Bearing this
in mind, additional measures N-to-one precision (N -precision) and N-to-
one F-score (N -F-score) are introduced, where the matching between N
true proposals and a single ground-truth object is allowed. Apparently,
these measures give a better view of the quality of the overall propos-
als arising from diverse sources, e.g. multiple pixel-grouping algorithms,
multiple scales, etc.

5.4.1.2 Combinatory approach

To determine the best combination between multiple algorithms, scales
and parameter settings for the diversification-driven proposal generation,
comparisons between variations in each of the four aspects have been
conducted at first. Originally, there were in total six pixel-grouping algo-
rithms considered: Active Contours, Graph Cuts, Efficient Graph, Mean
Shift, CTM and TBES. An optional analysis algorithm for background
estimation is also available and is expected to result in improved segmen-
tation results. Through a preliminary qualitative evaluation, it has been
confirmed that Active Contours, CTM and TBES are far from suited for
the proposal generation in PCB images due to their extremely high com-
putational burden and difficulties in simultaneously segmenting small and
huge components from background. Therefore, only Graph Cuts, Efficient
Graph and Mean Shift as well as the background estimation algorithm are
available for further investigation. A joint evaluation of these four algo-
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algorithm Graph Cuts Efficient Graph Mean Shift
background est. − + − + − +
N -precision 0.076 0.178 0.069 0.163 0.022 0.049
recall 0.441 0.620 0.454 0.709 0.401 0.411

Table 5.1: Performance of single pixel-grouping algorithms. Symbols
+ and − indicate the pixel grouping algorithms with and without back-
ground estimation, respectively.

rithms is summarized in Table 5.1 for a better overview. Apparently, the
additional background estimation leads to an overall improvement of lo-
calization results. It is thus considered as a necessary pre-processing step
for all following evaluation procedures of the combinatory approach.

The first investigation of the diversification strategy is conducted with
respect to the configurations of scale and parameter setting. As listed
in Table 5.2, single and multiple configurations are applied for these two
factors alternatively. Instead of N -precision, the average number of pro-
posals per image is considered and quantifies the resulting computational
burden for the proposal validation step. From the viewpoint of efficiency,
Graph Cuts using single scale and multiple parameter settings is preferred
due to the lower number of proposals. If a more comprehensive localiza-

algorithm configurations recall #(proposals)
single multiple per image

Graph Cuts scale parameters 0.711 159
parameter scales 0.673 156

Efficient Graph scale parameters 0.871 649
parameter scales 0.887 660

Mean Shift scale parameters 0.623 3 839
parameter scales 0.649 3 342

Table 5.2: Performance of single pixel-grouping algorithms using differ-
ent configurations of scale and parameter setting.
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algorithm combination
Graph Cuts × × ×
Efficient Graph × × ×
Mean Shift × × ×

recall 0.739 0.904 0.734 0.911 0.853 0.906

Table 5.3: Performance of combined pixel-grouping algorithms using
multiple scales and parameter settings.

tion of components is required, Efficient Graph using single parameter
setting and multiple scales is best suited for the highest recall value.

For the continued investigation of the diversification strategy, single pixel-
grouping algorithms using multiple scales and parameter settings are com-
bined with each other. This evaluation also reveals the power of di-
verse pixel-grouping algorithms since all possible proposals are exploited
through the comprehensive combinations between scales and parameter
settings. It is noticeable that no significant improvement can be observed
in Table 5.3 after further increasing the diversity in configuration and al-
gorithm. As the combination with the best trade-off between efficiency
and proposal generation, Efficient Graph using single parameter setting
and multiple scales in Table 5.2 is further employed for the following eval-
uation of region validation. There are in total 28 731 region proposals to
be validated, which comprise 3 890 positive and 24 841 negative samples.
After an appropriate data augmentation and a subsequent NMS opera-
tion on false alarms, 61 608 region proposals consisting of 27 296 positive
and 34 312 negative samples are available for training the corresponding
region validation classifiers.

As stated in Section 5.2.1.2, HOG and BoVW features are combined with
RF and SVM classifiers for the purpose of distinguishing between true
and false region proposals. Although FV features may lead to better
classification performance than BoVW features [182], they are however
unsuited for the associated training processes due to the resulting high
dimensional feature vectors and the huge data size, as well as the long
processing time. Therefore, they are excluded from this validation step
and only adopted for the purpose of categorizing PCB components after
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localizing objects of interest, where the number of test samples is substan-
tially reduced and the computational burden becomes more affordable. To
isolate the training and test processes, all 31 images in the dataset “PCB
General” are divided into five subsets of similar sizes (six or seven images
in each subset), on which a fold-wise cross-validation is performed: each
subset is used for testing the classifier trained on the data formed by the
other four subsets and the average classification performance is consid-
ered as the final performance measure. Regarding the objective of object
localization, N -F-score is used as the quality measure of the trained mod-
els and governs the optimization of classifiers, where a high recall value
is enforced by setting β in Eq. 4.6 to 2 during training and to 1 during
test. If not stated otherwise, N -precision, recall and N -F-score are always
evaluated on the original region proposals for computational convenience,
where recall = 1 means the correct classification of all true region pro-
posals in the localization data. To characterize the significance of the
obtained classification results with respect to random guessing, Correct
Classification Rate (CCR) is also provided and it should take the value 0.5
for binary classification results arising from the random guessing based on
the uniform distribution:

CCR = #({x|ŷ(x) = y(x)})∑C
c=1 #({x|ŷ(x) = c})

, (5.17)

where ŷ(x) and y(x) denote the predicted and the ground-truth class
label of the test sample represented by the feature vector x, respectively.
Moreover, the class label c denotes the c-th of all C classes.

As a result of the dense grid structure for extracting HOG features and
the large vocabulary size of BoVW models for achieving the desired dis-
crimination power, the obtained representations of region proposals are
high-dimensional feature vectors and lead to difficulties in training vali-
dation models. To reduce the dimensions of feature data while preserving
the most information, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied
which transforms the feature data into a low-dimensional space spanned
by their principal components representing the major variability. Differ-
ent numbers of principal components have been evaluated individually.
40 as the lower boundary for reasonable classification performance and
200 as the upper boundary for significant performance improvement are
selected for demonstrating the influence of dimensionality reduction.
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In Table 5.4, the quality of RF classifiers trained using different features
and optimization options is summarized. In comparison to HOG features,
BoVW features provide a significant performance boost for all models aris-
ing from different optimization processes. For both feature groups, the
performance variation is limited as the dimension of the feature vectors
varies. This confirms the appropriate application of PCA for dimensional-
ity reduction. In training classification models, superior performance can
in general be expected if the model optimization is conducted on sepa-
rated training and test datasets, due to the less biased evaluation results
with respect to the training samples. However, this effect is not observed
in the case of RF classifiers, no matter if the models during optimization
are validated on separated test data or on the same training data. This
in fact reflects the most favorable property of RFs: they are resistant to
overfitting, which is a consequence of using the Bagging algorithm and
the random subspace method in ensemble learning. To determine the
two most important model parameters, the number of DTrees and the
dimension of the subspaces considered for decision splits, a parameter op-
timization is realized with the help of a grid search on coarse samples
or the fine-tuning genetic algorithm (GA). It is interesting to note that
both algorithms lead to very similar classification results. Thus, a rough
parameter tuning using the grid search is sufficient for optimizing RFs,
which is in general less time consuming than a fine-tuning optimization.

Similar to the case of RF classifiers, the region validation performance of
SVM classifiers is also evaluated with respect to different features and op-
timization options. An overview of the evaluation results is presented in
Table 5.5. It should be emphasized that all SVM classifiers are using ra-
dial kernel functions as linear SVMs were found uncompetitive compared
with nonlinear variants through a preliminary test. Again, BoVW features
lead to substantially improved classification performance in comparison to
HOG features. Although N -F-score becomes less stable if the dimension
of feature vectors varies, the overall performance variations still remain
insignificant if the cross-validation is involved. The most noticeable differ-
ence to Table 5.4 is the great impact of the cross-validation-based training
on the quality of trained SVM models. If training and validation data are
the same during model optimization, the resulting classification results are
often far from reasonable. Thus, cross-validation procedures are essential
for optimizing SVM classifiers properly and can avoid possible overfitting.
In case of a clean separation between training and validation data, a rough
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grid search and a fine parameter tuning lead to comparable region vali-
dation results, where slightly superior performance is observed for models
optimized through a grid search.

Since each true region proposal in localization data is considered as inde-
pendent from each other, the obtained recall and N -F-score values might
be different from the values obtained on ground-truth components in PCB
images, where each component is counted exactly only once. Bearing
this in mind, N -precision, recall and N -F-score are computed again on
the ground truth of the dataset “PCB General” . For the best region
validation classifier using the feature BoVW-200 and the SVM model
optimized through a grid search combined with cross-validation proce-
dures, the corresponding values of the three quality measures become
N -precision = 0.775, recall = 0.720 and N -F-score = 0.746. Finally,
to summarize the combinatory approach, the overall localization perfor-
mance after different stages is depicted in Figure 5.16 and the incremen-
tal improvement is best visualized. To suppress redundant region pro-
posals arising from multiply localized PCB components, an NMS opera-
tion is performed on all overlapping proposals with an IoU score more
than 0.5. The final one-to-one matching performance is obtained as
precision = 0.626, recall = 0.658 and F-score = 0.637. Apparently, the
combinatory approach is able to support a binary decision on the exis-
tence of sought objects according toN -to-one matching and a quantitative
analysis based on one-to-one matching is, however, less realistic.

5.4.1.3 Compact approach

As described in Section 5.2.2, the compact localization approach starts
with the LV-based segmentation, which generates comprehensive region
candidates of PCB components. To assess the performance of the pro-
posed segmentation algorithm, it is compared to state-of-the-art proposal
generation algorithms in terms of N -precision, recall and #(proposals)
per image, where the last two measures are more important since recall
determines the sensitivity of the localization to underlying objects and
#(proposals) per image is associated with computational burden, while
N -precision is dependent on the subsequent processing steps, viz. region
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Figure 5.16: Overall localization performance of the combinatory ap-
proach with incremental improvement after different steps.

regression, merging and validation, and can be substantially improved.
All results are summarized in Table 5.6 for a better overview.

First of all, LV analysis using Eq. 5.6 leads to more comprehensive region
proposals than using Eq. 5.4. This implies that an additional smoothing
of LV is unnecessary and homogeneity information is best captured by
comparing pixels in a local window with the pixel at the central position.
Among the four state-of-art algorithms, Selective Search is able to localize
the most components with a huge number of candidates, while Efficient
Graph results in the least number of candidates with good localization per-
formance. BING and Edge Boxes are unable to provide reasonable ratios
between recall and #(proposals) per image. To gain a deeper insight into
the potential of the proposed LV analysis, it is combined with different
segmentation algorithms for achieving the desired proposal generation.
If the proposed LV-based segmentation introduced in Section 5.2.2.1 is
applied, promising results are obtained. Moreover, this segmentation al-
gorithm does not rely on any parameters to be tuned and is thus an out-of-
the-box solution for localization tasks. In the case of Efficient Graph and
Selective Search-based segmentation, most components are localized using
only single color space, while the original algorithms require information
from multiple color spaces for achieving comparable results. This further
confirms the reliable localization performance arising from LV analysis
and the reduced dependence on parameter tuning. For further analysis,
region candidates are obtained by applying the adaptive thresholding on
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algorithm color
N -precision recall #(proposals)

space per image
BING single 0.005 0.248 3 074
Edge Boxes single 0.033 0.878 9 600

Efficient Graph single 0.110 0.835 1 399
multiple 0.055 0.962 5 136

Selective Search single 0.104 0.870 2 931
multiple 0.068 0.990 12 464

segmentation based single 0.047 0.836 2 283
on LV (Eq. 5.4) multiple 0.042 0.928 4 096
segmentation based single 0.053 0.897 2 617
on LV (Eq. 5.6) multiple 0.047 0.951 4 587
LV (Eq. 5.6) + single 0.045 0.964 5 367
Efficient Graph multiple 0.035 0.987 10 589
LV (Eq. 5.6) + single 0.079 0.959 3 990
Selective Search multiple 0.072 0.984 9 428

Table 5.6: Comparison between proposal generation algorithms.

LV images using single color space. This configuration provides less biased
evaluation results since no parameter tuning is adopted.

In the following evaluation procedures, images from the dataset “PCB
General” are divided into two sets: 25 images for training and the re-
maining six images for test. Due to the time-consuming data handling
and the extremely long training time of CNN models, a cross-validation
is discarded. To provide a fair comparison to the combinatory approach,
its region validation performance is evaluated again using this training-
test data configuration. To train models for bounding-box regression, all
region candidates with a IoU exceeding 0.5 with respect to an arbitrary
ground-truth object are considered. After an appropriate data augmen-
tation, there are in total 358 704 training samples available. To reduce
the variation in data values and to enable the general training rules (e.g.
learning rate decay, weight decay for the regularization purpose, etc.),
all training samples need to undergo the data standardization, where the
standardized pixel values at the same position have zero mean and are
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Figure 5.17: Test loss of different CNN architectures for bounding-box
regression. A comparison between state-of-the-art CNNs and the pro-
posed CNN-WRDF is depicted in (a). A further comparison for investi-
gating the performance of different model extensions to CNN-WRDF is
presented in (b).

normalized to have their standard deviation equal to one. It is worth
mentioning that the zero-mean pixel values at each position are realized
by subtracting their global mean value and the resulting global mean
image could introduce additional shape information since diverse PCB
components have different features localized at different positions in im-
ages.

Evaluation results of different bounding-box regression models are illus-
trated in Figure 5.17. The first comparison is between state-of-the-art
CNNs and the proposed CNNs-WRDF sharing the same major architec-
ture, as well as two basic model extensions: “s” and “d” denote additional
size information and randomly dropping out recycled features, respec-
tively. In Figure 5.17 (a), the most straightforward conclusion is that the
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proposed CNN architecture with recycled deep features is able to signifi-
cantly reduce test loss, as represented by the squared Euclidean distance
between the vertices of predicted and ground-truth bounding boxes, and
thus leads to improved localization accuracy. It is also interesting to see
that the additional size information (denoted as “CNN + s” and “CNN-
WRDF + ds”) further boosts the region regression performance. Further-
more, as predicted in Section 5.2.2.2, disabling a random fraction of the
recycled features (denoted as “CNN-WRDF + ds”) in each training itera-
tion enforces the use of redundant information and subsequently increases
the quality of the regressed bounding boxes. Nevertheless, if additional
feature drop out is applied in the standard CNN model (denoted as “CNN
+ ds”), the overall regression performance decreases substantially.

A further comparison depicted in Figure 5.17 (b) is conducted between
different extensions to the fundamental CNN-WRDF to better exploit the
potential of this novel architecture. Besides “s” and “d”, the additional
symbol “2” denotes the extension of micro networks into the original form
of NIN [216] with two successive 1×1 convolutional + ReLUs layer blocks,
while the other symbol “D” indicates CNNs-WRDF with the recycled
features decoupled from those features forwarded to deeper convolutional
layers. As confirmed through the evaluation results, the enhanced nonlin-
earity of extracted representations through the extended micro networks
(denoted as “CNN-WRDF + 2d”) alone does not improve the performance
of region regression models. Only in combination with the decoupling of
features (denoted as “CNN-WRDF + 2Dd”), the advantage of additional
1 × 1 convolutional + ReLUs layers is observed and comparable results
to “CNN-WRDF + ds” are achievable even without additional size in-
formation. As a reference model, the 50-layer ResNet [212] is trained
with an additional FC reasoning layer. However, the corresponding test
loss does not converge below 0.04 and no benefit is thus obtained using
much deeper networks. Aiming at a fair comparison, the first FC rea-
soning layer of the state-of-the-art CNN architecture “CNN + s” is also
augmented with additional neurons to compensate the additional con-
nections in CNNs-WRDF arising from the recycled feature maps. The
obtained new CNN has in total 443 588 608 connections in comparison to
the original CNN with 392 384 608 connections before the augmentation,
while the proposed “CNN-WRDF + ds” has in total 427 853 824 connec-
tions. However, simply increasing the complexity of the network does not
lead to better regression performance and the resulting test loss is very
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similar to the case without additional neurons. This further confirms the
advantage of the proposed CNN architecture. According to the compre-
hensive comparison presented above, the two networks “CNN-WRDF +
ds” and “CNN-WRDF + 2Dd” are found superior to other candidates
and should be adopted for improving the localization accuracy. Due to
its smaller model size, “CNN-WRDF + ds” is considered as the reference
model for further evaluation.

After conducting bounding-box regression on training data using differ-
ent region augmentation sizes and different iteration numbers, 0.3 and
5 are found as the best values for augmenting region proposals and for
obtaining converged bounding boxes, respectively. Larger augmentation
size leads to unstable regression performance and more iterations do not
provide significant further improvement. To demonstrate the power of the
proposed bounding-box regression, comparisons between original and pre-
dicted region proposals using different models are depicted in Figure 5.18.
For each ground-truth component, its best IoU score is computed on the
original (green bars) and on the predicted (blue bars) region proposals,
respectively. For any IoU score on the horizontal axis, all ground-truth
components with their best IoU score below this value are summed up
and the quantity of these ground-truth components is represented by the
height of the bar plotted at the corresponding position. For a better
comparison, all quantity values are normalized with respect to the total
number of ground-truth components and fall between 0.0 and 1.0. With
the help of the widely adopted threshold IoU = 0.5 for determining valid
proposals [153,155], it is clarified that the recall value after bounding-box
regression becomes very close to 1.000 (1.000−0.025 = 0.975 for the state-
of-the-art CNN and 1.000−0.008 = 0.992 for the proposed CNN-WRDF)
even when the original recall value was about 1.000− 0.103 = 0.897. Su-
perior regression performance is observed for the proposed CNN-WRDF
architecture and more than 40% of the sought objects have their best IoU
score over 0.9, while this value drops to less than 15% if the state-of-the-
art CNN architecture is adopted.

Before feeding the predicted bounding boxes to the final validation CNN,
most false alarms and redundant proposals can be canceled using the PoP
score combined with an NMS operation, where the PoP score is utilized
as the quality measure in merging spatially overlapping region proposals.
More specifically, all bounding boxes with a low PoP score are removed
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Figure 5.18: Improvement of the best IoU score through bounding-box
regression. In each of the above plots, ground-truth objects are cumula-
tively summed up over their best IoU score from 0.0 to 1.0. The dashed
vertical line in red marks the widely adopted threshold IoU = 0.5 for
determining valid proposals [153, 155]. The upper dashed horizontal line
in red marks the number of ground-truth objects for which there is no
valid region proposal found in the original bounding boxes. The lower red
line marks the corresponding value for the predicted bounding boxes after
region regression.

and all bounding boxes with significant overlap are merged according to
their PoP scores. To preserve the high recall value while substantially
reducing the number of candidates to be validated, PoP = 0.85 and IoU =
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0.6 are found as the best values on training data for canceling false alarms
and merging redundant bounding boxes.

For the purpose of region validation, the state-of-the-art and the proposed
CNN architecture are considered again. After applying the correspond-
ing classification models in validating remaining region proposals, the fi-
nal localization results are obtained. A comprehensive evaluation of the
compact localization approach is achieved by investigating diverse combi-
nations between proposal generation algorithms, bounding-box regression
models and region validation models. For a clear overview of the compar-
ison regarding the overall localization performance, some representative
combinations are selected for the comparative depiction in Figure 5.19.
The localization results obtained using the combinatory approach are also
visualized in these figures and are considered as the baseline solution. A
quantitative assessment of the obtained localization is achieved with the
help of the AP (average precision) and F-score.

As demonstrated in the precision-recall plots, the compact approach re-
sults generally in higher precision and recall values than the combinatory
approach and thus gives rise to higher AP and F-score values. Moreover,
the proposed architecture CNN-WRDF is superior to the state-of-the-art
CNN architecture in region regression, but not in region validation. This
effect is well explained through the mechanism of the proposed CNN archi-
tecture: the forwarded feature maps from lower levels should contribute to
the improvement in localization accuracy, while the discrimination power
of classification CNNs mainly depends on the quality of the top seman-
tic feature maps. As a reasonable consequence, no significant variation
can be observed in the region validation performance if the same major
architecture is shared between the employed CNN and CNN-WRDF clas-
sifiers. Besides precision-recall curves, F-score of different combinations is
also plotted over the underlying threshold of the confidence score, which
is used to distinguish true region proposals from false alarms in infer-
ence. Apparently, the margin between true and false region proposals is
enlarged in the case of the compact approach and the localization perfor-
mance becomes less sensitive to the selected threshold of the confidence
score. A straightforward comparison between different combinations is
presented in the last plot of Figure 5.19, where the AP and the maximum
F-score are employed as the performance measures. With AP = 0.704
and the maximum F-score = 0.715, the combinatory approach is unable
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Figure 5.19: Overall localization performance of the compact approach.

to provide comparable localization results to the compact approach. The
highest AP value is achieved by combining the LV-based thresholding with
the CNN-WRDF-based bounding-box regression as well as region valida-
tion, where AP = 0.915 and the maximum F-score = 0.882. If higher and
more stable F-score is required, the state-of-the-art CNN architecture
should be adopted for the region validation purpose, where AP = 0.903
and the maximum F-score = 0.895. Regarding the least number of pro-
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posals provided by Efficient Graph in Table 5.6 and the resulting good
localization performance (AP = 0.877 and the maximum F-score = 0.872)
using the compact approach, the alternative combination relying on Ef-
ficient Graph and CNN-WRDF is considerable if better efficiency is re-
quired. Although LV + Selective Search and LV + Efficient Graph lead
to higher recall values in Table 5.6, the simultaneously increased number
of proposals, however, triggers more false alarms on background regions
and thus decreases the overall localization performance. A visualization
of the final localization results is provided in Figure 5.20, where the re-
maining region proposals in a demo PCB image are marked with yellow
rectangles. A wide margin between sought components and disturbances
can be confirmed through the confidence score assigned to each proposal.

5.4.2 Categorization

5.4.2.1 Data and performance measures

As stated in Table A.2, there are in total 1 224 samples of PCB com-
ponents available in the dataset “PCB General” . Due to the bounding-
box regression in localization, region proposals arising from different al-
gorithms, scales and parameter configurations become very similar and
exhibit limited variability in shape, size, orientation, background, etc. As
a result, training classifiers for the intended categorization becomes hardly
feasible. To overcome this difficulty, all ground-truth samples have to un-
dergo a data augmentation process, which gives rise to a huge number of
new component images and thus supports the training of categorization
classifiers. Considering the characteristics of region proposals fed into
the categorization process, strategies other than those in the case of lo-
calization are employed to generate synthetic samples. With the help of
the ground-truth masks, all components are precisely separated from the
background in the original images and can be blended into any new back-
ground images, which are either synthetic or real. Additional rotation,
scaling and noise are then applied on the obtained synthetic images to
introduce further realistic variations. Some demo training samples origi-
nating from the same ground-truth component are depicted in Figure 5.21
for a better understanding. To avoid overfitting and to estimate the per-
formance of categorization classifiers in real application, each training
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Figure 5.20: Localization results on a demo PCB. Localized objects are
marked with their bounding boxes (in yellow) and a score falling between
0 and 1 is assigned to each object for quantifying the confidence of Local-
ization, where higher values for more confident results. Most PCB com-
ponents are accurately localized with high confidence, while false alarms
are associated with very low confidence values. A wide margin is thus
provided for separating sought objects from disturbances.

procedure is based on a cross-validation, where data are divided into ten
subsets according to the associated images and all tests are conducted
only on the original samples obtained through the localization process.
Usually, CCR is employed for assessing the quality of classification results
and quantifies the probability of correctly classifying objects into their
corresponding categories. This performance measure is best suited for
the case of balanced classes, where all classes are comparably significant
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.21: Synthetic samples for training categorization classifiers.
(a): original; (b): synthetic background; (c): synthetic background + ro-
tation; (d): synthetic background + noise; (e): real background + scaling;
(f): real background + scaling + rotation.

in the considered data and none of them is dominant. In the case of
“PCB General” , however, components from different categories are highly
unbalanced. For instance, there are in general many capacitors and, on
the contrary, only occasionally LEDs. As a result, the overall CCR is
primarily determined by the dominant classes and the obtained quality
assessment is strongly biased. To deal with this problem and aiming at a
less biased quality assessment, mean F-score (m-F-score) based on mean
precision (m-precision) and mean recall (m-recall) is used to quantify the
performance of categorization classifiers:

m-precision = 1
C
·
C∑
c=1

precision(c),

m-recall = 1
C
·
C∑
c=1

recall(c),

(5.18)

where precision(c) and recall(c) denote the precision and recall values of
the c-th class, respectively.

5.4.2.2 Results

Since those ensemble methods described in Section 5.3 are used to boost
the performance of fundamental classifiers, an investigation of the combi-
nations between features and fundamental classifiers is thus conducted at
first and establishes the necessary basis for the further evaluation of more
sophisticated classifiers. In other words, only those feature-classifier com-
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binations resulting in reasonable categorization performance are consid-
ered for the ensemble methods. Moreover, in comparison to localization,
there is a significantly reduced sample variability in categorization, which
consequently results in lower computational complexity in training cat-
egorization classifiers. Therefore, it becomes feasible to conduct a more
comprehensive evaluation of features and classifiers.
The investigation of fundamental feature-classifier combinations starts
with Haralick features, which provide satisfactory classification results
in the case of SMDs. However, their categorization performance on gen-
eral PCB components turns out to be far from applicable and the best
m-F-score value is only 0.385. In consideration of this, they are unsuited
for the intended categorization and thus excluded from further evaluation.
In the case of HOG features, to maximize their discrimination power, a
parameter tuning is first conducted and determines the optimal feature
configuration. Since k-NN classifiers with k = 1 are non-parametric and
deterministic, they are employed as the reference classifiers in tuning HOG
parameters. It is worth mentioning that the distance metric used for k-NN
models has great impact on their classification performance. Therefore,
there is in fact a co-optimization of HOG parameters and the distance
metric. By exploring this combined parameter space, the χ2 distance
combined with the cell size of 15 and the block size of 2×2 is found to
result in the optimal categorization, while the other three distance metrics
“Hellinger”, “Euclidean” and “city block” give rise to a decline in the qual-
ity of the obtained classification results, especially for increased number of
nearest neighbors. This parameter configuration is subsequently applied
for training corresponding DTree and SVM classifiers, where these clas-
sifiers also undergo a further parameter optimization process. The per-
formance of fundamental feature-classifier combinations based on HOG
features is summarized in Table 5.7 for an overview. For all training-test
data settings, an SVM classifier is superior to the other two alternatives.
Moreover, by introducing additional rotation of components into training
and test data, a global decline in performance is observed. If additional
noise is introduced, k-NN and SVM classifiers lead to a more precise cat-
egorization, while DTree classifiers do not benefit from the augmented
variability of training samples.
Regarding the similarity between BoVW and FV features, a joint analysis
is conducted on these two feature types. The primary features (e.g. SIFT
and SURF) used in BoVW and FVmodels are typically histograms of local
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feature classifier m-F-score
standard rotation noise

HOG
k-NN 0.645 −0.128 +0.014
DTree 0.517 −0.103 −0.061
SVM 0.694 −0.132 +0.018

BoVW
k-NN 0.722 −0.032 −0.032
DTree 0.678 −0.090 −0.031
SVM 0.845 −0.079 −0.100

FV
k-NN 0.759 −0.043 −0.073
DTree 0.617 −0.068 −0.175
SVM 0.855 −0.073 −0.098

Table 5.7: Comparison between fundamental feature-classifier combina-
tions. In the standard training-test data setting, no additional rotation
and noise are introduced. For the settings with additional rotation and
noise, the variation of m-F-score with respect to the standard setting is
given for a better comparison.

gradients. To measure the difference (or affinity) between two histograms,
χ2 and Hellinger are more suited than Euclidean distance. In practice, as
suggested in [218], the Hellinger kernel is preferable over the χ2 test since
the associated computational complexity is much lower. If the Hellinger
measure is adopted, the predicted performance boost is observed for both
BoVW and FV features, especially in combination with k-NN and SVM
classifiers. To optimize the performance of BoVW and FV models, the
size of their visual vocabularies is fine-tuned: more than 1 000 words are
necessary for achieving the desired categorization with BoVW models,
while 20 words are adequate for stabilizing the performance of FV models.
For a side-by-side comparison, the final classification results using BoVW
and FV features are also listed in Table 5.7. It is interesting to see that
SVM classifiers are generally superior to the others and DTree classifiers
are ranked last in all cases. In comparison to HOG features, BoVW and
FV features result in much better classification results. As a desirable
consequence of global feature pooling, they are also able to provide more
stable performance in case of additional rotation of components.
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Relying on the determined optimal configurations of features and funda-
mental classifiers, ensemble methods are employed to boost the classifica-
tion performance. Regarding the characteristics of the three fundamental
classifiers and of the considered four ensemble methods, following ad-
vanced feature-classifier combinations are investigated: k-NN + random
subspace and DTree + Bagging/RF/AdaBoost. Each ensemble-based
classifier is further combined with all three feature types. The resulting
categorization of these advanced combinations is summarized in Table 5.8.
Despite the improvement of k-NN and DTree classifiers through ensemble
learning, SVM classifiers remain the best for the standard training-test
data setting. Among the listed advanced feature-classifier combinations,
Bagging and RF in general lead to better categorization results. More-
over, the random subspace method, Bagging and RF are able to stabilize
the classification performance if rotation and noise are presented. On the
contrary, SVM classifiers exhibit generally higher sensitivity to variations
in data and become thus less reliable.
During training DL classifiers for this categorization task, the DBN ar-
chitecture from [219] and a simplified architecture of the region validation
CNN in Section 5.2.2.3 are adopted. The input images are warped to
40×40×3 for the DBN and to 64×64×3 for the CNN to reduce overall
model parameters, which is essential for training DL classifiers on small
datasets. The best categorization is achieved using the CNN classifier
combined with noisy training data and the resulting m-F-score = 0.606
is incomparable to the results listed in Table 5.8. This is mainly due to
the insufficient size of training data and significant overfitting is observed
through a comparison between training and inference results.

5.5 Discussion

Although the combinatory localization approach provided for the first
time a feasible solution to achieve the desired 2D analysis of general PCB
components, it still suffers from several performance issues. As stated
in Section 5.4.1.2 and through the comparison between N -precision and
precision, as well as between N -F-score and F-score, there exist many re-
dundant region proposals arising from the same objects of interest. This
is a direct consequence of the diversification-driven algorithm for region
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feature classifier ensemble m-F-score
method standard rotation noise

HOG k-NN / 0.645 −0.128 +0.014
subspace 0.664 −0.122 +0.021

DTree

/ 0.517 −0.103 −0.061
Bagging 0.671 −0.117 −0.028
RF 0.657 −0.100 −0.010
AdaBoost 0.620 −0.153 −0.072

SVM / 0.694 −0.132 +0.018

BoVW k-NN / 0.722 −0.032 −0.032
subspace 0.753 −0.002 −0.013

DTree

/ 0.678 −0.090 −0.031
Bagging 0.755 −0.021 −0.015
RF 0.752 −0.004 −0.002
AdaBoost 0.753 −0.077 −0.028

SVM / 0.845 −0.079 −0.100

FV k-NN / 0.759 −0.043 −0.073
subspace 0.742 −0.027 +0.005

DTree

/ 0.617 −0.068 −0.175
Bagging 0.786 −0.042 −0.019
RF 0.788 −0.055 −0.020
AdaBoost 0.757 −0.063 −0.065

SVM / 0.855 −0.073 −0.098

Table 5.8: Comparison between advanced feature-classifier combinations
using different ensemble methods. In the standard training-test data set-
ting, no additional rotation and noise are introduced. For the settings with
additional rotation and noise, the variation of m-F-score with respect to
the standard setting is given for a better comparison.

proposal generation and additional merging operation is thus necessary.
The state-of-the-art approach to deal with this problem is suppressing
non-maximum overlapping region proposals with respect to their confi-
dence score. However, to obtain a reliable confidence score for supporting
the intended NMS, region validation classifiers need to undergo carefully
designed training procedures, for instance hard negative mining [137,159].
This tricky and time-consuming adaption of classification models results
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in difficulties in extending the established localization for new component
groups and requires huge datasets for avoiding possible overfitting. Be-
sides repeated localization of same components, another unsolved problem
is low-quality proposals of sought objects, which is due to the extremely
high variability of PCBs and the consequent difficulty in directly gener-
ating accurate region proposals. This has negative impact on both region
validation and component categorization since the image content of test
samples may strongly deviate from the reference component models. A
potential issue of the combinatory approach is the heavy dependence on
color information, especially the background estimation employed for im-
proving the performance of region generation. If the substrates of PCBs
have similar colors, typically black, as components, any color-based anal-
ysis becomes less reliable and leads to inaccurate localization results.
Benefiting from the LV-based thresholding and the CNN-WRDF-based
bounding-box regression, the compact approach can in contrast solve the
localization problem in a more intuitive and elegant fashion. Relying
on a homogeneity analysis, LV is able to emphasize sought objects from
background and enables non-parametric region generation using an adap-
tive thresholding. The localization accuracy is subsequently improved
through bounding-box regression, which also merges redundant proposals
by evolving them into similar regions accurately bounding the underly-
ing components. With the help of a further CNN classifier, false alarms
are reliably suppressed and the desired localization is obtained. This ap-
proach is merely data-driven without tedious parameter tuning and can
thus be extended for further component groups or other localization tasks
without great effort. As demonstrated on the dataset “PCB General” ,
the compact localization is realizable using datasets of limited size, which
makes it more accessible for general applications.
Relying on the acquired knowledge through the comprehensive evalua-
tion of methods for region generation, for region validation, as well as for
component categorization, this 2D analysis of PCB components can be
reconfigured to meet diverse requirements in practice. Depending on the
intended trade-off between efficiency and quality, Efficient Graph and LV-
based thresholding should be selected accordingly to reduce the number
of proposals or to localize more components. If a fast adaption for new
components is desired and the provided training data are inadequate,
RF is a preferable classifier due to its insensitivity to parameter varia-
tions and resistance to overfitting. If only the size of available datasets is
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strongly limited, SVM should be considered for better classification per-
formance and their optimal model parameters are determined through a
time-consuming optimization process. Given adequate training data, the
establishment of the desired localization is quite straightforward and the
suggested configuration of the compact approach is to be adopted.

As demonstrated with the detection of symmetry axes in Section 5.2.2.1,
the proposed LV analysis is rather a general method for better exploiting
image content. It can typically be used as pre-processing for segmen-
tation and feature detection tasks, which emphasizes relevant informa-
tion while suppressing distractions. For localization-involved tasks, the
novel CNN architecture with recycled deep features is able to signifi-
cantly boost the power of CNN models. By modeling text recognition
as position-dependent object classification, CNN-WRDF is also employed
for improving the performance of text recognition on PCBs, which will be
described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Text analysis

Due to the highly dynamic development in the manufacturing of electronic
devices and the extremely high variability in shape, size, color and texture
of PCB components, the material composition of PCBs deduced from the
categorization results suffers in general from reliability issues. Indeed,
this problem can be solved in consideration of the text/label information
associated with components and used for the identification purpose. If
the provided text information is retrieved and utilized in the intended
material analysis based on a comprehensive data bank covering diverse
components, the reliability of the asserted material composition can be
substantially improved. By also retrieving the text information associ-
ated with PCBs, the material analysis becomes more straightforward in
case of an additional data bank provided for understanding uniformly
defined character strings and acquiring prior information of previously
studied sample PCBs. For better understanding the relevance of the text
analysis in PCB recycling, some typical text information associated with
components and PCBs are demonstrated in Figure 6.1. The special char-
acter string “2002/95/EC ROHS COMPLIANT” indicates for example
the restricted existence of lead, mercury, cadmium, hexavalent chromium,
polybrominated biphenyls and polybrominated diphenyl ethers accord-
ing to the Directive 2002/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council [220].
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Figure 6.1: Relevant text information on PCBs. Green rectangles are
used to highlight the text information associated with components, while
the text information associated with PCBs is marked with red rectangles.

To identify the challenges imposed by the text analysis on PCBs to state-
of-the-art techniques for Optical-Character-Recognition (OCR) applica-
tions, this chapter starts with a comprehensive review of so far estab-
lished OCR methods and approaches. Regarding the conducted survey,
the remaining sections of this chapter tightly focus on practical solutions
for addressing the identified challenges, including essential pre-processing
operations published in [5, 6] and adjusted text recognition. To confirm
the significance of the proposed modifications and extensions, a detailed
comparison between state-of-the-art and the introduced OCR systems is
also provided. At the end of this chapter, an in-depth discussion on ob-
tained OCR results is conducted and gives an insight into the further
improvement of the text analysis on PCBs.

6.1 State of the art

Text remains one of the most researched objects in computer vision, due
to its wide application for highly efficient and unambiguous information
retrieval. From earlier digitization of documents and automatic text trans-
lation to advanced data mining in natural scene images and videos, text
analysis has gained special attention, especially with the recent break-
throughs in machine learning and object detection. As a result, novel ap-
plications, for example automatic information retrieval for assisting blind
and visually impaired users, steadily emerge from further development
in state-of-the-art OCR systems. For a better organized survey on OCR
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methods and approaches, they are reviewed in this thesis according to the
complexity of the intended application scenarios, rather than according
to the underlying analysis: pixel-wise binarization, feature-based region
segmentation, sliding-window detection, heuristic-based determination of
text lines, machine learning-based proposal validation and text recogni-
tion, template matching-based text recognition, for which a clear catego-
rization is non-trivial.

Typical application scenarios for OCR systems with increasing complexity
are depicted in Figure 6.2, where images from lower rows represent more
challenging scenarios. The top two images reflect the most basic analysis
on black-white documents. With the help of an appropriate binarization,
background is separated from the foreground text objects. The classifi-
cation between foreground and background pixels can be achieved using
either a global threshold obtained from Otsu’s method [202] or adaptive lo-
cal thresholds relying on the mean pixel value and the standard deviation
in a predefined local neighborhood [194,195,196,197]. An ensemble classi-
fier combining complementary binarization methods may also be applied
for improving the overall classification performance. However, in case of
extremely uneven illumination, both global and local thresholding can
hardly provide satisfactory results if the parameters of adaptive binariza-
tion methods are not adjusted accordingly. To eliminate the requirement
on additional parameter tuning, morphological closing operation is ap-
plied for estimating the uneven background illumination [221], which is
subsequently removed from the original image for a reliable binarization.
Occasionally, there exist randomly distributed local disturbances, as in
the case of the first image in Figure 6.2, and the associated binarization
problem cannot be well addressed using the methods described above. As
suggested in [222], discrete curvelet transform is suited for suppressing
both low-frequency background distractions and high-frequency noise in
such cases. The desirable edge-preserving property maintains text objects
and thus leads to a better separation between text and background.

In the second image of Figure 6.2, an additional skew correction of text
lines is necessary, which rotates the text running direction to be aligned
with the desired orientation (horizontal or vertical). Considering the rich
characters and text lines available in documents, the skew angle of text
lines can be estimated using diverse statistical analysis. One of the most
commonly used methods for the purpose of skew correction is the anal-
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Figure 6.2: Different application scenarios for OCR systems.

ysis of projection profiles. Pixels of a binarized document image can
be summed up for each horizontal line to generate a 1D histogram of
the number of text pixels along the horizontal direction. The accumu-
lated squared value or difference between adjacent lines is employed as
the measure to assert the quality of skew angle candidates, where the
maximum value indicates the optimal estimate. In consideration of ef-
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ficiency and accuracy, different strategies for searching the angle of the
maximum quality value have been suggested [223,224]. As demonstrated
in [225], the classical Hough transform of binarized document images are
similar to stacked projection profiles along all directions between 0 and
180◦. The skew angle is then determined using the same quality mea-
sure, where the 1D histogram along each single direction is investigated
individually. A more straightforward estimation is realized through local-
izing the point in the 2D histogram, in whose neighborhood the maximum
number of votes is obtained [226]. To reduce computational complexity,
2D histograms can alternatively be generated only for centroids of con-
nected components by approximating each character through adjacent
blocks [227]. To deal with the case of raw images without binarization,
sub-band images combined with projection profiles [228] or the interline
cross-correlation [229] are recommended solutions. If there is no clearly
defined spacing between text lines, typically in documents with complex
layout, connections between nearest neighbors can be utilized to retrieve
the sought skew angle [230,231].
The binarized and skew-corrected document images are subsequently fed
into OCR engines, which extract the present text information through rec-
ognizing single characters. Although commercial products usually provide
superior recognition performance, open source engines are in general more
attractive for the research purpose, due to their technical transparency.
Among them, Tesseract-ocr [232], Cuneiform-linux [233], GOCR [234],
OCRAD [235] are most applied and can be used as off-the-shelf compo-
nents in OCR systems. As stated in a previous publication [5], Tesseract-
ocr is preferable over other engines due to its better performance, wider
application and transparent implementation [236].
Besides in documents, text also widely exists in scenes of daily life. As
depicted in the second and third rows of Figure 6.2, text information
can be typically found on signboards, streets, cars, etc. in natural scenes.
Due to the associated high variability in text and in background, the de-
sired information retrieval in such images becomes less straightforward
than in document images. For those natural scene images with centered
text objects and clean background as well as foreground, for example the
images in the second row of Figure 6.2, satisfactory OCR performance
can still be obtained using more sophisticated binarization methods. Fol-
lowing the approach introduced in [237], which combines the adaptive
thresholding [195] with a background estimation, candidate characters are
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first localized as connected components in images. With respect to some
heuristic criteria based on observed character and inter-character prop-
erties, false alarms are subsequently removed to produce a binary image
only with extracted text objects. For unknown text color, this analysis
is performed on the original as well as on the complementary image and
the binarized image with more hypothesized text objects is selected as the
final output. To overcome the difficulty of a direct binarization on natural
scene images, the stroke width transform was introduced in [238] for iden-
tifying candidate text pixels. With the help of edge pixels localized using
Canny detector [125], stroke width values are assigned to corresponding
image pixels by tracing rays from edge pixels and along their gradient
directions, where the stroke width for pixels on an arbitrary ray is defined
as the distance between the start point and the intersection point with
another edge pixel exhibiting a nearly opposite gradient direction. Neigh-
boring pixels with similar stroke width values are grouped together to
form single characters and false alarms are canceled using some heuristic
criteria again. Further using inter-character properties, text lines and sin-
gle words are recovered from characters. For retrieving text information,
the obtained binary images undergo a text recognition procedure, which
is also supported by conventional OCR engines.

In more challenging images illustrated in the third row of Figure 6.2, text
objects are not necessarily centered and even might be blurred. Moreover,
characters of foreground text might not be clearly separated from each
other and there are significant distractions arising from background. Ap-
parently, binarization-based approaches become less suited in such cases
and more general OCR approaches are required. Spotting text objects
in images can be considered as a special case of general object detec-
tion tasks. As stated in Chapter 5, exhaustive search and feature-based
image partitioning/segmentation are two possible proposal generation ap-
proaches for localizing objects in complex scenes. The obtained proposals
undergo further validation, refinement and classification steps for achiev-
ing the desired recognition of objects. This workflow is also adopted by
state-of-the-art OCR systems and leads to promising results on natural
scene images. In [239], a text salience map is generated through assert-
ing the text confidence of local images cropped using sliding windows of
different sizes. After pixel-wise binarization, text line segmentation and
word localization, hypotheses of words for a given lexicon are scored us-
ing the character probability maps for any cropped local word image.
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The hypothesis with the best score is considered as the final recognition
result. During text spotting, CNN classifiers play a central role and gen-
erate the essential confidence/probability maps. The same authors also
investigated the performance of a more general object detector, viz. Edge
Boxes [138] relying on a sliding-window search [207]. Through a series
of post-processing steps comprising pre-validation, bounding-box regres-
sion, post-validation and recognition, text information can be retrieved
in images of a wide spectrum of natural scenes. As an alternative solu-
tion, specific features and the resulting local regions can also be used to
generate text proposals. Due to the commonly available homogeneity of
colors within single characters, MSER [109] is considered as suitable re-
gion detector for the purpose of text spotting. In [240], MSER is combined
with characterness cues to localize text in wild, while a more recent re-
search [241] demonstrated impressive results on most public datasets by
applying modified Selective Search on primary detection results arising
from MSER proposals. For generating more comprehensive text propos-
als, both sliding widow and feature-based approaches have been employed
in [242] and realized as a hybrid proposal generation algorithm. It is worth
mentioning that reliable text spotting results of the desired OCR systems
heavily rely on dictionaries, lexicons and language models (character-level
and word-level n-grams).

In comparison to the application scenarios reviewed so far, the desired
retrieval of text information on PCBs imposes several new challenges.
As can be observed in the bottom images of Figure 6.2, the orientation
of text is unconstrained and the usual assumption of nearly horizontal
text lines becomes invalid. Regarding the highly variable contrast be-
tween printed text and background, as well as the great diversity in text
color, font and size, both global and local binarization methods are un-
able to provide a clear separation between foreground and background.
Also due to the highly variable size of text, any sliding window-based pro-
posal generation becomes infeasible as the resulting search space expands
dramatically. In consideration of the nearly random character strings
on diverse components and PCBs, there arises another important issue:
dictionaries, lexicons and language models can hardly be defined. With-
out this useful constraint, it is less reliable to distinguish between text
objects and dense background distractions using state-of-the-art OCR en-
gines. Bearing these challenges in mind, modifications and extensions to
state-of-the-art OCR systems become necessary. More specifically, region
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Figure 6.3: Local text images with varying contrast, color, font, size,
layout and orientation. Only a few characters are available in each image.

proposals obtained from general text localization approaches and from
components localized in Chapter 5 need to first undergo pre-processing
steps, which recover the desired text orientation and extract single text
lines or words. The resulting local text images are then fed to an OCR
engine appropriately configured for recognizing text on PCBs. Since the
generation of primary text proposals remains unaltered, the following two
sections merely deal with the essential pre-processing steps and the correct
configuration of the required OCR engine.

6.2 Pre-processing

Conventional skew correction and text line segmentation methods usu-
ally rely on statistical properties of text, which implicitly requires a great
number of characters and text lines. This requirement is, however, not
fulfilled on PCBs as there are typically only a few characters available
in cropped local images for the purpose of identifying components. Even
worse, this problem is often correlated with varying contrast, color, font,
size, layout and orientation as illustrated in Figure 6.3. To realize the in-
tended pre-processing, the only possible solution is to explicitly consider
some inter-character properties, which consequently requires accurate lo-
calization of characters.
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6.2.1 Binarization

The most straightforward solution for localizing characters is performing
image binarization using global or local thresholding methods. Due to the
challenging characteristics of PCB images depicted in Figure 6.3, state-
of-the-art thresholding methods are in general unable to provide satisfac-
tory performance. Aiming at a reliable localization of characters in such
images, a novel binarization approach with advanced local thresholding
method has been developed [5] and is described in this subsection.

The overall binarization begins with some image enhancing steps, which
essentially suppress noise and improve the contrast between foreground
and background. The most suited processing for such purposes is non-
linear diffusion [124, 168]. It removes undesired disturbances while pre-
serving or enhancing edges. Especially on PCB images, it practically
improves the homogeneity between foreground pixels, as well as between
background pixels. Moreover, the boundaries between text and back-
ground are enhanced for appropriate diffusion parameters, which leads to
improved contrast and therefore better binarization performance. Occa-
sionally, the contrast between foreground and background still remains
inadequate even after nonlinear diffusion. This case is identified through
an analysis of the mean absolute variation of pixel values with respect to
the global mean pixel value, where the obtained contrast measure is below
a predefined threshold. To further improve the contrast, all image pixels
undergo an exponential transformation, which expands the narrow value
range of foreground or background correspondingly.

Due to their ability to be adapted for local illumination and contrast, local
thresholding methods can be applied on the enhanced images for local-
izing text objects. Taking the text-specific binarization from Wolf [196]
for example, the threshold for identifying text pixels is governed by the
mean value and standard deviation in local windows, and is adapted to
local contrast using a parameter k. However, the local window size and k
need to be determined experimentally as an adaptive parameter selection
is missing in the literature. Consequently, the resulting thresholding is
inappropriate for PCB images due to varying font size. To overcome this
issue, the local window size is determined through a stroke width estima-
tion, see Figure 6.4. A very similar analysis method has been parallelly
developed and applied for detecting scene text in [240,243]. For any char-
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(a) character image (b) distance map (c) skeleton
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(d) stroke width histogram

Figure 6.4: Stroke width estimation. Only the distance between skeleton
pixels and background is considered. Using the dominant distance value
4, the stroke width is determined as (4× 2− 1) = 7.

acter (Figure 6.4 (a)), the distance (Figure 6.4 (b)) between its skeleton
pixels (Figure 6.4 (c)) and background is computed, and all distance val-
ues are summarized in a histogram (Figure 6.4 (d)). Finally, the stroke
width is determined as the doubled dominant distance value minus one
and the optimal local window size is selected as the doubled stroke width,
which results in the highest standard deviation value for ideal text (black)
and background (white). Benefiting from the enhanced image quality, the
k parameter does not require any adaption and is set to a constant value,
typically 0.1. From a practical point of view, there remains an unsolved
problem: how to achieve the initial binarization for estimating the stroke
width. This problem is solved if Otsu’s non-parametric global threshold-
ing method [202] is employed for the initialization purpose and the stroke
width is not estimated for single characters but globally. Optionally, the
stoke width estimation and local thresholding can be organized in an it-
erative manner for a more precise binarization.
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A common limitation of binarization methods is their desired application
on grayscale images, which discards additional color information if avail-
able. This could lead to degraded performance on PCBs since intensity
information becomes less reliable if uneven illumination is present. To uti-
lize color information in localizing text objects, all image pixels undergo
a linear transformation after an initial binarization, where pixel values
are projected along the direction vector defined by the cluster centroids
of foreground and background pixels. By this means, a new grayscale im-
age is obtained, whose pixel values give rise to the maximum inter-class
distance, and text can thus be better separated from background.
Unlike in documents, text on PCBs can appear in diverse colors and
the important assumption of dark text on bright background becomes
improper. A general solution for identifying the text color relies on the
comparison between binarization results obtained on original and comple-
mentary images. Usually, complicated decision rules based on heuristics
are involved in this comparison [237]. However, such rules turn out to be
too specific for the considered scenes and a great set of parameters must
also be tuned accordingly. To make the estimation of the text color more
generic and to avoid any parameter tuning, a novel and efficient method is
proposed. Regarding the fact that text objects consist of thin line struc-
tures, while background fills up gaps between characters and also fills up
the huge border area around text, a simple criterion for determining the
text color is designed as∑

pI∈ΩT

d(pI,CT) <
∑
pI∈ΩB

d(pI,CB), (6.1)

where ΩT and ΩB denote the area of text and of background, respectively.
Given the boundary pixels CT of ΩT and the boundary pixels CB of ΩB,
d(pI,CT) and d(pI,CB) denote the shortest distance between a pixel pI
and the boundary pixels CT as well as CB. This inequality must hold for
a correct estimate of the text color.

6.2.2 Skew correction and text line segmentation

Although the binarization approach introduced above leads in general to
accurate binarization results without any parameter tuning, some difficult
cases could exist and give rise to a less reliable localization of text objects.
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As a result, the inter-character connection-based analysis [230,231] cannot
provide a reliable estimate of the skew angle since many non-character
distractions are also present in binarized images. Regarding this issue, a
novel but more reliable algorithm relying on intrinsic properties of printed
text has been developed [6] for estimating the skew angle and extracting
single text lines, which especially eliminates the requirement of additional
parameter tuning for general OCR applications.

For better reading experience and for better distinguishing between differ-
ent text lines, adequate spacing is always inserted between single charac-
ters, words and lines in printed text. Moreover, the spacing between lines
turns out to be wider than between single characters. To capture these
intrinsic properties of printed text, subregions defined by single charac-
ters and the spacing in their direct neighborhood can be considered. As
illustrated in Figure 6.5 (b) and (e), the spacing pixels between single char-
acters are assigned to the nearest characters according to the skeleton of
the spacing areas. The layout and the skew direction are roughly embed-
ded in the shape of the resulting subregions. Aiming at strengthening the
correlation between the shape of subregions and the skew direction, a sub-
sequent refinement of subregions is indispensable. The first modification
relies on filling up characters along the y and the x-axis. This is then fol-
lowed by a further skeleton transform of spacing pixels, where pixels after
the first skeleton transform connected to the image border are excluded.
Another modification is the bounding of subregions, which removes the
exterior pixels with respect to the median bounding box. Subregions af-
ter the described refinement are presented in Figure 6.5 (c) and (f) for
demonstrating their strengthened correlation with the skew direction, as
well as with the layout.

The skew direction is determined through the PCA analysis of the overall
covariance matrix, which is generated as the weighted sum of covariance
matrices computed for single subregions. Moreover, the relevance of sin-
gle subregions depends on the similarity between the bounding boxes of
subregions and the median bounding box. For a more accurate estima-
tion, the entire process can be repeated until the equilibrium is reached. It
should be emphasized that subregions lead to less reliable skew estimation
in case of slanted fonts. To deal with this problem and also to provide a
reasonable initial estimate, additional skew angle estimates arising from
the Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree (EMST) method [231] and from
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(a) original BW image (b) subregions (c) modified subregions

(d) corrected BW image (e) subregions (f) modified subregions

Figure 6.5: Skew correction using subregions. Results for the original
and the skew-corrected image are depicted in the first and the second row,
respectively. The skew direction is embedded in the shape of subregions.

the PCA analysis on entire images as well as on single characters are also
involved. The final optimal estimate is obtained as the angle close to
the subregion-based estimate and resulting in the minimum length of the
binarized horizontal projection profile.

Since there are often multiple text lines available in cropped local images,
single text lines need to be extracted and fed into OCR engines for achiev-
ing the desired text recognition. Using the layout information embedded
in subregions, the intended text line segmentation can be realized without
great effort. As illustrated in Figure 6.6, centroids of subregions are first
extracted in the skew-corrected text image and undergo a 1D Gaussian
blur along the y-axis. This smoothing is essential for dealing with cen-
troids deviating from the central lines and the size of the Gaussian kernel
is related to the median bounding box of subregions. Consequently, the
number and the positions of text lines are determined through a Mean
Shift clustering applied on the horizontal projection profile of the blurred
centroids. In Figure 6.6 (d), red solid lines mark the y-position of the
detected text lines, while green dashed lines indicate their boundaries.
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(a) BW image (b) subregion centroids (c) blurred centroids
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(d) line estimation (e) fitted central lines (f) text lines

Figure 6.6: Segmentation of single text lines. Alternating colors (green
and red) indicate adjacent text lines.

The segmented centroids are then used for fitting the corresponding cen-
tral lines and a refined skew correction is conducted with respect to the
fitted lines. By assigning single characters to the corresponding central
lines, single text lines are thus segmented. If required, this segmentation
results can also be used to partition the original text image into sections
of text lines. It is noticeable that there still exist non-text objects in Fig-
ure 6.6 (f). This is a result of the generic text analysis so far. To remove
such disturbances, reliable OCR engines must be provided.

6.3 Text recognition

Benefiting from the recent development in machine learning, especially
in deep learning, breakthroughs have also been made in text analysis and
lead to very promising OCR performance, for example [207,242,244]. Nev-
ertheless, such OCR systems commonly combine character-level (single
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character or character strings) CNN-based OCR engines with dictionar-
ies, lexicons, language models and joint appearance models of n-grams,
which can be implemented with both CNNs and Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs [140]). In the case of PCB images with nearly random
character strings, there arises a natural question: are these combinations
suited for the text recognition on PCBs? There exists a further question
concerning the design of CNNs presented in Section 5.2.2: is state-of-the-
art CNN structure appropriate for reading character strings in images?
To answer the first question, a closer consideration of the uncertainty asso-
ciated with the text on PCBs is necessary. Depending on the manufactur-
ers, arbitrary character strings can be used for the identification purpose
and there is no general constraint available on such text, which therefore
denies the application of dictionaries, lexicons and language models. Con-
sidering all possible characters at each position of unconstrained strings,
it turns out to be hardly possible to train any joint appearance model
based on n-grams: even when n is set to a small value of 4: there are in
total 684 = 21 381 376 possible combinations for a character set including
52 letters (lowercase and uppercase), ten digits, five special symbols (“/”,
“:”, “-”, “&”, “ ”) and one empty space holder (“ø”). If a great number
of fonts are to be covered, an explicit training of such models exploiting
the joint appearance of a consecutive chain of characters becomes imprac-
tical. In the context of the second question, reading character strings
is equivalent to recognizing spatially arranged objects of different classes.
Therefore, state-of-the-art CNN structure can provide reliable assertion of
the existence of single characters, but will lead to less accurate localization
performance and thus less reliable retrieval of the spatial arrangement of
characters. In consideration of the essential spatial information, the novel
CNN-WRDF proposed in this thesis are preferred over state-of-the-art
CNNs and provide superior OCR performance.
The most challenging problem to be addressed in training a CNN-based
OCR engine is the demand of an extraordinarily huge set of training sam-
ples. Although there are some public datasets [245,246,247] available for
OCR applications, they are limited either in size or in the applicability for
recognizing text on PCBs. To support the training of the desired OCR en-
gine, a convenient tool for generating synthetic training samples has been
developed in a Master’s thesis [248] and implemented using Python [249].
This tool is similar to the tool introduced in [245], but with better flexi-
bility and additional functionality for assessing the performance of OCR
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systems, which can also be utilized to rapidly train OCR systems for spe-
cific applications through an iterative training-assessing procedure. By
defining a “receipt” in the YAMLTM [250] format, a sample generation
pipeline consisting of modularized processing units is configured without
great effort. For generating realistic sample images, a comprehensive sim-
ulation of the image formation process is presented. A typical pipeline
begins with the generation of binary text images of varying font, size and
string. After disturbing single text pixels and distorting entire images with
respect to the given projective transformation (random rotation, shearing,
anisotropic scaling and perspective distortion), text samples are colorized
and blended into background images. By applying additional noise and
image compression, final synthetic images are obtained.

To facilitate the realization of OCR engines in the form of CNN-WRDF,
modifications should be made to the networks described in Section 5.2.2.
Regarding the increased relevance of spatial information, the forwarded
connections are associated with more sophisticated subnetworks, which
do not only extract more distinctive features, but also lead to better de-
coupling between the features for the classification and for the localization
purpose. At the top of networks, the multinomial logistic regression loss
for the ML estimation is employed as the objective function and the cor-
responding loss value Eloss for any training sample is computed across all
positions in the character string of the maximum length L:

Eloss = 1
L
·
L∑
l=1

(ln(
C∑
ĉ=1

eŷ(ĉ, l))− ln(eŷ(c, l))), (6.2)

where eŷ(ĉ, l) of the network output ŷ(ĉ, l) denotes the estimated unnor-
malized probability of the case that the character at the position l is from
the ĉ-th of all C classes, while eŷ(c, l) is for the ground-truth class c at the
current position l. For unconstrained strings, characters at L positions
are assumed independent and the joint probability of all L characters is
thus decomposed into the product of probabilities for single characters.
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6.4 Evaluation

6.4.1 Data and performance measures

To gain a deeper insight into the OCR performance on PCBs, the lo-
calization and the subsequent information retrieval are investigated indi-
vidually, instead of an overall assessment of their combined performance.
For evaluating the performance of localization approaches, in total 31 im-
ages with 6 836 manually marked bounding boxes of character strings are
provided. In the further evaluation of the text reading, the 430 cropped
local text images employed for the evaluation of the local TCA correction
performance in Section 3.4.4.2 are considered again. In consideration of
an unbiased evaluation with uniformly distributed text and background
colors, this dataset is augmented with the corresponding complementary
images, which finally results in 860 local text images. Moreover, 712 im-
ages contain only one single text line, while the other 148 images contain
multiple text lines.

The performance measures for assessing the quality of the proposals ob-
tained through localizing text objects in PCB images remain the same as
in the case of localizing PCB components in Chapter 5: precision, recall
and F-score, where IoU > 0.5 must be fulfilled for any valid matching be-
tween proposals and ground-truth bounding boxes. For the evaluation of
the text reading performance, the F-score arising from precision and recall
is employed again, where the matching quality between the retrieved and
ground-truth character strings is quantified with respect to the edit dis-
tance defined by Levenshtein [251]. For the retrieved string “oi234678g”
and the ground-truth string “0123456789”, the corresponding edit dis-
tance is 4: “o” → “0”, “i” → “1”, insert “5” between “4” and “6”, “g” →
“9”. Consequently, precision of the OCR result is (10− 4)/9 = 0.667 and
recall is (10− 4)/10 = 0.600, where the numerator remains the difference
between the maximum length of the two strings and the edit distance,
while the denominator takes the length of the retrieved string or of the
ground-truth string, respectively.

In training CNN-based OCR engines, 2 675 265 samples are used and an-
other 297 196 samples serve for the purpose of validating the reading per-
formance of OCR engines during training, where 478 fonts are involved in
the text generation. Some synthetic text images for training and for vali-
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Figure 6.7: Random samples of synthetic text images.

dation are randomly selected and presented in Figure 6.7. Through ran-
dom color permutation and projective transformation, 1 675 background
images are obtained from 113 original PCB images without printed text.
To avoid possible overfitting arising from the limited variability of PCB
images, another 971 natural scene images from [154] are applied as addi-
tional background images in the generation of synthetic samples.

6.4.2 Localizing text objects

Through a comprehensive review and considering the desirable text spot-
ting performance on natural scene images, four state-of-the-art approaches
are selected for localizing text objects on PCBs: WDCT relying on the
windowed discrete cosine transform [252], SWT exploiting the stroke width
of neighboring pixels [238], Selective Search + MSER [241] and Edge
Boxes employing this general object detector [207]. Another important
criterion in selecting appropriate approaches is that they should generate
complementary proposals. For all considered approaches, their missing
source code and models (for regression, validation and text recognition)
are reimplemented and retrained, respectively, where the public ICDAR
datasets [246, 253] are involved in training text-specific models. Before
applying the Edge Boxes-based approach [207], the text spotting result
on the SVT dataset [254] has been reproduced and compared with the
original result to confirm the properness of the reimplementation. The
obtained F-score is 0.452, which is comparable to the original performance
0.530. The decent in the OCR performance is probably due to the miss-
ing aggregate channel feature detector [255], for which no adequate details
are provided. Any further confirmation is not considered as the original
implementation of Selective Search + MSER [241] is publicly available
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Figure 6.8: Initial proposals for localizing text objects.

and no appropriate comparison can be conducted for WDCT [252], as
well as for SWT [238]. Moreover, inspired by the stroke width estimation
introduced in Section 6.2.1, the stroke width in [238] can also be deter-
mined through the distance transform instead of the expensive ray tracing
analysis, which gives rise to an alternative approach DT.

In Figure 6.8, the resulting recall vs. the average number of initial pro-
posals per image is plotted. Since there is no confidence score assigned to
proposals arising from WDCT, SWT, DT and Selective Search + MSER,
they result in single points in the plot, whereas Edge Boxes leads to a
rising curve with decreasing threshold of the confidence score and rising
average number of proposals. By combining all results, the blue curve
begins with recall = 0.442 and the average number of initial proposals is
equal to 662. At the end of the curve, all proposals from Edge Boxes are
also merged into the combined results. However, for an average of 188 969
candidates per image, the maximum recall remains at 0.891. After a close
investigation of localization results, labels on ICs are often missing in
the localization results. This is problematic in PCB recycling since most
valuable elements are related to these components.

Following the text spotting pipeline defined in [207], all initial propos-
als undergo successive processing steps including initial validation, subse-
quent refinement and final validation. According to the confidence score
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Figure 6.9: Final precision-recall curve for localizing text objects.

predicted by the final validation classifier, the Precision-Recall Curve
(PRC) of the obtained localization results is plotted in Figure 6.9. A dra-
matic decent in the maximum recall from 0.891 to the final value 0.499
is observed. This is mainly due to the refinement of proposals through
bounding-box regression, which reduces the maximum recall from 0.817
after the initial validation to 0.565 before the final validation. Corre-
spondingly, the average number of proposals is also reduced from 34 584
to 5 851. In the final localization results, there are on average 2 821 pro-
posals per image remaining for the subsequent pre-processing and text
recognition. As a direct consequence of the low maximum recall value
and the large number of proposals, the Average Precision (AP) of the
localization results in an extremely low value of 0.114. Recalling the miss-
ing labels of ICs, an essential further development of state-of-the-art text
spotting approaches is thus required for achieving reasonable localization
performance on PCBs.

6.4.3 Retrieving text information

For a comprehensive evaluation of the proposed pre-processing of local
text images in Section 6.2, combinations between diverse binarization
methods, skew correction and text line segmentation algorithms, as well
as OCR engines are considered. The resulting case-insensitive F-score is
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summarized in Table 6.1 for a better overview. To demonstrate the signif-
icance of the proposed text color estimation, state-of-the-art binarization
methods are also extended with this additional analysis. As stated in
Section 3.5, it is of great interest to investigate if TCA correction can
lead to the desired improvement of the intended analysis of PCBs. To
this end, the proposed pre-processing is evaluated with and without the
local TCA correction for its better flexibility, respectively. There are in
total five algorithms for estimating the skew angle and extracting sin-
gle text lines involved: no correction (original), EMST-based algorithm
(EMST) [231], connected components-based algorithm (CC) [5], the pro-
posed skew correction (SC) and the proposed skew correction followed by
single line extraction (SCSLE). The off-the-shelf OCR engine Tesseract-
ocr discarding dictionaries and the trained CNN-WRDF model (hereafter
referred to as CNN-WRDF) are employed for reading text information
in pre-processed images. Tesseract-ocr is applied on binary images as it
cannot provide reasonable performance on original images even after skew
correction and text line segmentation. On the contrary, CNN-WRDF is
applied on original images for avoiding any loss of information through
unreliable binarization. Furthermore, to increase the variation in the skew
angle, all binarized images are rotated by 0◦, 15◦, 45◦ and 90◦ before un-
dergoing the subsequent skew correction. The mean F-score on all 860
images with four rotation angles is used for quantifying the quality of the
obtained OCR results.

The overall best performance with F-score = 0.804 is obtained for the
proposed pre-processing combined with the local TCA correction and
CNN-WRDF. This is followed by the combination only differing in the
omitted local TCA correction, for which F-score = 0.789 with a mod-
erate quality decrease of 0.015 is obtained. If Tesseract-ocr is adopted,
the best two combinations remain the same and a wide margin between
their performance and the performance based on state-of-the-art bina-
rization methods is observed. For pre-processing approaches resulting
in reasonable OCR performance, the proposed skew correction steadily
leads to improved text reading results and the additional segmentation of
text lines gives rise to another significant performance boost (more than
0.1). In comparison to the connected components-based algorithm, the
EMST-based algorithm often provides better text reading results, even
when single text lines are not separated from each other. This is a direct
consequence of the great number of parameters employed in the connected
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components-based algorithm and lead to less generalizable performance
since these parameters must be carefully tuned. This generalization issue
can be commonly observed for connected components-based analysis and
is considered as its general drawback. With the help of the proposed text
color estimation, the performance of state-of-the-art binarization meth-
ods is substantially improved. Especially, despite their unreliable bina-
rization performance, the proposed skew correction and text line segmen-
tation algorithm often leads to very promising OCR results if combined
with CNN-WRDF. In other words, this combination is able to essentially
bridge the gap between different binarization methods. As a result, there
exists great flexibility in adapting OCR systems for diverse applications,
while the OCR performance is stabilized.

It is noticeable that the text reading results relying on the binarization
method [194] is independent of the text color estimation. Through a close
investigation, it is found that thin line structures are obtained on both
original and complementary images. This consequently leads to undeter-
mined text color and the same results are thus obtained. This further
reveals the fact that the text color estimation is applicable only when dis-
tinct binarization results arise from original and complementary images.
In comparison to the evaluation results presented in [6], different OCR per-
formance is obtained in this thesis, which is due to the difference between
the adopted evaluation protocols. In [6], the final results were considered
as the optimal estimate between upright and 180◦-rotated images since
the confidence score of the retrieved character strings was missing. In this
thesis, with the help of the derived confidence score, the asserted optimal
estimate is considered as the final output.

In the evaluation of OCR engines, Tesseract-ocr, CNN-WRDF (trained
on approximately 2.7 million synthetic images with random character
strings), the original CharNet [244] (trained on eight million synthetic
images with words from a 90K dictionary) and an adapted CharNet (with
comparable architecture to CNN-WRDF and trained on the same uncon-
strained text samples) are considered. The proposed binarization method
combined with the local TCA correction is used to pre-process images
before conducting skew correction and text line segmentation. All CNN-
based OCR engines are applied on both original and binarized images,
while the application of Tesseract-ocr on original images is discarded due
to performance issues. For a more in-depth understanding of the pre-
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Chapter 6. Text analysis

sented OCR performance, the corresponding evaluation is conducted on
test images either with only one single text line or with multiple text lines
individually.
The overall case-sensitive and case-insensitive F-score on single-line test
image is depicted in the plots of Figure 6.10, where results arising from
the five algorithms for estimating the skew angle and extracting single
text lines are distinguished from each other. Since the original CharNet
is trained on case-insensitive samples, a substantial variation in its per-
formance is observed. Among the remaining OCR engines, Tesseract-ocr
exhibits the least variability between the two plots, while the others suffer
from a slight decent in the OCR quality if uppercase letters are explicitly
distinguished from lowercase. In consideration of the overall performance,
there is in general: CNN-WRDF > adapted CharNet > Tesseract-ocr >
original CharNet. The limited performance of the original CharNet has its
root in the limited variability of the constrained training character strings
coming from the 90K dictionary. After the appropriate adaption, the
CNN-based CharNet provides better text reading results than Tesseract-
ocr if applied on original images. In the case of connected components-
based analysis with a removal of non-character objects, Tesseract-ocr is
superior to the adapted CharNet. These two observations together re-
veal the fact that CNN-based models are more stable to background dis-
tractions, while Tesseract-ocr better tolerates the variation in shape of
binarized characters. This is a direct consequence of the binary sample-
based shape analysis in training Tesseract-ocr. Benefiting from the novel
architecture for better localization performance, CNN-WRDF is steadily
superior to CharNet in all cases and the best performance is obtained by
applying CNN-WRDF on original images after the proposed skew correc-
tion and text line segmentation: F-score = 0.797 for case-sensitive and
F-score = 0.820 for case-insensitive.
As depicted in the plots of Figure 6.11, a great decrease in the overall
OCR performance is obtained, especially for those algorithms (original,
EMST and SC) without additional text line segmentation. More sur-
prisingly, Tesseract-ocr becomes superior to CNN-WRDF and CharNet
in such cases. This effect is due to the native layout analysis embedded
in Tesseract-ocr, which leads to better text reading results by slicing im-
ages into single lines. However, if the proposed full algorithm is applied,
a much better layout analysis than the native variant can be achieved,
with F-score = 0.467 for SC + Tesseract-ocr increased to F-score = 0.659
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6.4. Evaluation

for SCSLE + Tesseract-ocr. In comparison to single-line test images, the
best OCR performance on images with multiple text lines is obtained by
applying CNN-WRDF on binarized images after the proposed skew cor-
rection and text line segmentation: F-score = 0.705 for case-sensitive and
F-score = 0.733 for case-insensitive. Moreover, the difference between
CNN-WRDF and the adapted CharNet becomes less significant.

Besides the global evaluation, the OCR performance is also individually
evaluated for each of the four additional rotation angles applied on the
original 860 local text images: 0◦, 15◦, 45◦ and 90◦. In Figure 6.12 with
the results obtained by applying Tesseract-ocr as well as CharNet on bina-
rized single-line test images and applying CNN-WRDF on original images,
stable performance is observed across different angles and skew correction
algorithms. Better results are in general available for the two angles 0◦
and 90◦, while 15◦ and 45◦ suffer from less accurate skew angle estima-
tion. This reflects the fact that text in most original test images without
additional rotation has either a horizontal or a vertical running direction.
In Figure 6.13 with the results obtained on test images with multiple
text lines, the proposed full skew correction and text line segmentation
algorithm is essentially superior to alternative algorithms. Relying on
the binarized images with less ambiguity, the original CharNet gives rise
to better OCR performance in the case of connected components-based
analysis than CNN-WRDF applied on original images, where low quality
images emerge from the less reliable line segmentation results.

To also investigate the generalizability of the CNN-based OCR engines,
they are applied for the word recognition task of the second challenge
in the ICDAR 2015 robust reading competition [246], where 1 095 words
cropped from natural scene images and with nearly horizontal running
direction are to be recognized. Apparently, the original CharNet trained
on the 90K dictionary and more samples (eight millions vs. 2.7 millions)
is advantageous since the character strings presented in natural scenes are
commonly from dictionaries and thus constrained. As summarized in Ta-
ble 6.2, CNN-WRDF provides comparable results to the original CharNet,
whereas the adapted CharNet leads to far less reliable recognition results.
It should be emphasized that, in comparison to earlier commercial OCR
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OCR
engine

case-sensitive case-insensitive
normalized correct normalized correct
edit distance words edit distance words

original 622.6 19.36% 194.3 70.87%CharNet
adapted 280.3 50.96% 258.5 52.69%CharNet
CNN-WRDF 203.6 68.04% 188.9 69.22%
CNN-WRDF + 238.8 66.12% 226.1 67.12%skew correction

Table 6.2: Constrained word recognition performance in the ICDAR
2015 robust reading competition.

engines, superior performance can be obtained using CNN-based models
trained on pure synthetic data. It is also interesting to see that the pro-
posed skew correction is able to stabilize the OCR performance even given
unconstrained skew direction.

6.5 Discussion

Although state-of-the-art text spotting approaches are able to provide de-
sirable performance on natural scene images available from public OCR
datasets, unsatisfactory localization results are, however, observed on
PCBs. As demonstrated in Section 6.4.2, a huge number of bounding
boxes must be localized in the initial spotting stage through an exhaustive
proposal generation so that most presented text objects can be captured.
Due to the large amount of proposals, the following analysis becomes
hardly affordable for the intended information retrieval in PCB recycling.
Even after the multi-stage validation and refinement, the number of re-
maining proposals is still substantially higher than the number of actual
text objects and gives rise to great difficulties in reading correct text in-
formation while rejecting false candidates by applying OCR engines.
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6.5. Discussion

To address this generalization issue of state-of-the-art text spotting ap-
proaches for complex scenes, more text-specific detectors need to be de-
veloped to replace general or less specific detectors such as Edge Boxes,
MSER. A patch-based classification combined with the coarse-to-fine lo-
calization [258, 259] can be typically used for this purpose. Nevertheless,
such approaches suffer from high computational complexity arising from
the exhaustive search over possible scales, aspect ratios and rotation an-
gles. Considering the well-established image analysis paradigm in the
frequency domain through e.g. Fourier transform and wavelet transform,
distinct features can be efficiently extracted over scales, aspect ratios and
orientations, which are less sensitive to the illumination condition and the
image quality. The applicability of this idea has been confirmed in [252],
where features extracted through the windowed discrete cosine transform
were combined with heuristic-based decision rules for detecting text in im-
ages. With the help of more advanced analysis methods in the frequency
domain and exploiting the power of deep learning, the desired general text
spotting approach is thus realizable. Aiming at a closed form for adapt-
ing OCR systems for new tasks, the introduced tool [248] for generating
synthetic training samples should be combined with the configuration ac-
cording to the intended application, which then correspondingly places
random text sample in background images for the training purpose. As a
result, OCR systems can be conveniently adapted or extended for new ap-
plications through modifying the configuration file of the data generation
tool and retraining deep learning models.

In consideration of the limited performance of state-of-the-art text spot-
ting approaches and the resulting high computational complexity, it is
a more practical solution to focus on text present on localized compo-
nents. This analysis is able to extract the most relevant text information
on PCBs since the composition of valuable elements depends dominantly
on the mounted components, especially ICs. As confirmed through the
evaluation on local text images, the related information retrieval turns
out to be more reliable using the pre-processing methods and the OCR
engine introduced in this thesis. Moreover, the proposed pre-processing
is applicable for general OCR tasks since it does not make any specific
assumptions or require additional parameter tuning. Its only limitation
is the requirement on uniform skew angle in images. For multiple skew
angles of text, a clustering of the direction vectors can be used to assign
subregions to the corresponding skew directions, which is followed by the
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same skew correction and text line segmentation for characters associated
with single skew angles. The proposed CNN-WRDF model for reading
text in cropped images is better generalizable compared to those models
trained on constrained text strings. For new applications, an adaption
of the employed dictionaries or lexicons is sufficient, while the expensive
retaining of the CNN-WRDF model is unnecessary. This also results in a
more convenient realization of global performance improvement since the
CNN-WRDF model can be centrally modified through more advanced
architectures and more extensive training data. This modified model is
then redistributed into diverse OCR systems without resulting in addi-
tional modifications for specific applications.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

Regarding the huge quantities of valuable materials and hazardous sub-
stances contained in waste PCBs, an appropriate recycling of them is
highly recommended, for both economic and environmental reasons. Nev-
ertheless, due to the high complexity and variability in their material
composition, state-of-the-art industrial recycling systems commonly suf-
fer from an unstable recycling performance resulting in a suboptimal eco-
efficiency. This fact prevents a wide application of such recycling systems
for a comprehensive recovery of valuable materials and a good control of
hazardous substances, as the high investment of industrial infrastructure
becomes less affordable in the absence of optimal eco-efficiency.

The best solution for maximizing the overall eco-efficiency is a selective
and dynamic recycling of PCBs, where fractions containing different mate-
rials are sent to the correspondingly configured processing routes. In the
most simplified case, targets are automatically classified and separated
according to the quantity of recoverable gold. They are sent to differ-
ent processing routes for recovering gold or other materials, where the
maximized eco-efficiency is achieved. To facilitate the desired recycling
described above, a continuous and automated retrieval of the material
composition is necessary. As the best suited method, an image-based
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analysis of PCBs and the subsequent retrieval of relevant material infor-
mation from a comprehensive data bank are gaining attention. However,
due the technical challenges imposed by the high complexity and variabil-
ity of PCBs, a practical solution for realizing the intended analysis was
not available before this thesis.
Through the research work conducted in this thesis, a realistic PCB anal-
ysis is presented for the first time, where the overall complexity and di-
versity are substantially reduced by performing the analysis at the level
of single components instead of entire PCBs. This establishes the nec-
essary technical support for realizing indirect retrieval of the sought ma-
terial composition. Moreover, a systematic investigation of all relevant
aspects for achieving the desired analysis is performed, which covers the
characterization of the employed imaging system, the localization and
categorization of single components, as well as the extraction of text in-
formation. By this means, achievements, limitations and potentials are
identified for each aspect, which are essential for the further development
of the image-based PCBs analysis.
The very first step of the overall analysis is to recover the spatial and
color information in images. This is accomplished by the characterization
of the employed imaging system. Rather than an offline characterization,
online calibration approaches are preferred in this thesis for their better
flexibility. Starting with general cases, a novel reformulation of state-
of-the-art correction models for dealing with lens distortion in images is
proposed and leads to more accurate results. This is then followed by
the camera self-calibration, where the camera’s intrinsic parameters are
estimated. In consideration of independent motions of objects in general
image sequences, state-of-the-art methods and approaches assuming rigid
scenes are accordingly extended. However, degenerate motions and struc-
tures are commonly observed in PCB recycling, for which the application
of general self-calibration approaches is infeasible. To deal with this spe-
cial case, a single image-based calibration approach is developed, which
exploits the geometric constraints available on PCBs. After geometric
calibration, color information is restored through the correction of chro-
matic aberration in images. Both global and local correction methods are
considered for this purpose. Especially, the proposed global correction of
transverse chromatic aberration has wide applicability due to its generic
formulation of lens distortion and can be integrated into standard camera
calibration workflows without great effort.
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As demonstrated through the quantitative evaluation in Figure 3.22, only
a subset of the camera’s intrinsic parameters can be estimated using the
geometric constraint-based online calibration. Depending on the initial
estimates and the quality of the detected lines as well as ellipses in images,
the normalized estimation error varies primarily between 5 and 20%. With
reasonable assumptions of the remaining intrinsic parameters, e.g. square
pixels and the principal point at the image center, the online calibration
results can be used to derive a qualitative assertion of spatial information
in PCB recycling, while an accurate assertion is only achievable using
offline approaches combined with well-designed calibration patterns. As
confirmed through the comparison results in Table 3.2, 3.3 and 6.1, the
correction of chromatic aberration leads to better consistency between
different color channels and improves image quality, which consequently
gives rise to improved image analysis performance.
To realize the intended analysis of single components, approaches based
on both specific and general information are proposed. Moreover, for
avoiding additional difficulty arising from unknown PCB orientation, an
effective and reliable approach is designed to rotate PCBs back to a hor-
izontal or vertical orientation. In the case of surface-mounted devices,
assembly print and color information are employed for facilitating the de-
sired segmentation of small devices and ICs, respectively. Towards a gen-
eral analysis of PCB components, more advanced localization approaches
are proposed. Besides a combinatory localization approach relying on the
appropriate combination of a wide spectrum of proposal generation algo-
rithms, an alternative approach resulting in a more compact realization
is also presented, which exploits the underlying image content using a
novel local variance-based analysis and localizes components through a
non-parametric thresholding. All obtained proposals are refined and val-
idated through CNNs, where a novel network architecture is proposed to
provide superior localization performance. Finally, all localized objects
are categorized into different component groups with the help of appro-
priate features and classifiers. For achieving the optimal classification
performance at different stages, a comprehensive evaluation of features
and classifiers is also performed.
Through the extensive evaluation results presented in chapters 4 and 5,
satisfactory localization performance with F-score > 0.800 is confirmed
for the surface-mounted small devices using assembly print and for gen-
eral components using the compact approach. Especially, the obtained
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localization performance is resistant to variations in imaging conditions,
which is an important prerequisite for practical applications. According
to the comprehensive evaluation results of combinations between different
features and classifiers in Table 5.8, promising categorization performance
with F-score > 0.850 is also confirmed.

Aiming at providing additional information of target PCBs and compo-
nents, text analysis for reading relevant label information is also con-
ducted. In comparison to text spotting in whole images, text recognition
in local images, for instance in the cropped images of localized compo-
nents, is of greater interest as the presented label information is related
to the underlying components and can be used for identification. To ad-
dress the challenges arising from varying color, font, size, orientation and
layout of text, novel pre-processing methods are proposed, including adap-
tive thresholding of text objects, reliable skew correction and extracting
single text lines. A convolutional neural network realized in the proposed
architecture for better localization performance is employed for recogniz-
ing single characters in the pre-processed local images.

According to the evaluation results in Figure 6.9, state-of-the-art text
spotting approaches are unable to extract relevant text information as in
the case of natural scene images, which is due to the high complexity of
PCBs. If the intended text analysis is focused on local images, promising
OCR performance with F-score > 0.800 is observed in Table 6.1. In
comparison to state-of-the-art text recognition, the obtained performance
boost essentially relies on the proposed pre-processing methods, the novel
network architecture and the correction of chromatic aberration.

As an overall conclusion, general PCB components are best localized
through the compact approach relying on local variance-based analysis
and bounding-box regression. The assembly print-guided segmentation is
optional for surface-mounted small devices. All localized components are
subsequently categorized using predefined features and classifiers. Addi-
tional information for identifying components is retrieved by reading the
label information in the corresponding local images. Depending on the
desired flexibility and accuracy, online or offline approaches for recover-
ing spatial and color information in images should be considered. A very
desirable property of this implementation is the resulting good extensi-
bility of the overall analysis. Due to the highly dynamic production of
PCB components, new recycling targets steadily emerge in recycling pro-
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cesses. To adapt the overall analysis for the newly emerging targets, only
a few data-driven models need to be retrained, which is straightforward
for given adequate training data. Explicit parameter tuning is in gen-
eral unnecessary as the remaining proposal generation and text analysis
are either not affected or featured with automated parameter adaption as
required.
In consideration of the associated high complexity and variability in size,
shape, color and texture, PCBs and the mounted components generally
give rise to a very challenging application scenario in computer vision. To
address this problem, generic and adaptive analysis has been considered
throughout the entire development process. As a result, most of the ob-
tained methods, algorithms and approaches are not limited to the specific
application on PCBs, but are also applicable in more generic tasks.

7.2 Outlook

Although a realistic and systematic analysis of waste PCBs is proposed
and implemented for the first time in this thesis, some further aspects can
be considered for improving the overall performance and achieving a more
comprehensive information retrieval.
The realized analysis merely utilizes 2D information in RGB images. If
additional depth information of the corresponding pixels is also provided,
more accurate and efficient component analysis can be expected. This
has been partially demonstrated in a previous publication [260], where a
compact sensor for acquiring RGB-D data was applied. Despite the inade-
quate spatial resolution and the limited accuracy of depth measurements,
some significant components exhibiting non-uniform colors and irregular
shapes were efficiently localized even using straightforward analysis meth-
ods. Nevertheless, an efficient acquisition of accurate and dense depth
information for supporting a comprehensive analysis of all components,
especially those of tiny sizes, is very challenging.
An alternative method for localizing components exhibiting non-uniform
colors and irregular shapes is the analysis of symmetric structures, which
are predominantly found on PCB components. As investigated in a Mas-
ter’s thesis [261], a feature-based symmetry analysis can overcome the dif-
ficulties associated with region-based localization approaches since the de-
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tection of features is not affected by the color inhomogeneity or the shape
irregularity. However, state-of-the-art symmetry analysis approaches are
unable to provide reliable detection results on PCBs due to the high com-
plexity. More advanced approaches are thus required for localizing PCB
components with the help of a reliable symmetry analysis.

Besides single components, component clusters for accomplishing specific
functionality can also be considered in the analysis of PCBs. They exhibit
in general limited variability and often indicate the existence of specific
elements or materials. For utilizing them in the desired information re-
trieval, further research work on the detection of such component clusters
and on the associated material information is necessary.

It should be emphasized that the presented PCB analysis is intended as
a proof-of-concept investigation and serves as the essential basis for the
realization of an industrially mature information retrieval system. For
accomplishing this final objective, some open questions must be answered.

The desired material analysis relies on matching detected PCB compo-
nents to reference samples saved in a comprehensive data bank with their
material composition, where the correspondence between test and refer-
ence samples is to be determined with respect to their category assign-
ments, appearance and related label information. However, the effective-
ness of such indicative information in matching objects of interest to the
great number of entities in the data bank is unknown. Moreover, the op-
timal organization of visual information for achieving reliable matching
performance is also a subject of ongoing research.

In comparison to the laboratory implementation of the overall analysis, a
couple of practical issues need to be addressed in realizing the correspond-
ing industrial implementation. A typical obstacle in such laboratory-to-
industry transfer is the demand for the real-time capability. Nevertheless,
this demand is not uniformly defined and varies according to the specific
time constraint of the intended application. In the case of PCB recycling,
the time available for conducting the image-based information retrieval
depends on the size of PCBs, the throughput of recycling routes and the
construction of recycling systems. To get a better control of such issues
emerging in practical applications, a close collaboration between experts
for image analysis, recycling and machine construction must be estab-
lished.
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Tool for generating
reference data

Since the intended image-based information retrieval should be realized in
an automated manner, appropriate validations and evaluations based on
available reference data for demonstrating the feasibility of the developed
analysis methods and for assessing the quality of the obtained analysis
results are indispensable. Typically for a supervised investigation of seg-
mentation methods, the obtained segmentation results, e.g. foreground
and background region proposals, should be compared with the manually
labelled ground truth regions and evaluated using application-specific per-
formance measures [262, 263], where the ground truth, e.g. the reference
data, plays a key role. Also for many data-driven analysis and optimiza-
tion approaches, for instance classification and fine tuning of parameters,
reference data are a most essential prerequisite. With these consider-
ations, it becomes necessary to figure out, how we can practically get
access to the desired reference data.
Generally, there are two possibilities to obtain reference data: using known
ground truth or performing a manual annotation. The former method
is widely applied for well-controlled problems, where the data forming
process and the objects of interest are known. Typically, validations of
industrial quality control systems can benefit from this method by using
data from inspection targets with known defects. In contrast, the latter
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method does not rely on any additional knowledge about data and thus
leads to a more generic application. However, the cost paid for the wider
applicability is the much higher complexity. Often, the annotation process
is very tedious since each object of interest must be precisely labelled in
a huge amount of data.

As stated in Chapter 2, the major objectives of the proposed information
retrieval are to localize and to categorize the presented PCB components,
as well as to read text information on PCBs. To this end, positions
of sought objects along with relevant meta information, e.g. category of
components, recognized text, etc., are expected in the provided reference
data, which should be manually annotated in the obtained images since
prior knowledge of the target PCBs is in general not available. To simplify
this tedious annotation process and to increase the overall productivity,
a novel interactive segmentation tool with high usability and adequate
flexibility has been developed in two consecutive Master’s theses [264,265]
for assisting users in generating reference data.

To address the motivations for developing a new segmentation tool, a re-
view of available tools for the same or similar purposes is given as the first
part of this chapter. Subsequently, by tackling the problems presented by
standard tools, the principal concepts and the detailed implementation of
the novel segmentation tool are presented. For investigating the usabil-
ity and the flexibility of the developed tool, a qualitative evaluation is
conducted on PCB images and demonstrates the desirable properties of
this tool. Further discussion is also given at the end of this chapter and
clarifies the relevance of the developed tool for general applications.

A.1 State of the art

Aiming at providing the desired functional features in different application
domains, dozens of tools are available for annotating the ground truth in
images. Regarding the associated workflows of these tools, they can be
grouped into three major categories: image-editing programs, dedicated
segmentation tools and dataflow-based frameworks.

Image-editing programs are primarily developed to provide users with the
opportunities to manipulate images even without knowledge about image
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processing and programming. Amongst such programs, Adobe Photo-
shop [266] and the GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) [267] are
most commonly used due to their excellent usability and wide applica-
bility. Often there are numerous functions integrated in image-editing
programs for selecting certain regions in images for further manipulation.
Typically, such functions are the rectangle and ellipse selection, the Magic
Wand, the Lasso (free selection) and the Intelligent Scissors [268,269,270].
They are especially suited for generating the desired reference data by ex-
plicitly defining the corresponding masks of the ground-truth objects in
images. A further quite desirable feature is the flexible management of
the obtained masks, which is realized by employing the layer mechanism,
where the masks are individually or jointly saved in user-defined layers.
Thus, the ground-truth objects can be arbitrarily grouped to achieve a
flexible labelling of the presented multiple classes of objects. In contrast
to their excellent usability, adequate flexibility for customizing the la-
belling process is often missing. If any desired selection function is not
provided, the only solution is to write your own plug-in adjusted to the
special structure predetermined by the vendors. Defining a sophisticated
pipeline consisting of a series of consecutive operations is hardly possible,
which is, however, essential for dramatically reducing the complexity of
the labelling work. Furthermore, the functionality for integrating meta
information into the reference data is usually not provided.
Besides the image-editing programs suited for the general purpose, there
are also dedicated tools for annotating reference objects in specific image
data, for instance labelling cells in slides for biomedical analysis. Special-
ized tools, such as Ilastik [271], ITK-SNAP [272] and MITK [273], are
covered by this category. Due to the fact that the objects of interest for
such applications exhibit less variability, fixed annotation procedures with
the optimized work efficiency are employed in such tools. As a trade-off
between efficiency and flexibility, modifications and extensions to the es-
tablished workflows can only be realized with extensive efforts. Further
common weaknesses of the dedicated segmentation tools are moderate in-
teractive functions and poor management of the generated reference data.
To deal with a wide spectrum of image analysis tasks, MeVisLab [274]
and MiToBo [275] offer a large number of fundamental image processing
functions. They also employ the dataflow [276] concept for rapidly proto-
typing application-specific solutions. By selecting appropriate functions
as nodes and connecting them to form a processing pipeline, image data
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flow through all nodes in the pipeline and the analysis results are obtained
at the pipeline output. A highly flexible interactive segmentation tool can
be implemented in this manner if interactive selection and labelling op-
erations are also provided as fundamental functions. Since this is rather
a general scheme for solving image processing problems, the usability of
interactive operations and the management of reference data are far from
satisfying.

A.2 A better segmentation tool for PCBs

Good usability and segmentation performance, flexible data management,
as well as good accessibility and extensibility are necessary key features
of an appropriate segmentation tool for achieving convenient annotations
on PCB images exhibiting high complexity and variability. However, as
stated in the review of standard segmentation tools, none of them can
provide all of these features. This raises therefore demand for developing
A Better Segmentation Tool (ABeST).

A.2.1 Concepts

After the identification of need, the next step of software development is to
clarify the requirements on the software. Considering a typical workflow
for labelling reference objects in PCB images, the user first marks some
pixels or regions on the objects of interest as well as on the background.
The user input is utilized as seed points and fed to an appropriately de-
fined segmentation pipeline, which automatically generates segmentation
results. In case of unsatisfying segmentation results, convenient modifica-
tion functions are employed for assisting in manual correction. Especially,
modifications to the intermediate results of the pipeline are possible. By
assigning corresponding labels to segmented objects in images, they can
be arbitrarily grouped to yield the desired categorization. Moreover, meta
information can be attached to or removed from any segments effortlessly.
Regarding the intended annotation procedure, essential requirements on
ABeST are summarized as follows:

1. practical and convenient functions for selecting seed pixels/regions,
selecting regions of interest and modifying segmentation results;
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2. flexible pipeline generation by graphically organizing functional units
using drag-and-drop, as well as reuse of predefined pipelines;

3. individual user interfaces of functional units for setting parameters;

4. straightforward import of existing segmentation/analysis functions
for generating additional functional units, which are implemented
in diverse programming languages;

5. interrupting the employed pipeline before arbitrary functional units
and manipulating the intermediate or final results;

6. attaching arbitrary meta information to segmented objects and con-
venient data management, e.g. modification, search, etc.;

7. resuming a saved labelling process.

To meet the listed requirements, some entities with special properties are
designed for realizing the intended functionality of ABeST.

Interactive
tool

For obtaining good usability similarly to image-editing pro-
grams, the same or equivalent pixel/region selection tools
are integrated. Further convenient tools are also provided
for selecting the regions of interest or for modifying the ob-
tained segmentation results.

Plug-in The key for dramatically reducing the complexity of the la-
belling work is exploiting the power of automated analysis
functions, which are included as plug-ins into the proposed
segmentation tool. Any implementations of such functions
can be imported as plug-ins using the provided wrapping
tool and individual user interfaces are automatically gener-
ated for manual configuration. Each plug-in is visualized
as a functional unit and supports the drag-and-drop opera-
tion. Breakpoints can be set to functional units to halt the
automated analysis.

Pipeline By graphically connecting functional units the user defines
customized pipelines for improving the productivity or as-
sisting in difficult annotation tasks. The generated pipelines
can be saved and loaded again for reuse.
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Layer Inspired by the layer mechanism of the image-editing pro-
grams, layers are employed for managing single or grouped
objects. Each layer carries the masks of the grouped objects,
where groups of single objects are also possible. For flexible
data management, layers can be further individually mod-
ified, decomposed or merged. Additional meta information
is embedded in the layers.

Project The labelling process of each individual image is considered
as an independent project. After saving a project includ-
ing all parameters and the currently defined pipeline along
with intermediate results, the user can resume the labelling
process at any time.

A.2.2 Implementation

The very first question in the implementation is: which programming
language is best suited for developing the new segmentation tool? Since
ABeST is based on interactive operations, the programming of Graphical
User Interfaces (GUIs) must be well supported. Moreover, the program-
ming must be well accessible for most programmers and a wide range
of image processing functions should be provided for the selected pro-
gramming language. Python™ [249] is found to be able to satisfy these
requirements by using Qt [277] via the Python binding PyQt [278], using
OpenCV [56] and Scipy [279]. The resulting application software with all
major components is illustrated in Figure A.1.

Using the menu bar, the user can load a new image for the annotation
purpose or resume any saved labelling process. For the objects to be
segmented, an appropriate segmentation pipeline is to be defined in the
pipeline window, where essential functional units for realizing the desired
segmentation can be found in the plug-in window and are visualized as
blocks for graphical organization. Useful functions, e.g. Watershed [203],
GrabCut [149], Lazy Snapping [148], GrowCut [280], are available for sim-
plifying the tedious annotation task. Further functional units with cus-
tomized segmentation functions and implemented using C/C++, Python
or Matlabr [57] can be easily imported using the provided wrapper util-
ity. Following the instructions in the template file, the input and output
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Figure A.1: An overview of the developed ABeST. All major components
are identified with numbers: 1. menu bar; 2. interactive tools; 3. plug-ins;
4. layers; 5. pipeline definition; 6. global segmentation results; 7. temporal
segmentation results; 8. status bar.

data, as well as the programming language are defined in the XML [281]
format for automatically wrapping the customer function. In the window
of interactive tools, practical functions for positioning and region selec-
tion/modification are provided. With them the user can conveniently
visualize the region of interest in the middle of the screen and manually
define some seed pixels/regions as the input to the generated segmenta-
tion pipeline. All segmented objects are overlaid on the original image
and illustrated in the window of global segmentation results. The visu-
alization color, label and meta information of objects are assigned to the
corresponding entries in the window of layers for a convenient manage-
ment. For investigating the intermediate segmentation results, an addi-
tional window is used to visualize the currently segmented objects. The
temporary results are integrated into the global segmentation results af-
ter the modification and the confirmation made by the user. Valuable
information for assisting in labelling is presented in the status bar at the
bottom of the main window. For achieving the desired flexible data man-
agement, all data are organized in the HDF5 [282] format and an external
tool for managing the saved data is also available.
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usability segmentation data accessibility/
performance management extensibility

Photoshop + − ◦ −
GIMP + − ◦ ◦
Ilastik ◦ ◦ − ◦
MeVisLab − + − −
MiToBo − + − ◦
ABeST + + + +

Table A.1: A qualitative comparison between segmentation tools. The
most important four aspects listed in the first row of this table are consid-
ered to assess the applicability of these tools. Their performance in each
aspect is quantified into three levels: high (+), medium (◦) and low (−).

A.3 Evaluation and application

To assess the quality of ABeST vs. other segmentation tools, an appro-
priate evaluation is to be conducted. Regarding the intended application
for labelling objects in PCB images, the most important four aspects,
i.e. usability, segmentation performance, data management and accessi-
bility/extensibility, have been considered for achieving a qualitative com-
parison. Aiming at a detailed analysis, there are three levels defined
for describing the performance in each aspect: high, medium and low.
Evaluation results obtained for ABeST and for commonly used tools are
presented in Tabable A.1 for the reader’s convenience.

As stated in Section A.1, Photoshop and GIMP provide the best usability.
Similarly, ABeST exhibits the top performance in this aspect thanks to
the convenient interactive tools. To segment diverse components in im-
ages, sophisticated and reconfigurable segmentation pipelines are neces-
sary. This requirement is well satisfied only using MeVisLab, MiToBo and
ABeST, which employ the dataflow concept and provide fundamental im-
age processing functions for realizing the desired segmentation. However,
none of standard tools enables the desired data management, while with
ABeST the user can generate and modify data in a very flexible manner.
Moreover, as a non-commercial product and being implemented using the
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component number of size (in pixels)
samples minimum maximum mean

battery 9 65 083 91 066 83 292
capacitor 363 1 024 25 990 11 075
cooling element 22 184 292 1 198 036 399 066
connector 38 17 877 292 454 98 216
CPU 7 516 148 1 470 192 777 736
diode 11 1 735 16 034 8 034
IC 203 2 402 254 150 23 258
inductor 45 10 622 41 573 23 553
LED 6 1 711 6 586 5 105
oscillator 33 4 970 31 800 10 860
slot 318 2 666 304 959 69 650
transistor 139 1 536 39 992 11 325
other 30 2 601 670 069 60 360

total 1 224 1 024 1 470 192 44 541

Table A.2: Statistics of the dataset “PCB General” .

scripting language Python, ABeST is well accessible for users and pro-
grammers. With the provided user-friendly wrapper utility, ABeST can
be easily extended by integrating further image analysis functions.

Finally, ABeST was applied to assist users in interactively labelling diverse
PCB components. In 31 images, all significant components are segmented,
where their image pixels have been correspondingly labelled. Specifica-
tions, e.g. class/category, text, color, shape, are saved in the HDF5 for-
mat and can be retrieved for the annotated objects. A total of 1 224
components with their size varying between 1 024 and 1 470 192 pixels are
obtained. For the reader’s convenience, a statistical overview of the seg-
mented objects is presented in Table A.2. To distinguish this dataset from
others, it is referred to as “PCB General” in this thesis.
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A.4 Discussion

Although ABeST was originally developed for solving the PCB annotation
problem, due to its favorable features listed in Table A.1 it is also prefer-
able in general annotation tasks. Interestingly, ABeST can be further
applied for rapidly prototyping segmentation algorithms since sophisti-
cated pipelines are generated via a couple of drag-and-drop operations
and it is straightforward to import additional image analysis functions
implemented in different programming languages.

Occasionally, images may contain a great number of objects which are
difficult to segment using available image analysing functions and inter-
active tools. This is still a challenging scenario for ABeST and usually
results in extremely tedious labelling work. A possible solution is to com-
bine classification with online learning techniques [283]. By exploiting
the manual feedback given to the current segmentation results, classi-
fiers are incrementally trained to improve the correct classification rate of
pixels/patches from different objects. After several iterations with a few
manually labelled samples, the desired segmentation can be achieved.

Good classification results usually require huge datasets with hundreds
of thousands of samples from different classes. Such datasets are acces-
sible only if a large number of workers take part in the annotation task.
To alleviate possible hardware and software barriers related to using the
segmentation tool on different computers, it is a practical solution to ac-
cess the labelling process over internet. Users interact with the tool via
a web application, while the image processing and the data management
are conducted on some remote servers.
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Correction of lens
distortion

B.1 Polynomial model using {k1}

B.1.1 Proof of hT
3 = [0, 0, η]

Accroding to Eq. 3.42, there is equivalently

H·xN = H·

xND·(1 + k1·r2)
yND·(1 + k1·r2)

1

 = η·

x̂ND·(1 + k̂1·r̂2)
ŷND·(1 + k̂1·r̂2)

1

 = η·x̂N, (B.1)

where H = [h1,h2,h3]T with row vectors {hT
1 , hT

2 , hT
3} is a 3×3 invertible

matrix and the non-zero scale factor η is equal to the inner product of the
two vectors h3 = [h31, h32, h33]T and xN = [xN, yN, 1]T:

η = hT
3 ·xN = h31·xN + h32·yN + h33. (B.2)

Substituting the transformation matrix T From Eq. 3.41 into Eq. 3.40,
the x and y coordinates of the point x̂ND = [x̂ND, ŷND, 1]T are linear com-
binations of {xND, yND, 1}:

x̂ND = xND + ts·yND + tp,

ŷND = ta·yND + tq.
(B.3)
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Since r2 = x2ND + y2ND and r̂2 = x̂2ND + ŷ2ND, the x and y coordinates of the
points xN = [xN, yN, 1]T and x̂N = [x̂N, ŷN, 1]T are written as

xN = xND + k1·x3ND + k1·xND·y2ND,
yN = yND + k1·x2ND·yND + k1·y3ND,

x̂N = (xND + ts·yND + tp) + k̂1·(xND + ts·yND + tp)3+
k̂1·(xND + ts·yND + tp)·(ta·yND + tq)2,

ŷN = (ta·yND + tq) + k̂1·(xND + ts·yND + tp)2·(ta·yND + tq)+
k̂1·(ta·yND + tq)3.

(B.4)

Besides Eq. B.2, two further independent equations can also be derived
from Eq. B.1:

hT
1 ·xN = h11·xN + h12·yN + h13 = η·x̂N,

hT
2 ·xN = h21·xN + h22·yN + h23 = η·ŷN.

(B.5)

Regarding Eq.B.4 and B.2, the two equations above can be expanded into

h11·k1·x3ND + h12·k1·x2ND·yND+
h11·k1·xND·y2ND + h12·k1·y3ND+
h11·xND + h12·yND + h13 =
(h31·k1·k̂1)·x6ND + (h32·k1·k̂1 + 3·h31·k1·k̂1·ts)·x5ND·yND+

6∑
i=2

(a(6,6−i)·x(6 - i)
ND ·yiND) +

5∑
i=0

i∑
j=0

(a(i,i−j)·x(i - j)ND ·yjND)

(B.6)

and
h21·k1·x3ND + h22·k1·x2ND·yND+
h21·k1·xND·y2ND + h22·k1·y3ND+
h21·xND + h22·yND + h23 =

6∑
i=0

i∑
j=0

(b(i,i−j)·x(i - j)ND ·yjND),

(B.7)

where a(i,i−j) and b(i,i−j) are coefficients determined by {h11, h12, h13, h21,

h22, h23, h31, h32, h33, k1, k̂1, ts, ta, tp, tq}. For distorted images, there is
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k1 6= 0. However, k̂1 6= 0 and k̂1 = 0 should be considered individu-
ally.

For the case of k̂1 6= 0, the right side of Eq. B.6 contains the terms x6ND
and x5ND·yND, which do not exist on the left side of the equation. It is thus
straightforward to see that (h31·k1·k̂1)·x6ND and 3·h31·k1·k̂1·ts)·x5ND·yND
must vanish with h31 = h32 = 0 since xND and yND can take arbitrary
values. Regarding Eq. B.2, there is hT

3 = [0, 0, η].

If k̂1 = 0, Eq. B.6 is simplified to

h11·k1·x3ND + h12·k1·x2ND·yND+
h11·k1·xND·y2ND + h12·k1·y3ND+
h11·xND + h12·yND + h13 =
(h31·k1)·x4ND + (h32·k1 + h31·k1·ts)·x3ND·yND+
(h31·k1 + h32·k1·ts)·x2ND·y2ND + (h32·k1 + h31·k1·ts)·xND·y3ND+
h32·k1·ts·y4ND+
h31·k1·tp·x3ND + h32·k1·tp·x2ND·yND+
h31·k1·tp·xND·y2ND + h32·k1·tp·y3ND+
h31·x2ND + (h32 + h31·ts)·tp·xND·yND + h32·ts·y2ND+
(h33 + h31·tp)·xND + (h32·tp + h33·ts)·yND + h33·tp.

(B.8)

Again, the terms x4ND and x3ND·yND on the right side of the equation must
vanish, which leads to hT

3 = [0, 0, η].

B.1.2 Simplified equations for hT
3 = [0, 0, 1]

As proven in the last subsection, the last row hT
3 of the matrix H is of the

form hT
3 = [0, 0, η]. For computational convenience, H is scaled by the

factor (1/η) so that hT
3 = [h31, h32, h33] = [0, 0, 1]. The obtained values
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h31 = 0, h32 = 0 and h33 = 1 can be subsitituted into Eq. B.6 and B.7:

h11·k1·x3ND + h12·k1·x2ND·yND + h11·k1·xND·y2ND + h12·k1·y3ND+
h11·xND + h12·yND + h13 =
k̂1·x3ND + 3·k̂1·ts·x2ND·yND + k̂1·(t2a + 3·t2s)·xND·y2ND+
k̂1·(t2a·ts + t3s)·y3ND + 3·k̂1·tp·x2ND + k̂1·(2·ta·tq + 6·tp·ts)·xND·yND+
k̂1·(t2a·tp + 2·ta·tq·ts + 3·tp·t2s)·y2ND + (3·k̂1·t2p + k̂1·t2q + 1)·xND+
(3·k̂1·t2p·ts + 2·k̂1·ta·tp·tq + k̂1·t2q·ts + ts)·yND+
k̂1·t3p + k̂1·tp·t2q + tp,

(B.9)

and

h21·k1·x3ND + h22·k1·x2ND·yND + h21·k1·xND·y2ND + h22·k1·y3ND
h21·xND + h22·yND + h23 =
k̂1·ta·x2ND·yND + 2·k̂1·ta·ts·xND·y2ND + k̂1·(t3a + ta·t2s)·y3ND+
k̂1·tq·x2ND + k̂1·(2·ta·tp + 2·tq·ts)·xND·yND+
k̂1·(3·t2a·tq + 2·ta·tp·ts + tq·t2s)·y2ND + 2·k̂1·tp·tq·xND+
(k̂1·ta·t2p + 2·k̂1·tp·tq·ts + 3·k̂1·ta·t2q + ta)·yND+
k̂1·t2p·tq + k̂1·t3q + tq.

(B.10)

B.2 Polynomial model using {k1, p1, p2}

B.2.1 Transformation between lifted coordinates

Given the transformation matrix T (defined in Eq. 3.41) between the
coordinates xND and x̂ND with x̂ND = T ·xND, there is also a corresponding
transformation defined by a 10×10 invertible matrixBN between the lifted
coordinates χND and χ̂ND: χ̂ND = BN·χND following their definitions in
Eq. 3.48. After replacing x̂ND and ŷND in the coordinate vector x̂ND =
[x̂ND, ŷND, 1]T with linear combinations of {xND, yND, 1} according to x̂ND =
T ·xND, the coordinate transformation matrix BN is obtained as

BN = [b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9, b10]T, (B.11)
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where

bT1 = [1, 3·ts, 3·t2s, t3s, 3·tp, 3·ts·tp, 3·t2s·tp, 3·t2p, 3·ts·t2p, t3p],
bT2 = [0, ta, 2·ta·ts, ta·t2s, tq, 2·(ta·tp + ts·tq),

(2·ta·ts·tp + t2s·tq), 2·tp·tq, (ta·t2p + 2·ts·tp·tq), t2p·tq],
bT3 = [0, 0, t2a, t2a·ts, 0, 2·ta·tq, (2·ta·ts·tq + t2a·tp), t2q,

(2·ta·tp·tq + ts·t2q), tp·t2q],
bT4 = [0, 0, 0, t3a, 0, 0, 3·t2a·tq, 0, 3·ta·t2q, t3q],
bT5 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2·ts, t2s, 2·tp, 2·ts·tp, t2p],
bT6 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ta, ta·ts, tq, (ta·tp + ts·tq), tp·tq],
bT7 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, t2a, 0, 2·ta·tq, t2q],
bT8 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, ts, tp],
bT9 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ta, tq],
bT10 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1].

(B.12)

B.2.2 Ambiguities in estimated parameters

For the first two row vectors hT
1 and hT

2 in H, as well as for the transfor-
mation matrix T and for the estimated inverse distortion function L̂-1

N (·),
sufficient equations in the unknown parameters {h11, h12, h13, h21, h22, h23,

ta, ts, tp, tq, k̂1, p̂1, p̂2} can be obtained by substituting Eq. 3.49, B.11 and
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B.12 into Eq. 3.50:

h11·k1 = k̂1,

h21·k1 = 0,
h12·k1 = 3·k̂1·ts,

h22·k1 = k̂1·ta,

h11·k1 = k̂1·(t2a + 3·t2s),
h21·k1 = 2·k̂1·ta·ts,

h12·k1 = k̂1·(t2a·ts + t3s),
h22·k1 = k̂1·(t3a + ta·t2s),
3·h11·p1 + h12·p2 = 3·k̂1·tp + 3·p̂1,

3·h21·p1 + h22·p2 = k̂1·tq + p̂2,

h11·p2 + h12·p1 = k̂1·ta·tq + ta·p̂2,

h21·p2 + h22·p1 = k̂1·ta·tp + ta·p̂1,

h11·p1 + 3·h12·p2 = k̂1·t2a·tp + t2a·p̂1,

h21·p1 + 3·h22·p2 = 3·(k̂1·t2a·tq + t2a·p̂2),
h11 = k̂1·(3·t2p + t2q) + 6·tp·p̂1 + 2·tq·p̂2 + 1,
h21 = 2·k̂1·tp·tq + 2·tp·p̂2 + 2·tq·p̂1,

h12 = 2·ta·(k̂1·tp·tq + tq·p̂1 + tp·p̂2),
h22 = ta·(k̂1·t2p + 3·k̂1·t2q + 2·tp·p̂1 + 6·tq·p̂2 + 1),
h13 = k̂1·tp·(t2p + t2q) + p̂1·(3·t2p + t2q) + tp·(2·tq·p̂2 + 1),
h23 = k̂1·tq·(t2p + tq2) + tq·(2·tp·p̂1 + 1) + p̂2·(t2p + 3·t2q).

(B.13)

Regarding k1 6= 0 for distorted images and det (H) 6= 0 for the homog-
raphy H, it is straightforward to solve {h12, h21, ta, ts} with ta = ±1 and
h12 = h21 = ts = 0. However, there exist ambiguities in {h11, h13, h22, h23,

tp, tq, k̂1, p̂1, p̂2} even after discarding the four solutions with complex val-
ues. Especially, the parameters {tp, tq, k̂1, p̂1, p̂2} can take one set of the
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following values:

{ 0, 0, k1, p1, −p2},
{2·p1/k1, 2·p2/k1, k1, −p1, −p2},
{ 0, 0, k1, p1, p2},
{2·p1/k1, −2·p2/k1, k1, −p1, p2}.

(B.14)

B.3 Polynomial model using {k1, k2, k3, p1, p2}

B.3.1 Transformed model for lifted coordinates

By introducing the additional parameters {k2, k3}, the transformed cor-
rection model MN with xN = MN·χND for the lifted coordinates χND:

χND = [ x7ND, x6ND·yND, x5ND·y2ND, x4ND·y3ND, x3ND·y4ND,
x2ND·y5ND, xND·y6ND, y7ND, x6ND, x5ND·yND,
x4ND·y2ND, x3ND·y3ND, x2ND·y4ND, xND·y5ND, y6ND,

x5ND, x4ND·yND, x3ND·y2ND, x2ND·y3ND, xND·y4ND,
y5ND, x4ND, x3ND·yND, x2ND·y2ND, xND·y3ND,
y4ND, x3ND, x2ND·yND, xND·y2ND, y3ND,

x2ND, xND·yND, y2ND, xND, yND, 1]T

(B.15)

is written as MT
N = [m1,m2,m3], where mT

1 , mT
2 and mT

3 ∈ R1×36 are
the row vectors of MN with

mT
1 = [k3, 0, 3·k3, 0, 3·k3, 0, k3, 0, 0, · · ·, 0,

k2, 0, 2·k2, 0, k2, 0, 0, 0, 0, · · ·, 0,
0, k1, 0, k1, 0, 3·p1, 2·p2, p1, 1, 0, 0],

mT
2 = [0, k3, 0, 3·k3, 0, 3·k3, 0, k3, 0, · · ·, 0,

0, k2, 0, 2·k2, 0, k2, 0, 0, 0, · · ·, 0,
0, 0, k1, 0, k1, p2, 2·p1, 3·p2, 0, 1, 0],

mT
3 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, · · ·, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, · · ·, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1].

(B.16)
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Apparently, the estimated lifted coordinates χ̂ND and the estimated model
M̂N are in the same forms as Eq. B.15 and B.16, respectively.

B.3.2 Constraint on xi · yj for (i+ j) = 6

Since the entries {xiND·yjND | (i + j) = 6} in χND are not included in the
correction model L-1

N (·), they must vanish on the right side of Eq. 3.52.
Considering the special form of M̂N and the coordinate transformation
[x̂ND, ŷND, 1]T = T ·[xND, yND, 1]T, only the entries {x̂iND·ŷjND | (i + j) = 7}
in χ̂ND need to be investigated for ensuring the constraint stated above.
According to Section B.3.1, the coordinate transformation matrix BN in
Eq. 3.51 is of the size 36×36 and satisfies χ̂ND = BN·χND. If only the part
related to the entries {x̂iND·ŷjND | (i + j) = 7} in χ̂ND is considered on the
right side of Eq. 3.51, the right side is reduced to M̂N,7·BN,7·χND, where

M̂N,7 =

k̂3 0 3·k̂3 0 3·k̂3 0 k̂3 0
0 k̂3 0 3·k̂3 0 3·k̂3 0 k̂3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 (B.17)

and BN,7 = [b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8]T with bT1 , · · ·, bT8 denoting the first
eight row vectors of BN. If the vanishing constraint on terms related
to the entries {xiND·yjND | (i + j) = 6} in χND is considered additionally,
the remaining part M̂N,7·BN,7·χND is further simplified and results in the
following equation:

M̂N,7·BN,7,6·χND,6 = 0, (B.18)
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where BN,7,6 consists of the 9-th to 15-th columns of BN,7 with

BN,7,6 = (B.19)

7·tp 42·ts·tp 105·t2s·tp 140·t3s·tp 105·t4s·tp 42·t5s·tp 7·t6s·tp

tq 6·(ta·tp 15·ts· 20·t2s· 15·t3s· 6·t4s· t5s·
+ts·tq) (2·ta·tp (3·ta·tp (4·ta·tp (5·ta·tp (6·ta·tp

+ts·tq) +ts·tq) +ts·tq) +ts·tq) +ts·tq)

0 2·ta·tq 5·ta· 20·ta· 10·ta·t2s· 10·ta·t3s· ta·t4s·
(ta·tp+ (ta·tp+ (3·ta·tp+ (2·ta·tp (5·ta·tp+
2·ts·tq) ts·tq) 2·ts·tq) +ts·tq) 2·ts·tq)

0 0 3·t2a·tq 4·t2a· 6·t2a·ts· 12·t2a·t2s· t2a·t3s·
(ta·tp+ (2·ts·tp+ (ta·tp+ (4·ta·tp+
3·ts·tq) 3·ts·tq) ts·tq) 3·ts·tq)

0 0 0 4·t3a·tq 3·t3a· 6·t3a·ts· t3a·t2s·
(ta·tp+ (ta·tp+ (3·ta·tp+
4·ts·tq) 2·ts·tq) 4·ts·tq)

0 0 0 0 5·t4a·tq 2·t4a· t4a·ts·
(ta·tp+ (2·ta·tp+
5·ts·tq 5·ts·tq

0 0 0 0 0 6·t5a·tq t5a·(ta·tp

+6·ts·tq)

0 0 0 0 0 0 7·t6a·tq


and χND,6 = [x6ND, x5ND·yND, x4ND·y2ND, x3ND·y3ND, x2ND·y4ND, xND·y5ND, y6ND]T.
To satisfy Eq. B.18 for χND,6 taking arbitrary values, there must be
M̂N,7·BN,7,6 = 0. It is not difficult to see that there exist multiple pa-
rameter settings valid for this equation. Regarding the products of the
first two row vectors in M̂N,7 with the first column vector in BN,7,6, two
equations are obtained:

7·k̂3·tp = 0,
k̂3·tq = 0.

(B.20)
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If k̂3 6= 0, the two equations above are true only for tp = tq = 0. Conse-
quently, the coordinate transformation matrix BN turns into

BN =



BN,7,7 0 0 0 0

0 BN,6,6 0 0 0

0 0 BN,5,5 0 0

0 0 0 BN,4,4 0

0 0 0 0 BN,3210,3210


, (B.21)

where the submatrices BN,7,7 ∈ R8×8, BN,6,6 ∈ R7×7, BN,5,5 ∈ R6×6,
BN,4,4 ∈ R5×5 and BN,3210,3210 ∈ R10×10 are with the coefficients corre-
sponding to the entries {xiND·yjND | (i + j) = 7}, {xiND·yjND | (i + j) = 6},
{xiND·yjND | (i + j) = 5}, {xiND·yjND | (i + j) = 4} and {xiND·yjND | (i + j) =
{0, 1, 2, 3}} in χND, respectively. The correction model M̂N can also be
rewritten as M̂N = [M̂N,7,03×7,M̂N,5,03×5,M̂N,3210], where

M̂N,5 =

k̂2 0 2·k̂2 0 k̂2 0
0 k̂2 0 2·k̂2 0 k̂2
0 0 0 0 0 0

 (B.22)

and

M̂N,3210 =

k̂1 0 k̂1 0 3·p̂1 2·p̂2 p̂1 1 0 0
0 k̂1 0 k̂1 p̂2 2·p̂1 3·p̂2 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

 . (B.23)

Thus, Eq. 3.51 results in three independent equations

H·MN,7 = M̂N,7·BN,7,7,

H·MN,5 = M̂N,5·BN,5,5,

H·MN,3210 = M̂N,3210·BN,3210,3210

(B.24)

for xND and yND being arbitrary. Interestingly, the last equation above
is also obtained for the PCM with extended parameters {k1, p1, p2}. In
other words, the same solutions with tp = tq = 0 are obtained:

{ta, ts, tp, tq, k̂1, p̂1, p̂2} = {±1, 0, 0, 0, k1, p1, ±p2}. (B.25)
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Moreover, the two further correction parameters k̂2 and k̂3 are solved as
k̂2 = k2 and k̂3 = k3, respectively.

However, if k̂3 = 0 or practically k̂3 ≈ 0, which also implies k3 = 0 or
k3 ≈ 0, things turn out differently: tp and tq are not constrained any
more according to Eq. B.18. It becomes even worse if k2 is also equal
or close to zero. In practice, due to the inaccuracy in determined point
correspondences, equations like those in Eq. B.18 do not exactly hold.
tp and tq can thus even take huge values without resulting in significant
residual on the right hand of these equations. To avoid uncontrolled drift
of tp and tq from their real values, dismissing the decentering components
related to {p1, p2} is necessary. By this means, the correction model is
simplified to the basic form only using k1, given k2 = k3 = 0. The
deviation from the original full-parameter model can be well compensated
by adapting all other parameters, especially a and s in K, through an
appropriate optimization.

B.4 Parameter constraints for division model

For DCM, Eq. 3.39 is rewritten as

H·

xND/(1 + κ·r2)
yND/(1 + κ·r2)

1

 ∼=
x̂ND/(1 + κ̂·r̂2)
ŷND/(1 + κ̂·r̂2)

1

 (B.26)

⇐⇒ H·

 xND·(1 + κ̂·r̂2)
yND·(1 + κ̂·r̂2)

(1 + κ·r2)·(1 + κ̂·r̂2)

 =

 x̂ND
ŷND

1 + κ̂·r̂2

 ·hT
3 ·

 xND
yND

1 + κ·r2


where r2 = x2ND + y2ND, r̂2 = x̂2ND + ŷ2ND and H = [h1,h2,h3]T. Using
the linear coordinate transformation [x̂ND, ŷND, 1]T = T ·[xND, yND, 1]T, x̂ND
and ŷND are eliminated in the equation above. Apparently, for κ 6= 0 in a
general case, the homography H must take the form

H =

h11 0 0
0 h22 0
h31 h32 h33

 (B.27)
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since the equality in Eq. B.26 must hold for arbitrary values of xND and
yND. Eq. B.26 is thus simplified and leads to

[
h11·xND·(1 + κ̂·r̂2)
h22·yND·(1 + κ̂·r̂2)

]
=
[
x̂ND
ŷND

]
·hT

3 ·

 xND
yND

1 + κ·r2


MN,L·χND = MN,R·χND

⇐⇒ MN,L = MN,R,

(B.28)

where MN,L and MN,R are the coefficient matrices for the entries in the
lifted coordinate vector χND. After solving each unknown parameter in
Eq. B.28, the same results as in the case of PCM only using the single
parameter k1 are obtained and the desired image correction is accom-
plished.
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Features and classifiers

C.1 Features

Haralick Based on GLCMs computed for adjacent pixels along certain
directions, statistical features [128], e.g. contrast, correlation,
homogeneity, entropy, etc., are employed for describing the
presented texture in images.

HOG As introduced in Section 5.2.1.2, Histograms of Oriented Gra-
dients (HOG) [142] features consist of histograms quantifying
the occurrences of oriented gradients in dense spatial cells and
thus capture the local shape context of objects as well as the
global arrangement.

BoVW In a Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) [139] model, primary fea-
tures are densely sampled (pooled) over the entire image or in
the subdivided spatial cells. The underlying object is repre-
sented by the histogram or histograms quantifying the occur-
rences of visual words associated with the extracted primary
features.

FV Similar to BoVW models, the Fisher Vector (FV) [181] of an
image is also generated with the help of a visual vocabulary
described typically by a Gaussian mixture model. Instead of
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counting the occurrences of visual words, statistical difference
between the extracted primary features and visual words is
utilized for representing the image.

C.2 Fundamental classifiers

k-NN Instead of explicitly defining class boundaries in feature space,
a k-Nearest-Neighbors (k-NN) [130] classifier relies on the lo-
cal majority labels of training samples. More specifically, the
nearest k training samples of the test point in the feature
space are considered and the class label with the majority
votes is assigned to the test point. As a result, the num-
ber k of the nearest neighbors and the distance measure in
the feature space turn out to be the only parameters to be
adjusted.

DTree Starting from the root node and landing in the leaf nodes
for different classes, test samples travel down a Decision Tree
(DTree) [151] while being successively divided into subsets at
each decision node regarding the optimal splitting feature or
the optimal splitting feature component in feature vectors.
Through tuning the maximal depth of DTrees and the mini-
mal sizes for splitting and leafs, the trade-off between training
error and overfitting can be adjusted.

SVM As introduced in Section 5.2.1.2, a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [131] seeks the optimal separating hyperplane in the
feature space for maximizing the classification margin, where
a subset of the training samples become support vectors,
which are close to and thus defining the sought hyperplane.
With the help of the kernel trick for defining distance mea-
sures in a high-dimensional feature space without any explicit
transformation, nonlinear class boundaries for better classi-
fication performance can be localized in the original feature
space through the linear separating hyperplanes determined
implicitly in the high-dimensional feature space. In general,
the kernel parameter and the penalty coefficient of false la-
beling are to be selected with caution.
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C.3 Ensemble methods

AdaBoost Based on a set of weak classifiers, each of which performs
slightly better than random guessing, a strong classifier with
high precision can be created using the Boosting algorithm for
ensemble learning. As a practical boosting method, Adaptive
Boosting (AdaBoost) [284] sequentially adds retrained weak
classifiers to the boosted classifier and generates the final
prediction as a linear combination of these weak classifiers.
Moreover, the importance (probability) of single training in-
stances is dynamically adapted: increased in case of wrong
classification using the currently added weak classifier and
decreased otherwise.

Bagging Another practical ensemble learning algorithm is Bagging [190]
(Bootstrap Aggregating). For improving stability and reduc-
ing variance as well as overfitting, less correlated classifiers
are trained on a series of equal-sized new training sets sam-
pled from the original training data, where samples in each
training set are obtained through a uniform sampling with
replacement. The final prediction is formed as the output
with the majority votes.

Random
Subspace

Instead of using Bagging to reduce the correlation between
single DTrees in ensemble learning, random subsets of fea-
tures or random subsets of components in feature vectors [191]
can be used to determine the best splits at decision nodes. By
this means, the dominance of strong features is avoided and
adequately randomized DTrees are thus constructed.

RF Combining Bagging and random feature subspaces in training
a forest of DTrees, a stable classifier in the form of Random
Forest (RF) [132] is obtained and provides desirable resistance
to overfitting.
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C.4 Deep learning

DBN A probabilistic generative model relying on Deep Belief Net-
work (DBN) [219] comprises multiple layers of hidden units
and is realized typically in the form of stacked Restricted
Boltzmann Machines (RBMs), where the weight matrix be-
tween any two consecutive layers of the DBN is determined
through training a RBM: the bottom visible input layer and
the top hidden layer. By this means, the probability distribu-
tion of binary latent variables in the hidden layers is learned.
In inference (test), the predicted label is obtained if its proba-
bility is the global maximum or the corresponding free energy
is the minimum.

CNN As introduced in Section 5.2.2.2, Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs) [140] usually consist of bottom Conv layers
and top reasoning layers, for instance FC layers. After ex-
tracting the underlying stimuli patterns through successive
convolutional operations and nonlinear transformations, se-
mantic representations at the top Conv layer are forwarded
to reasoning layers for generating prediction results.
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